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In f irst session

Congress compiles less
than spectacular record

CHRISTMAS IN THE SPACE AGE
The era of the spaceman entered the biblical
picture" in this manger display in Rome 's
Piazza Navona Tuesday. The figure of an as-

tronaut can be seen kneeling and praying in
front of the statuette of Jesus the Child .. (AP
Photofax).

Evidence Swiss banks
used in military payoffs
WASHINGTON. (.AP) - The
Defense Department has evidence that secret Swiss bank accounts have been.' used to cloak
payoffs to American military
personnel who supplied U.S. intelligence information to foreign
powers.
Defense Department representatives, it was learned, were
to testify to that fact at a House
Banking Committed hearing
Dec. 12 on a bill aimed at halting the illegal use of secret foreign bank accounts by U.S. citizens.
The hearing was postponed
until sometime' next year , but
committee members received
an advance copy of the formal
department testimony before
the postponement. The testimony said , among other things,
that the Defense Department
was in "complete accord" with
the secret foreign bank account
bill.
"Foreign numbered accounts
pose a security threat to the Department ot. Defense in that
they may be used to support foreign agents targeted against the
military establishment or they
may be used to conceal payments to U.S. pers onnel recruited by foreign intelligence services ," the testimony said.
The Defense Department representative testified further that
tho Pentagon officials would
cooperated fully with the Treasury Department in enforcing the
secret foreign bank account bill
after its enactment,
They may never get the
chance.
Even as the Defense Department testimony was being drafted, the Nixtfn administration ,
led by the Treasury Department, was backing down from
its support for the hill. It was
under pressure from domestic
nnd foreign hanking leaders
who objected to the stringent
new record-keeping pract ices
provided for in the measure.
The House Banking Committee , chaired by Rep. Wright
Patmnn , D-Tex,, held n day of
hearings on secret foVeign bank
accounts late last year . It was
disclosed at that time that the
accounts aro used to cloak hun-

dreds of millions of dollars in
tax evasions and frauds every
. year. -A.A ¦
Patman and other committee
members began drafting legislation—with the help of Nixon
administration officials—to curb
the practice.
Assured of administration
support for the measure, Pat-

Some fun
Christmas , says the cynic,
Is the time of year when
you find out who works in
your apartment building .. .
It's only natural for some
men to think more of their
cars than they do of thenwives. After all, they can
always trade in their cars
for a new model . . . One
advantage to being successful is that you dem't have
to listen to good advice any
more.

man began hearings Dec. 4. His
two witnesses that day were
Will Wilson, assistant attorney
general iii charge of the criminal division , and Robert M.
Morgenthaii. U.S. attorney for
the southern district of New
York, a man who" broke several
foreign bank account fraud
cases.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
first session of the 91st Congress
has ended after one of the longr
est but least productive legislative efforts in recent times.
The
Democratic-controlled
Congress gave President Nixon
only a handful of the major proposals he sent to the Capitol
during his first year in office.
Action on about 25 of his most
important
recommendations
was left over for what promises
to be a jam-packed 1970 session
opening on Jan. 19. 7
Democratic leaders insisted ,
however, that one key measure,
the massive tax and Social Security bill, was enough to make
the 1969 session one to remember
The lawmakers also cleared a

major $4.8 billion housing bill, drug use, reform of the welfare
the most stringent coal mine system, revenue-sharing with
safety measure ever passed, 'ay- the states and cities, reorganidraft law revision which permitted Nixon to institute a lottery zation of the postal system,
system, 7 anct extensions of the mass transit subsidies, new forsurtax which the administraion eign trade policies, and many
¦
others.
sought to fight inflatjon.
Senators easily confirmed But the legislators, who bareNixon's choice of Judge Warren ly finished Tuesday in time to
E. Burger as Chief Justice of make it home by Christmas
the United States, then handed Eve, left with the . President's
the President a stiff rebuff by good wishes. 7
rejecting his y nomination of Nixon went to the Capitol for
Judge Clement F. Haynsworth lunch with congressional leadJr. for a second opening on the ers in a last-minute goodwill
Supreme Court. Nixon indicated gesture.
he will send a new nomination But the general good feeling
did not prevent House Republito the Senate early in 1970.
Not acted on were the Presi- can Leader Gerald R. Ford of
dent's proposals to deal with Michigan from calling the 1969
problems of crime, spreading session a "do-little, stick-in-the-

mud assembly."
There undoubtedly will be political arguments in next year's
congressionar elections and perhaps in the 1972 national elections as to responsibility for the
record of the 1969 Congress.
7 Administration o f f d e l a Is
charged that Congress dragged
its feet throughout the year, implying the Democrats did hot
want to give a GOP administration credit for solving important
national problems.
Democratic leaders answered
that Congress did work hard
and laid the groundwork for a
much more respectable record
in the second session of the 91st.
They charged also that Nixon

Four enemy raids felt
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';; As This been Its cus- g
torn for many years, g
tha Winona TDaily News $ SAIGON (AP) — The allies
began a 24-hour Christmas truce
will not be published g tonight and in 7 the first hours
¦
Thursday, when ' ¦busl- J four enemy attacks were reported. The Viet Cong had begun the
ness places will be |
cease-fire 17 hours ear¦
closed for the Christ- 1 holiday
lier .7- ¦
" v ' :mas holiday. Regular |
The South Vietnamese Compublication will be re- g mand said the attack began
sumecT Friday.
g shortly after the allied ceasewent into effect and resultRemember fo drive $ fire
ed in two enemy and two recarefully:
g gional force soldiers killed. Five
Vietnamese

soldiers

wounded.
The U.S. Command said that
"preliminary reports indicate
the situation is relatively quiet"
j for American forces with very
few incidents reported.
The South Vietnamese military command said it had suspended as many as 60 offensive
operations of battalion size or
larger throughout the country.
Spokesmen said the allies were
keeping up local patrols and rewere connaissance flights and would

fire first if it appeared that enemy troops on the move were
threatening them.
A U.S, communique said
American forces "will maintain
an alert posture and will take
necessary security precautions
to protect friendl y forces or installations."
Although air attacks on targets in South Vietnam -were suspended lor 24 hours , sources

Tears of joy in
home of POW's
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Cards or letters from 131
American prisoners of war in
North Vietnam have brought
tears of joy in homes around the
nation . Some families learned
for the first time that their men

TRACKING. SANTA . . . Santa Claus reminds nil boys
and girls in the Winona area of tonight' s visit as he makes
a Christmas Eve appearance on a radarscopc of the U.S.
Air Force Acrospacd Defense Command (ADC) .
Each year, ADC tracks and identifies Santa as he heads
toward the North American continent . As part of the U .S.Canadian North American Air Defense Command , ADC
maintains surveillance every day of the yc'ar , including
Christmas, to preserve free world security, (U .S, Air Force
photo)

took three months to revise former President Lyndon B. Johnson's last budget, which delayed
appropriations bills, and sent up
some of his major recommendations so late there was no: possible chance to consider them adequately in 1969.
Nixon issued a rash of veto
threats in , the closing days of
the session, souring relation s
between the White Houe and
Democrats on Capitol Hill.
Conferees on the tax bill mad*
changes to meet some of Nixon's objections to that measure,
and Republican leaders later
said they were sure he would
sign it. 7
HEW money
(Continued on page 14A, col. 7)

were alive and well.
The four children of Maj. Donald Odell had gone out Christmas caroling in Mount Clemens,
Mich., Tuesday but quit because
of the bitter cold . Then came
word that their father , missing
for 26 months, was reported
alive and well.
"After those kids got tlie
news, there was no stopping
them ," said their jubilant mother, Mrs. Shirley Odell. "They 're
back in the cold, telling the
neighbors their dad's all right,
singing their hearts out up and
down the block."
It had been 18 months since
Air Force Snd Lt. Michael T.
Burns , 25, was shot down over
North Vietnam , and his parents
in Warsaw , Ind., knew nothing
except that he had been seen
landing safely .
Then his name appeared on
the list made public Tuesday by
two women leaders of the antiwar movements just back from
North Vietnam.
"I couldn 't think of anything
we'd like better than this ," said
his father , John B. Burns, "This
is the time of year for things
like this to happen, "
In Washingto n, a Pentagon
spokesman said all but four of
the
names
hnd
appeared on previous lists of
prisoners . He -declined to say
which four names were new , or
reveal the names of five men
that North Vietnam reported
are dead.

said U.S. planes were continuing their attacks on North Vietnamese infiltration routes in
Eastern Laos.
In the hours between the start
of the enemy and allied ceasefires, a period in which the allied commands said their forces
continued operations as usual,
the U.S. Command reported one
serious incident which it considered a Viet Cong violation of the
enemy 's own cease-fire.

Good fellows

AMERICAN POW . . . Mrs. Madeline
Duckies of Berkeley , Calif., shakes hands with
Mark Gartldy of Greenville , Mo., and Mrs. .
Cora Weiss of New Vork chats with Paul
Bordon Brown of Newton , Mass., (center)
and Bill Mayhew of New Manchester , W . Va.

The women, anti-war movement leaders , just
returned from a visit to Hanoi . They said the
men wdre identified as pilots, but no ranks
given . They w«re brought to Hanoi fro m their
detention camp to talk to the American women. (AP Photofax)

Say, how old is Santa?
LOS ANGELES CAP ) - Snnta Claus is
4 years old , or maybe 80.
Ho makes toys in a factory at the North
Pole, or perhaps he buys thi'm in the stores.
He lives somewhere in the snowy wastes
of the Arctic , or possibly in San Diego,
It all depends on which child you ask .
A cross section of child impressions of the
Jolly old saint was obtained by reporters (or
newspapers in Long Beach , Itcdondo Beach
and Ventura who questioned youngsters 2 to 5
years old in their communities.
Some of the findings:
A 5-year-old I^ong Beach girl (nought Santa was 5, "but you can 't tell because he hns
a big mask on his face,"
A 2-year-old called him "old , just like
my daddy. "
Said another , "I don 't know how old he*

is, I haven 't seen him since last yenr ."
Where was Santa born? "In the office ,"
snid Steve Portugal of Ventura , "and he
delivers toys in an airplane. "
Said Karen Kaiser of Ventura , "I know
that Santa was born in a hospital , nnd hd
met Mrs. Santa at McDonald' s, " That' s a
local restaurant .
"Santa 's address is 75554 Nort h Pole
Street ," said Donald McMul lin , 4, of Santa
Paula. "His house Is surrounded hy the
house of nlvcs7'
But n lit tle girl chimed In , "Oh , no.
Santa lives on Carol Drive in Snn Diego.
His daddy help.*, him mnke al] tho toys in
his garage.'."
How did S-'inta moot Mr.s. Claus?
"He's a bachelor ," said one tot ,
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Millions prepare for Christmas . . . but Peace on Earth fleeting

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Millions of persons around the
world made last-minute preparations today to celebrate Christmas.
Although the message of tho
birth «f Jesus Christ is "Peace
on Earth ," the wars the world
lind with it last yenr remained
in Vietnam and Nigeria , The
Mideast filiati on remained unset tied.
Three loud explosions rattled

windows today in Bethelehm ,
the birthplace of Christ. One Israeli official said they could
have ;>een caused by supersonic
aircraft .
It is the hilltop city 's third
Christmas under Israeli rule,
and in the shade of the Church
of the Nativity scones of Israeli
security agents mingled with
the Christmas pilgrims. One estimate said mole than 1,000
troops and police were on duty
in the town.

In Vietnam , the allied commands and the Viet Cong observed cease-fires. Fighting had
been at n low leve l for several
weeks , and after the truce began it dropped off even more .
Itadio Hanoi began broadcasting recorded messages frtfm
American rrisnners of war to
their families , ns it hns done in
past years
Soldiers ir Vietna m nnd nt
other U.S . military installations
in the Far East , Europe nnd the

United States gave Christmas
parties for children at orphanages and hospitals.
Christmas in the United
Slates is quieter this yenr than
last. In 19W1, the Apollo 8 astronauts were circling the moon ,
and tbe crew til the spy ship
Pueblo wns coming home afte r
ll months of captivity.
As usual , shoppers Jammed
the store s to mnke those downfrom
to-the-wire purchases
stocks thnt hnve dwindled stead-

ily since Thanksgiving, Depa rtment store officials snid revenue was higher than Inst year ,
but many attributed the increase to higher priocs brought
(»'n by inflation rather than additional volume.
Hundreds of t h o u s a n d s
flocked to airports , railroad stnlions nnd bus terminals , heading home to sen relatives and
families or taking vacations .
Many of them will find a
white Christmas, A snowstorm

blanketed the Midwest anrl tho
U.S . Weather Bureau forcenst
sniAv (or the Northeast. The bureau .also said there was snow in
the Pacific Northwest , northern
California and inland lo Utah
nnd the Rockies.
Moratorium
The Vietnam
Committee took note of the holiday t heme of pence and scheduled n series of Christnias Five
vigils , The observance in frcw
York ' unhides n candlelight
procession to Central Pnrk with

Mayor John V. Lindsay and other politicnl lenders scheduled to
participate.
ln Europe , the festive season
was sneezy with flu but in full
swing: French fishermen put
23,000 tons of oysters on tho
market. A merchant In West
Germany peddled gold-plated
ski bindings . Italians battled
st likes .ad traffic ja ms. Rainsodden Uritrtns streamed out ot
the country by the thousands.
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The expanded Wayne Kirk family finds

{fiyi^-yQiidreceiving(are synonymous

WELLIAM LEE KIRK

By VI BENICKE
Daily News Staff Writer
"Tis more blessed to give
than to receive."
Wonderful things come
about when individuals
ab ide in this belief ,' agree
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Kirk ,
613 Lafayette St., who recently adopted their second
Korean American child,
William Lee OBilly) Kirk, 6.
The Kirks' blessings have
been two-fold. They give
their love and affection to
their family of four — their
two daughters and two
adopted orphans — and in
return, they receive their
love and respect. Which is a nice arrangement they feel, since "love
is what makes the world
go "round." And during this
Christmas season, filfed
with the spirit of peace, love

and hope, they feel their little , family circte is now
complete.
Billy, the newest addition
to the Kirk family, is an
Amerasian (of Asiatic and
Caucasian descent — also
called a Korean American).
TEfis ready - made .American
family consists of Kim Woo
. Qk Kirk, 8%, adopted December 1966; Robin, 6, and
7 Kelly, 11. ;
Mr . Kirk, who has dubbed the new arrival "Billy,
I'm hungry, Kiri," welcomes a real boy to the
household after having three
girls. He intends to make a
ballplayer out of him. Bananas and hamburger are
his favorite foods. He enjoys
playing games, especially
checkers and mariles.
"Billy is just a delightful
boy," said Mrs. Kirk. "He

is very happy, alert, appreciative and easy to discipline. He exudes confidence;
he has never shown any fear
or hesitancy about anything. It's apparent he has
had good loving care."
The six-year-old attends
the morning kindergarten
class at Lincoln School and
some of the afternoon
classes ai; the Winona Nursery SchooT. The first morning his new adventure in
school was to begin, he
awoke at 5 a.m., made his
bed in the dark , got dressed, went to his parents' bedr o o m," and announced:
"School!"
When Billy first arrived
here — in October — he
spoke Korean fluently and
very little English. Now the
opposite is true. About the
only time he lapses into Ko-

rean Is when he gets excited
or is in a hurry.
His knowledge of the English language is credited to
Mrs. Rita Knowlton, 210 E.
Wabasha St., his kindergarten teacher who "has been
very kind and patient." Billy looks forward to school
each day. .
The entire Kirk family
met Billy at O'Hare Airport
in Chicago upon his arrival
to this country. He had no
tears or fears as he came
running down the ramp.
The brave youngster beamed at his sisters, whom he
recognized from pictures
sent to him. To each member of his new family ha
presented wooden Korean
dolls he had brought from
the orphanage.
"If more people realized
what delightful children the
Koreans are they would
not hesitate to adopt them,"
Mrs. Kirk maintains.
Both Billy and Kim had
been ir orphanages in Seoul, Korea. The Kirks acquired both of them through
the Holt Adoption Service,
Creswell, Ore. Procedures
to adopt Billy were started
in January of this year. The
Kirks credit Mrs. Curtis
Eobinson, oi the Winoha
County Welfare Department, with doing a "won: derful job of processing."
She was a tremendous help
and put in many long hours,
they agreed .

Conrad goes
to New Zealand
"
Twill be wltf e ,
flight
oil world
GATHERED 'ROUND THE TREE . . .
Checking out a present he found under the*
Christmas tree is William Lee (Billy) Kirk ,
6, a Korean American , and the. newest addi-

bright...

tion' to the Wayne Kirk family. His sisters,
from left, Kim , 8%; Robin, 6, and Kelly, 11,
hold Oriental paper ornaments they made
for the tree. (Daily News photo)

Youth fined
and cold in Lewiston
shooting affair

SYDNEY, Australia w* — Aviator Max Conrad left Sydney
airport today for Christchurch ,
New Zealand, on another stage
tonight's low will be- beTypical Christmas weathof his flight around the world
tween 2 and 10 and a high
er—white, bright and , coldof 720-28 is forecast for
via the North and South poles.
is in prospect for the WiLEWISTON,TMinn; _ ThomChristmas Day.
nona area Thursday with
He arr ived In Sydney Tuesas A. Nederhoff , 20, St. Charles,
The alltime record low for
snow remaining in they foreday. 7 .
cast into Friday.
this date was 37 below in pleaded guilty to an assault
He said that after he com3872 during a four-day cold charge Tuesday evening in jusWith light snow falling
wave in which record lows tice of the peace court here.
pletes the 1,500-mile flight to
this morning, a traveler 's
of 29, 21, 28 and 37 were
warning was ln effec t for
Christchurch, he will spend
The charge was in connection
set on successive days.
entire state of Minnesota
Christmas preparing his two-en- the
with
Nederhoff' s arrest Dec. 9
The
warmest
Dec.
24
In
today but clearing is expectgine Piper Aztec for the most
the city's history was in 1889 for allegedly firing a small calied by tonight.
were hung by the chimney with care in hopes that St. grueling leg of its journey — a
when a 61 was recorded.
STORY TELLING TIME . . . Reading a Christmas story
ber pistol loaded with birdshot
Temperatures, w h i c h :
The warming trend pre- at a group of Lewiston High
reached a . high of 25 TuesIn front of the fireplace to his wife, three daughters, son, and Nicholas soon would be there" by, from left * Kelly; Billy, 2,390-mile flight to McMurdo
Sound in the Antarctic .
dicted for Thursday will
day afternoon, slipped befamily cat is Wayne Kirk , 613 Lafayette St The* "stockings
Kirn, and Robin. (Dally News photo)
"Stories I hear about weather
continue Friday when near School students. The students
low freezing again early toon this stretch are frightening,
normal temperatures are had alighted from a sclool bus
day when an overnight low
and I don't quite believe'them," of 2 below was recorded .
expected, and there'll be a after a basketball game and
he said.
chance of some more snow. were walking toward the bowlIt was 0 at noon today,
Conrad originally planned to
ing center in the downtown
spend Christmas at the South
area.
Pole, but engine and radio difficulties have put him about
Justlcs Oscar Steuernagel
ten days behind schedule.
fined Nederhoff $300 plus $4
He still has 24,000 miles of his
costs. He suspended $100 of the
34,000-mile trip ahead of him.
fine and gave Nederheff until
He began the flight in Wino12:30 p.m. today to raise the
Two thefts and an act of
money or face an alternate jail
Snowy streets contributed to 2, Winona , reported to the po- car came across the lot, going na, Nov. 30.
vandalism were reported to the
sentence of 90 days. Noderhoff
five accidents In the city Tues- lled that someone had struck east. Neither driver saw the
police Tuesday, according to
was. scheduled to appear last
day, according to Winona police. his car, parked at 3rd and other until it was too late to Arcadia area
A presidential order making Their figures are for the per- Friday but did not show up in
Capt. William King.
Olmstead Streets, sometime be- stop, police said .
Jacques TV, 111 W. Srd SC, There were no injuries .
Friday a holiday for federal em- iod between Nov. 29 and Dec. court. He had been released
fore 11 p.m .
listed
services
told police Tuesday that some- A 1961 model four-door sedan
ployes will close several offices 24 which the post office consid- without bond after his arrest,
,
21,
HOWARD
It.
Earth
rural
Rivers
told
police that his
one had stolen a cassette car driven by Curtis A. Jonsgaard, car had been struck
the justice reported , and apparwhile he
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) - here , including area post offices ers to be the holiday mailing ently was in the Twin Cities
radio, valued at $78.95, fropi a Rt. 1, Lamoille, collided with a was at work at Fiberite Corp. Fountain City, reported ly siddseason.
swiped a parked car at 714 W. Arcadia area Christmas servic- and the Agricultural Stabilizadisplay rack sometime Monday Winona 1969 model police car
The Increase was accompa- when he failed to appear.
at the intersection of Huff Street He drove the car to 274 Vine 5th St. at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, es include the following:
afternoon.
tion Conservation Service offi- nied by a rise in operational
Assault is a misdemeanor and
St.
bdtore
calling
authorities
,
and Broadway at 8 a.m . TuesMONTANA - SALEM UNITED ces in Lewiston.
Police are i nvestigating.
the maximum fine for such ofpolice said . The truck he was
reefficiency.
The
post
office
police
said.
METHODIST — The traditional
Mrs. Malcolm Becker, 529 day.
fenses j s $300.
The four-door sedan suffered driving was not damaged.
will be con- Also closed for a long week ports it used 9.8 percent fewer
Olmstead St., told police at 8:31
Nederhoff had been arrested
The parked car , owned by Christmas program
employe
hou
rs
for
the
period
PATROLMAN
Willis
H.
Wo$25
damage.
ducted on Christmas Eve at I) , end will be the Social Security
m. Tuesday that someone
shortly
after the incident by Ed
Joseph
J.
Wlynczak
,
873
E.
3rd
E.ad
and that hourly production rates
taken her son's skin> diver 's gan , 60, was driving the squad
featuring the singing of hymns office at 356 Sarnia St.
Volkman , Lewiston police offiTWO
CARS
collided
ln
the
received
St.,
damage
to
the
$500
rose
7.6
percent.
car,
eastbound
on
Broadway,
by choirs, scripture readings
watch at the St. Mary 's grade
Miracle Mall parki ng lot at lef t side, police* said.
THERE HAVE been no visiA total of 3,106,000 pieces of cer. Authorities said the defenand a pageant.
school gymnasium. The boy was and was on an emergency run , 1:25 a.m. Tuesday, police redant offered no explanation for
Icy
streets
were
blamed
for
FAGERNES LUTHERAN - ble side effects of the federal mail were processed between the act. A juvenile who was
playing basketball when the police stated , with emergency ported .
an
accident
on
West
Sth
Street
the
closing
hour
lights
and
siren
on.
Nov.
29
and
al,
fl order, however. All state, city
Worship service begins
theft occurred , police said.
•
today. This figure includes an driving the car in which NederThe watch was valued at $33. Jonsgaard told police he was A car driven by Milton M, near McConnon Dr. at 6:13 p.m. a.m. . Christmas Day.
county offices will be open estimate of 40,000 pieces f or to- hoff rode has been turned over
anrf
Wienier,
Minnesota
City,
sufTuesday,
police
reported.
watching
the
traffic
lights
and
CATHOLICMinnesota
ST.
MICHAEL'S
Warren Brown,
to juvenile author ities.
day.
North Creek — Mass conducted as usual Friday.
City, told police that someone didn't see the patrol car until fered $250 damage to thd left
GLORIA
Ashelin
,
522
Sioux
side
when
it
collided
with a
In 1968 the office processed
on Christmas Eve at midnight
Postal officials said today
smashed two windows in his it was too late to stop on the"
Wlnone Daily Newt *la
sedan driven hy Pearl I. Eng- St., was driving east on Sth and Christmas Day at 8:30 and that the Friday holiday will in 2,8(19,300 pieces between Nov .
car at 9:50 p.m. in front of 525 snow-covered street.
Winona , Minnesota **««
Street,
polled
said
, when a
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 24, 1969
Lincoln St. The vehicle was
The Jonsgaard car received strorn , 71, 924 Gilmore Ave., truck driven by Luella M. Ca- 10 a .m. by the Rev. Francis S. elude nil 66 full-time employes. 29 and Dec. 24.
Dlsher. Preceding the midnight
parked.
$20 damage to the left front , near the main exit to the lot.
Both windows were on the and the patrol car , $50 to the Tho Engstrom vehicle , which veey, Red Wing, Minn., pulled High Mass, a prelude of carola A half-dozen part-timers will
suffered $20O damage* to the out of a driveway and turned will be sung by St. Cecelia's man the essential services.
fiassenger side of the car,.po- left rear.
right front , was northbound to- west.
choir under the direction of Miss Boxholders may call for their
ice added , and had been brokTho Asheliri vehicle, a 11X50 Doris Waldera , organist: The mail at the box lobby and colJEROME A. Rivers, 18, Rt. ward the exit when tlie Wiemer
en with snowballs.
T0
model, received minor damage choir also will sing during the lections nnd dispatches will be
/
\
to thd front , police said , while Mass.
on standard holiday schedules. /
SERVE
\
the Caveey truck incurred $250
TAMARACK LUTHERAN - Thero will be no window servdamages to the left side.
Worship service at 8 a .m., ice, rural or city delivery of
Christmas Day.
mail Friday. The post office
SACREI) HEART, Pine Creek will open Saturday, however ,
Car, truck
— The > Rev. Matthew Molinnro and normal Sat urday services
will conduct Christmas Masses will ho In effect.
at midnight nnd R nnd 9 n.m.
collide in
HOLIDAY MAIL vnliimfl nt
or Christmas Day.
RT. BONIFACE . Wnumnndco the Winona post office was fi.l
Wilson Townshi p
— Mass this evening at mid- percent greater this yea r than
Please use th* f ollowing Daily . Sunday
1
An accident on CSA-17 at the night celebrated by the Rev. for 1968. officia ls said today,
I
News Telephone numbers ;
entrance to the Little Estate , in Joseph Brake, pastor , preceded
. . . to put a classified or want
Wilson Township, was Investi- by Hinging of carols. Christmas
|
gated hy tho Winonn County Day Masses will bo celebrated Special effort
nd
In
the
paper,
call
I
sheriff's office Tuesday after- at fl and 10 a.m.
noon.
being made to
A 1061 model sedan driven by
.loseph J. Gady, rural Houston , 130 tour
deliver Daily News
collided with n truck owned hy
home
nursing
H
. . . to start , stop or Inquire
Blong's Tree Service and drivWinona Dally News mibabout
tho
delivery
of
your
H
en by Charles D. Rackow, Min(¦rrlhern were assured today
ST. CHARLES , Minn. (Spenesota Cily, at 2:10 p.m.
call
H
newspaper,
hy the paper "*, circulation
The Gady car was going north cial) — Some 130 registered nt
Nursing
Whitewater
Manor
manager , A. . . Klckbwsfh ,
on CSA-17 when Rackow started
afternoon
pulling out of the driveway, re- Homo here Sunday
lhat «very effort will hr
lo which
portedly sn*w (he Gady car , and and toured tho f acility,
nimln t« deliver all papers
recently wns
n
30-bcd
addition
pulled back into the driveway. completer!, Tho tours were
on time thin weekend.
. . . to put news in the paper,
ll
The sheriff's office reports guided by Charles Henry, manlicatDeliveries
arc
comp
that the G ady car skidded 50 ager , nnd his wife.
ed because postal employes ,
feet and coLlided with the liackNew equipment in the addiIncluding star nnd rural
ow vehicle at the driveway en- tion includes dentist' s and bartrance.
route, cnrrlm, werti given
ber 's chairs , whirlpool bath faThe Gady car received $35(1 cilities , etc . Tho now wing is
Friday off by order of PresiINSURE MERRY CHRISTMAS . . . SalMoga , Mrs. Viola Ernst, Fountnin City, and
To call other department *, pies'* consult your
I
damages to the right front and being used for the residents
¦
telephone directory or «'b lha operator for
dent Nixon. Where star
Mrs, Elsio Overing, &03 E. Mark St., turkey
vation Army Christmas food baskets were
side, the s-heriff's office said , requiring the most care,
asslitance.
H
recipients, and Major Floyd Root , Salvation
routes are not available for
delivered today. Involved in this presentation
while the Rackow truck incurCoffee , cookies and punch
Army. (Daily News photo)
at Salvation Army headquarters, 112 W. 3rd
Friday deliveries , other I
red $150 damages to the left were served in tho new baseSt., were, from left: Mrs. Floyd Rr>ot , Dawn
means will bo substituted.
front.
ment recreation room.

Police check
thefts and
vandalism

Icy streets blamed
in five accidents

Federal offices to
be closed Friday
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By Ed Dodd

Hepburn carries on:
7'm glad you earned
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Katharine Hepburn remains the Unbelievable
One, today's Garbo.
•Joseph Cotton told her how grdat she was. She replied,
"And weren't you surprised? "
Producer Joseph E. Levine had flown in from Mexico, where
he was viewing a couple of filmings, arriving in the Mark
Bellinger Theater about 8 o'clock, aa hour aft* the "Coco" firstnight curtain went up. He exclaimed to me, behind him, "Can
you imagine how lucky I was
to have produced a picture -with much," Miss Hepburn never
this dame?"
stopped saying backstage. She
Miss Hepburn turned to her had a small spaghetti party of
brother-in-law backstage lat* her own at her apaitment whilst
and said, "This is Mr '. Levine- the BeautifuT People gathered
he produced that picture-what at Earl Blackwell's penthouse
was the name of it? " she asked in midtowx.
Joe. -'
"'Lion Ln Winter,.'" he said. MIA FAJREOW — who was at
At a cost of about $2,000, Miss the theater with Andre Previn
Hepburn gave a party for the — was reported .to be expecting
cast at Salvation Two, a dis- twih boysi
cotheque at 30 Centra] Park (Maureen O'Sullivan skipped
South, with super-buffet , open "Coco" to attend the wedding of
bar, etc., arriving personally at her daughter Prudence Farrow,
about 12:45 a.m., leaving about 20), a computer operator at Har12:48 a.m., apologizing, "I just vard, to Albert Bruns, teacher
wanted a glimpse of you in your of transcendental meditation.
natural state . 7. Hello and Maureen sadd she was "-very,
very happy with her new sonfarewell . . . ." 7
in-law.)
you
7 '"Thank You — So glad
came
thank you very, very The ISO guests at Earl Blackw'ell's included of course Roz
Ma* Winona Dally Newi
Russell, wife of Producer Fred
H« Mix nona, Minnesota
Brisson, who dented she's ever
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 24, 1969 taking over the Hepburn role
— "We all hope .Katie'U stay in
it at least until slimmer."
Huntington Hartford w a s
heard saying, "You hear that
lady making all that noue? I
was married to her for 8 years."
It was indeed his one-time wife,
Fairbanks
w now Mrs. Douglas understand
Jr., but we can't
how he could call her noisy.
A motion picture
The show of course ; brought
for every family—
out all the most colorful people
everywhere!
Ln the theater. A friend remarked that some of the people hangBILL 7
ing around the bars were wearing heavier makeup than the
TRAVERS ; |%
actors on stage.
Just for the record :
VIRGINIA 13
The first night audience ap/f
McKENNA |
plauded: when Katharine Hep"burn said that certain four-let*"~-^ ter word which was once conCOLOR
| sidered disgraceful — and at
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SAVANNAH7 Ga . (AP) —What happens when you're driving down the street and the gasoline tank drops off the car i.
front of you?
Mrs. E . C. Helmy Jr. of Savannah picked up the tank and The flicker, - a woodpecker,
called a local radio station.
eats ants. It can consume from
'
The owner reclaimed his tank 3,000 to 5,000 of them a day.

curtain, they all got up and
gave her a standing ovation as
though they liked her or something. 7 ¦ '• ' .
Kaye Stevens and her ex-husband, apart five years, marked
their original ann *y at Chasen's
in H'wood. Kaye says they were
the happiest couple in the place
— because they're hot married
. .. Robert Shaw, on the wagon
a month while rehearsing "Gantry," fell off celebrating the
birth of a son .. . Thelma Carpenter, debuting at the St- Regis
Maisonette, mentioned she's
appeared in "Dolly" on B'way
101 times, "and that's longer
than most shows run ¦ '" . . .
Oliver — just Oliver, like Hildegarde — wore a sleeveless jerkin and ascot tie in his Copa act.
He introduced record exec Bob
Crewe (in blue velvet suit and
ruffled shirt) as "the only one
more outlandishly dressed than
I am."7 Comic Georgey Carlin
said he was glad to be back at
the Copa again: "Of course,
last time I was here; I was delivering for the A&P."

a nd ihe
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lightful Maurice Evans played
By CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW" YORK (AP ) — An old- an irresistable con man in a
fashioned suspense thriller with light-hearted .''Mod Squad1' epian improbable plot, gorgeous sode. Posing as a retired rear
Spanish backgrounds, blackdied villains, murder and mon- admiral, the lovable villain
ey was the "Movie of the Week" fleeced suckers with promises
contribution to TV entertain- of instant wealth. In the story,
ment Tuesday night.
his crimes paid—a unique and
, Janet Leigh starred in "Honeymdon with a Stranger," play-. vivid -way of making the point
ing the American bride of a that a con man can fleece only
Spanish millionaire. The happy those with larceny in their
couple arrives at a crumbling hearts.
old palace for their honeymoon.
Then the bride awakens alon« When Eleanor Parker, unhapthe next morning, and after two py with her role in NBC's
days reports her husband's dis- "Bracken's Wtfrld," decided to
appearance to police. There- quit tbe show, the producer was
upon his family lawyer arrives in a spot that often confronts
with a man introduced as her producers of daytime serials. It
missing husband. She screams was handled in soap-opera
that he is a stranger whom she style: They wrote her part out.
has never seen befdre.
In an episode to be broadcast
early in January, Sylvia—the
After tills titillating start, the powerful
secretary of
plot thickened to a point where the studitfexecutive
head, Miss Parker's
it was impossible to wind up role^-will suddenly resign to get
the story with a plausible solu- married. Dennis Cole, who has
.
tion, but the one that was used been playing
a stuntman in the
was ingenious and a surprise, series, will suddenly be promotRossano Brazzi was appealing ed to> Bracken's administrative
as a bewildered and amorous assistant, ahd Bettye Ackerman
policeman. Janet Leigh, con- will |oin the cast playing Brackvincing as the bewildered bride, en's new executive secretary.
also was pretty good as a mad- Cole played a young detective
woman. It was fun and a fast for a couple of seasons in "Fe90-miiutes.
lony Squad" and Miss AckerEarlier, the durable and de- roanVs last regular TV*role was

as a woman doctor in "Ben Casey.":
Nobody plays Bracken, An associate producer of the series
explained that the head of a major film stidio is such a powerful
figure that he would dwarf all
the other characters.

There will be much music on
television late Christmas Eve
and NBC will ctfver the midnight Mass at St. Patrick's
Cathedral. A Christmas Day
special will be an hour's concert
(4:30-5:30 p.m. EST) on CBS
with pianist Emil Gilels and cellist Mstislav Rostropovich playing Tchaikovsky.
A * -
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BILL HARRAH'S wedding
Construction worke r
gift to his bride Bobbie Gentry
was a Ferrari with the license
buried at Kenosha
continue
plate BOBBIE.
¦ . She'll
'
her career . . Henry ManKENOSHA, Wis. (. - The
cinl'll write the score for Sobody of a construction worker
' ^Hl
- SS^BHCS
phia Loren's "Sunflower" film
B. 1^RP« fW^^\'^^^mmJ^^MJ'^
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jokingly she's "finally" getting
X»SM
aXmaaaaaaaaaaaaati^BBQty^^^^^BlF
earth into the excavation.
to play the Palace; that's where
The victim was identified as
"Applause" will open.
Alfred C. Jensen, 69, of Racine,
TODAYS BEST LAUGH: A
an employe of a Milwaukee firm
dress salesman says h«'s sure
that was laying a pipeline to a
that business is picking up:
new fruit canning factory.
¦m us w. ith si.
"I'm starting to lose bigger orCause of the death was not
THURS. NITE: 7:15*9:30
.
ders;"
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immediately determined.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
''It's a good idea to obey all
the laws when you're young,
M
HOURS: Shop
a.m. and Save
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just so you'll have the strength
—
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Broadway 's smash musl'cal now
PEARLS:
When
a
EARL'S
M^
man decides to get married, it's ^^ ^
the most exciting movie In years.f •
sometimes the last big decision
he ever gets to make.
m A
J3
d•
Corner 2nd and Johnion>
Hugh Allen said it prophetical- Z ^m
?La5Crowe,
S?VWU.
1
^
*
Wlnona,
Minn.
ly almost ten years ago: "The g"
next war will be like a fight
with your wife — it'll be practically impossible to win it or
end it." ... That's earl, brother. .
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Television review
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December 26727, 28
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Monday. Mrs. Helmy said David N. Crapo Jr. told her his
car traveled nearly two blocks
without the tank and he at first
thought he had run out of gasoline^ , ;7
"E couldn't understand it
when I poured in gasoline and
the car still wouldn't run," Mrs.
Helmy quoted him as saying.

Who needs a
gas tank?
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Christmas N ita
ThuridaY, Dae. iSth,
JMorry Christmas Danca
a Fat Dutchmen

Sat., D»c. 27—The Polka Dots
Naw Y»ar 'a Eva Wa-d., Dec. 31
Big Cala New Year*' Eva
Parly and Denes — Hat* ,
Horn*, Favor* — Mixed Dane
Ing to the Blue Bannori. Spend
Now Year ' * Eve with U* ~Coma Early, Stay Late. Lori'a
Dancing. Lota 'a Fun.
Rochettar 'i
PLA-MOR BALLROOM
For reservations call 282-5244.

Food How Served
M a.m. Ill 12:30
EVERY NIGHT

Va CHICKEN ,
Toast A Frio*
$I.M
»/e CHICKEN
Toast & Fries
$1.15
Frarnch Fries. ... ...... ,30e>
HAMBURGERS
35t
Choeseburoers
40*
BREADED SHRI MP,
Toast . Friii
$1.60
Haddock Fish Sandwich 55*
Also Cirryput Orders

Ho llywo od Flame
92? East Eighth St.
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What hopes
remain in
present turmoil

They're Orcadians... never call them Scots

KIRKWALL, Orkney Islands
(AP) — Twelve miles from
Scotland—across tbe heaving
Pentland Firth, the stormy
strait where the Atlantic and
North Sea meet—live 18,000
Orkney Islanders.
They call themselves Orcadians, and are not too happy
when others call them ScotsBy THE REV. ROBERT C. men.
DODDS
VPhen tihey speak of the Main(Dr. Dod ds is director of ecu- land they don't mean Great
menical affairs of the National Britain, but the main isle of
Council of Churches,)
Orkney, home of its tiny capital
What relation, if any, exists city, Kirkwall.
between the ancient , oft-affirmed Christmas hope and the con- There are about one hundred
temporary turmoils which are green and purple islands scatshaking so many churches to tered over 50 miles of chilly
sea in the Orkneys
their foundations? The ques- northern
group.
For
most of the year the
tions, if we can look at it honestly, may clarif y both the essence of Christianity and also
' - •¦
the nature of the turbulence in
the churches.
Honesty vs one of the nerve
ends at issue. Grave questions
of credibility exist; an apparently kept clergy, paid to affirm what chokes many modern
men with disbelief ; a laity demanding personal ease and
comfort from a religion originating in controversy ; a church
claiming faithfulness to a Lord
who had no earthly possessions
and who was killed in ignominy,
while it guards rich properties
and lives respectably. Can we
be honest about matters such
as these?
The best publicized tumults
in Christianity have to do with
such volatile issues as priestly
celibacy and social justice and
papal pronouncements. Meanwhile, the quiet agonies of
many church-goers may form
reservoirs of unrest which are
equally serious. The hundreds
who are looking for hope and
reaching for reality in belief,
who are troubled by Christian
triumphalism , who find it hard
to sing the words of most
hymns — can we be honest
about the situation of the
thoughtful and devout people
who wish they " could be Christians?
7 Pope John XXIII popularized
the notion tha t, while truth is
eternal and immutable, it must
always find expressions which
are credible to particular people in specific places and
times. 7Perhaps we are living in
a land and at a time when
fresh expressions of Christianity
are struggling to be born. The
season of Christmas should remind us that agony accompanies any birth .
If we can be honest, we may
find ourselves recovering believable simplicities out of the
Gospel: that the Mighty One
has chosen a child rather than
an army as his instrument, that
silent and hidden forces work
their beautiful mysteries, that it
is possible to trust , that there
may be something real which
the numbed heart can recognize
as love, that these are the matters which invest life with
meaning and which prevail even
over death. If our times of turmoil return us to what is good,
though apparently frail , then we
will be aware of the genius of
the Christmas hope. Afld we
can be grateful for the turbulence that brings hope to life.

wind howls over thern. A peak
gust—of 125 miles an hour—set
a British record. Largely because of the winds there 's hardly a tree on the islands.
Many Orcadians feel they
have closer links with Norway,
several hundred miles away,
than wi& the Scottish Highlands
close at hand.
They'll point out that they
don't speak . Gaelic Alike the
Highlanders, they have no clan
system and never wear the kilt,
that about 90 per cent of their
place names are Norse and . that
there's an admixture of Norse
words in the island dialect.
But they do distill a pure malt
whisky at 100 proof—and they
aren't ashamed to call it scotch.
Orkney islanders have their

own saga—Hie Orkney inga—
which they read at school as
part of the background of their
Nordic history.
Part of this saga concerns an
ancient Orcadian—a Viking who
was something of a pacifist. His
name was .Magnus and he lived
early in the ,12th century when
Orkney was ruled by two earls,
who were cousins.
Haakon was strong and masterful, a typical Viking chief.
Magnus was very devout, a gentle soul, who preferred the quiet
of chapel to the clamor of the
Viking raid .
The two fell out. A peace
conference was arran ged on the
little isle of Egilsay, just north
of Kirkwall, and it was agreed
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that each earl would take two
galleys arid a limited number of
men.
Trustingly, Magnus kept to
the agreement. But Haakon
came with eight galleys.
Treachery triumphed. The
saintly Magnus was axed by
Haakon's cook, Lifolf , the only
man who a greed to undertake
the job. ;
But while Haakon lived to rule
the islands, it was Magnus who
lived on in people's memories.
He was later canonized, and the
cathedral o£ St. Magnus, which
still stands, was built in " his
name. :
The 7 last Orcadian Viking,
Swein Asleifson, died after capturing Dublin later in the 12th
century. With his death the saga
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ended.
The Norse period had lasted
seven centuries, and today Orcadians still regard it as a golden age. The Vikings made the
islands first a refuge for their
longships, then a 7 stronghold
from which to make their raids.
While it was an independent
earldom, its lords ruled even
parts of Scotland , England and
Ireland.
By a quirk of history the
Orkney islands became Scotish
property in the 15th century. :
Jn 1468 Kng Christian of Denmark, wiio also ruled Norway
and the Orkney and Shetland islands too, betrothed Princess
Margaret of Norway to King
James III of Scotland. Unable to
pay a promised dowry of 60,000

£?7*% - ' . ' r '
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florins, Christian pledged to
give both groups of islands to
King James. The money was
never paid , and the Orkney Islands went to Scotland.
Today the Orkneys' main
problem is a dramatically falling population , especially on the
remote outer islands.
A hundred years ago the population of the 20 inhabited islands was 33,000. Today it is
slightly over 18,000, with nearly
15,000 of those living on the big,
gest island, the Mainland,
The population drain is illustrated by the plight of the isle of
Rousay, which had a population
of 976 in 1841 and now has only
190. There are only three girls
of marriageable age left on the
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BEAR HAD SWEET TOOTH
SALIDA, Colo;(AP) — A 300pound black bear was shot and
killed on a ranch north of Salida, Colo., after it had destroyed
seven colonies of bees and eaten
or ruined 560 pounds of honey.

' ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ '¦ ¦ ¦ " - ¦ ' ¦
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island. Nearby Sanday has 26
boys and' only two girls in the island youth club.
Only the two islands nearest
to Mainland have piped water
and electricity from Kirkwall.
The rest manage to use television sets with the aid of their
own generators .
Orcadian?, raise Aberdeen Angus or cross-bred cattle for
some of the finest meat in Britain. Orkney smoked salmon is
supplied to transatlantic liners.
Island distilleries export their
malt whisky to Europe and
America. And there's a flourishing export business in lobsters
and scallops.
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Size of tree
depends upon
room setting

NEW YORK tm - A lavish
"decking of the halls" with
boughs of holly and evergreen,
in today 's age of small apartments and compact homes, is a
decorating privilege usually reserved' for those •with expansive
bank lobbies or hotel ballrooms
at their disposal.
"Try to fit one of thos e tall
stately Christmas trees in the
average-size living room and
the result will be an over-sealed
horror in the bay window rather
than an attractive holiday addition to the home ," warns Anne
Winfield , home adviser to F. W.
Woolworth.
"The idedn is to take a highly
personalized—but practical—approach to Christmas decorating
and forget the type of tree Aunt
Alice could accommodate in her
huge Victorian living room ,"
she advises. For those who insist upon a traditional tree with
all the trimmings , Miss Winfield
snys , "Nothing could be more
cheerful—but
nnd
nostalgic
make sure it' s properly scaled
to the proportions of the room."
For tho adventuresom e, she has
other suggestions.
"Young couples starting out
in their first home might want
to forego the traditional tree
and give vent to llieir individuality . In tlie process they just
mig ht learn a little more about
each other 's personality, " she
says,
. ,
"For example , one husband ,
to his wife 's delight , created a
marvel—an exquisite free-form
tree made entirely of coat hungers!" With today 's wide variety
of reasonahly priced decorado-it-yourself
tions-including
kits—it can be a fun project decorating such a novel citation ,
bo it in cont hangers , wood
shavings or candy, slie adds

.
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Christmas in North Ireland probably w

BELFAST, Northern Ireland,
(AP ) — Christmas for the Nellihs family, who are Roman
Catholics, will be spent in
a twtf-room wooden hut amid a
eea of mud.
Christmas for three generations of the Graham family, on
the Protestant side of Belfast's
barbed wire "peace line," will
be much more in the family tradition.
For both the Nellinses and the
Grahams, however, as for mtfst
of Northern Ireland's Vh million
people, the . festival will be
clouded by fear that more communal violence may not be far
away 7 In the past year more
than 20 were killed and hundreds wounded, and each side
blames the tfther.
Trouble started last summer

To Your Good Hea lth

Has hernia
at top of
the stomach

By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
Dear Dr. ThOstesiom: My doctor told me I had a very small
hernia at tie top of my stomach; Is there any cure? Or any
chance that some day it will
cause an ulcer or probably a
cancer?
I was 63 last month and would
like to have this corrected before I get too old. Please print
as 3 read your column , every
time it appears in the paper. —
Mrs. J. R.
I DARE say yon are more
worried about this hernia than
you should be, and I have written about it frequently in this
column, but perhaps you did
not recognize it under its medical name.
This is not a hernia of the
stomach. It is a hernia (or enlargement) of the gap in the
diaphragm through which the
esophagus passes to reach the
stomach. With this gap a little
larger than it should be, part
of the top of the stomach can
be forced either into or through
the gap.
In some few cases there may
be enough irritation to cause
an ulcer, although this Is not
common. It is not the sort of
thing which leads to cancer, so
set your mind at rest about
that.
If you've missed my discussions of this, I'm sorry, but for
various reasons some newspapers cannot print the column every day although I dutifully
write one every day of the year.
I hope you'D see this one.
TO GO ON, this type of trouble was seldom recognized a
generation or two ago, mild
cases' not causing the patients
much tnnible. Painful cases
were misidentifed often as "an
ulcer." X-ray is generally necessary to distinguish these hernias from ulcers. We now
know that the hernias are quite
common.
The technical name, by the
way, is either hiatus hernia or
hiatal hernia, and occasionally
quite different terms are used
for it: Esophageal hernia or
"upside - down stomach," the
latter being, of course, pretty
far-fetched .
Anyway, if such a hernia causes little distress, there's no
need to do anything about it. If
It is frequently painful, a bland
diet, the same as used for ulcers, may calm it down.
Since sheer gravity helps keep
the stomach down where it belongs, the hernia may trouble
a patient when lying down but
not otherwise. Hence raising
the head of the bed a few inchches (so you lie on a slight
slope) sometimes helps. If a
person is overweight , losing
some excess fat can provide
comfort; if there is less fat In
the abdomen , there is less pressure upward on the stomach.
IN SEVERE eases surgery
sometimes is required , but
simple precautions will control
most cases without surgery.
Judging from the sound of your
letter, your case isn't one that
is likely to give you cause for
concern.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: When
one has diarrhea with yellow,
watery stools, does it mean
there is Inflamation somewhere
in the bowels? I am 69. — E ,
B. K.
It may — or may not . It may
be due to lock of sufficient acid
in the stomach. Stool studies (to
detect parasites ) nnd bowel
X-ray aro necessary procedures
before one can hope to reach a
dependable diagnosis.
Note to L. y .\ Tlie reason I
won't eat raw hamburger Is
thn t it may occasionally be infested with eggs of the beef
tapeworm. It may not be common — but having even one
tapeworm is more than enough .
So I insist on having meat
cooked.
CATCHY PHRASE
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) During a trip West, Lillian
Young encountered this sign at
a motel : "Mect-Grcet-EntSleep.' 1

for George Nellins and his
young wife and five children .
They lived then in a three-bedroom house on Lisburn Road, a
mainly Protestant area in Belfast' s southern suburbs.
Belfast had long been boiling
up . toward one of the clashes
wnich have erupted heney every
generation or so for two centuries. In August it came to a
head.
Nellins, a merchant seaman,
was home on leave when the
threatening letters started arriving—"Get out or be burned
out, " or "Get back to yffur
own," meaning get back to a
Catholic district.
"Until then we'd always got
on fins with the neighbors," he
says. "It wasn't them that did
the threatening, it was people

IW

I

from outside. ''
He decided to m<7ve his wife
and the children, 1 to 7 years
old/to his mother-in-law's house
in a mixed area dividing the
Protestant stronghold of Sandy
Row from the Catholic Falls
Rffad area. Again threatening
letters started .
Again they decided to quit.
Now, with more than 100 families with similar histories, they
live at Beechmount, a mudstream building site dotted with
huts and trailer homes. The Nellins home is a hut of the kind
normally used on building sites
for temporary Offices.
Hilda Nelfins fetches water
from a faucet 50 yards away.
Mobile latrines and washrooms

A

stand across the road. She cooks j
on a bottled gas stove.
Their <fld houa«s of Lisburn
Road still is standing, unlike
hundreds which were burned
DRAMATIC REALITY

"WALDRIDGE, England (AP)
— The state-run National Coal
Bcfard planned to demolish the
disused coai mine here, but the
BBC stepped in and stopped the
operation at the last minute^-so
it could blow the pit up instead.
The explosion will be the high
spot of the BBC's most ambitious location drama broadcast,
a five-part serial based on
Emite Zola's novel Germinal
about socialist revolution in 19th
century France.

out by gasoline bombs as soon
as the occupants fbed. But the
Nellinses won't go back. 7
"As soon as we left they looted everything wttrth taking and
smashed the rest," George Nellins says.
"They took all my clothes, all
my seaman's gear. We were
left with nothing. "
Nellins' ipain worry is that he
can't get back to work. While at
sea he sent his wife $36 a week
and she drew $9.36 in government children's allowances.
Every six months Or so Nellins would arrive on leave with
the . traditional seaman's bankroll in his pocket and presents
for the kids.
Now the family draws $36.60
in unemployment pay and children's allowances together, and

the father is at home to be
Ied. : ; .
"It's just not possible to leave
the wife and kids in these circumstances," Nellins says,
"and everybody says the real
trouble is still to come. Nobody
wants it but everybody expects
it. " .
Letitia Graham , a lively
grandmother living in Warkworth Street right by the barbed
wire and steel sputtering of the
army 's peace line, says much
the same thing: "The trouble
hasn't started yet.''
Mrs. Graham, wife of a re-,
tired locomotive fitter, has lived
40 years in the redbrick streets
On the Protestant side of West
Belfast.
With a married dauglter and
five grandchildren round the

corner, and a married grand- She looks back to the A ugust
child two minutes' walk away , fighting with some disbelief.
Mrs. Graham wouldn't like to "In 40 years I'd seen nothing
like it,'' she says.
move. ;
"They (the Catholics) came
up frtfm the Falls shouting and
FEMALE AER CHAPLAIN
bricks.
GREENFIELJ), Mass. (AP> yelling and throwing
And we'd had Catholic families
,.the
Rev.
womanminister
A
—
the street for years
Phyllis Ingram, says she has living in word
being said. " .
a
been accepted as a chaplain in without
Now
life
for
the Grahams
cracking
Patrol,
the Ciidl Air
goes on much as before, excep t
the long-standing rule allowing that
Catholic neighbors have re"male only" chaplains.
beyond the wire and soltreated
Unitpastor
of
a
An associate
ed Church (Tf Christ here, and diers with guns keep watch.
an experienced pilot, slue says At Christmas the Grahams
qualified women clergy now will and the children and grandchilbe given equal consideration for dren will gather much as bechaplaincies in the CA P., a fore, except that they can see
branch of the Air Force. Her de- that some burned houses in the
nomination had supported the street have no windows left to
change, calling the old rule dis- put a Christmas tree in, or people left to put one there.
criminatory.

MIRACLE MALL — WINONA — ALWAYS FREE PARKING
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plained Cluny.
"Why, Cluny," said Santa,
"this is better than all the other
gifts put together. I'll see that
your angel waves her wand for
Santa knew it was only because one day at least over every
she was so young. He Uked her home in the land."
because she had a good heart.
And he picked up Cluny and
"Here," said the tiny . elf , gave her a big whisker-tickly
holding up a small, shiny figure. kiss ori her cheek. Then he
up his long whip again
"What's this, what's this," picked
and cracked it sharply in the
grumbled Santa. "You're too frosty air.
late. My pack is already load- "Ho, ho, ho, here we go!" he
ed."
roared. "Ho, ho, ho, here we
"It is only my present to the go!"
world," said Cluny. "I made it The eight reindeer leaped forat night in my room—all by my- ward and the big sled began
self."
sliding through the snow. FastSanta took the little figure er, faster, faster, faster—and
from her hands. It was a beauti- then they were off the ground
ful angel with butterfly wings iand into the air.
and a robe of purest white. In Santa was on his way. And toher hand the angel held a small night, if you go to bed, he will
magic wand.
conve to your house, wherever
"It is the angel of peace," ex- your are.

Hey kid^

Spiritof
Christmas
is not dead

EDITOR'S N O T E : — A oa to a clear, steady green—the twenty years."
doing up at the North Pole any- little boy and girl, good or bad.
tcrapbook favorit e in many "go ahead" signal. And the "What is it he is fretting way? You're supposed to be at The bad ones will feel sorry
homes is the following co. Royal Canadian Mounted Police about?" whispered Ponder to the South Pole.'7
then, because they know they
lumn Hal Boyle wrote in sent Santa this message:
Vixen. "He's only riding that "We're on a vacation," said don't deserve a nice present.
1949 for pare nts to read are
one
of
the
penguins.
"We'
7
"We are clearing all air lanes sled. We have to pull it."
loud to their children on in your path, old boy. There is Vixen laughed so hard the looking for Florida. Have you It'll make 'em try harder to be
Christmas Eve. This year , no speed limit for you tonight. bells on her harness tinkled in seen it anywhere?"
good next year." 7
as every, year, a number of The sky is yours. Go as fast as merry music. And all the other "Climb a b o a r d, climb "That isn't according to
, newspapers and readers as.
aboard," boomed Santa. "I'll
reindeer laughed, too.
) you like. Good Luck!"
that
it
be
presented
ag
ain.
drop
you off there. But I must Hoyle," said Mrs . Claus, who
And Santa needed that wide, As Santa climbed up into the say this
BAY, Aik. (AP) _ Thanlts to
is the first time I ever likes to play bridge. "But it
dear road in the sky. For his seat of the sled, puff ing a little picked up
By HAL BOYLE
the Christmas spirit it looks as
three hitchhickers does make sense, you old softie." 7
POLE (AP) He's big red sled was packed so full because he has gained some wearing tuxedoes."
though Verlin Lamberson is NORTH
¦
of gifts it overflowed. It looked weight this winter, three black
Santa stood up. to crack his
off!
.
going to make it to Japan.
Santa Claus in en his way at like a hay rack zooming through and white penguins waddled Just then, Mrs. Santa Claus whip in the air—the signal to be
running out waving a long off . But he heard a small voice
Residents df this town of last! 77 .
the, crisp air.
across the snow in front of the came
piece of paper.
about 800 are raising money so The Jolly old Saint and his fa- "Oh deavoh dear," worried reindeer.
crying:
Lamberson can visit his only vorite reindeer are zooming Santa, just before the takeoff. "Here, here, get out of the "You almost forgot your list "Wait, please wait."
son during the holidays at an through the arctic skies right "I do hope none of these pre- way, please," said Santa Claus ef good children," she said.
. It was Cluny, Santa's favorite
Army hospital in Yokohama.
now, heading for the American sents falls out and beans some importantly. Then he said, sur- "Never mind ^ " said Santa. "I little elf. The other elves gosLamberson learned about two border. He'll reach it tonight. poor innocent for this must be prised:
":
don't need it. This year I am siped about Cluny and said she
•weeks ago that his son, Army The northern lights switched the heaviest load I've had in "Why, what are you penguins going to give a present to every was clumsy at making toys. But
Pfc. Thomas M. Lamberson, 20,
had been seriously wdunded in
Vietnam when he detonated a
booby trap while leading his
platoon cn a reconnaissance
mission.
Despite having been on strike
for the past eight weeks as an
employe of the General Electric
plant at Jonesborc, Lamberson
decided he should fly W Yokohama during the holidays.
Mayor Ben Swanner of Bay
learned of Lambcrsoh's hopes
last week and organized a fundraising drive. .
Swanner said Sunday that
more than $550 had been donated, mostly in contributions of BO
cents to $15.
^
GIRLS'
Then Local 747 of the striking ¦
WOMEN'S ^
^
^ W1^ ¦ WOMEN'S ^
T
International Electrical Work- ¦ ' • ' - fiBF^' ' . GIRLS' ' ' ' 7' '^^
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^^^^^ ^
ers chipped in an additional
$200, bringing the pot to $750.
Swanner said a round trip
ticket would cost $988 and that
he hoped there would be enough
money for Lamberson and his
U
Plaids, Checks, Solicit
¦ Complete Winter Stock
Royon and Acetate
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Red Velvets, Plaids, Solids
H
If
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wife to make the trip.
Sizes
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"My wife and I feeMt Is great
1
Sizes
1-4
I
Sizes 3-14
fl
M
how the people have expressed
Regular
$3.88
1
Regular
$4.47
fl
1
Regular to $6.97
Regular to $8.97
l\
their concern for Tommy,"
Regular to $19.97
jBL
A
Lamberson said. "We will never
be able to repay them. We are
G
so very thankful. It was a big
surprise to us."
Lamberson said he had talked
with his son and that the youth's
left foot was to be removed early this week.
Young Lamberson
was draft¦
ed May 14.
"Hedidn't want tb go," Lamberson said. "That makes it
hurt even mrtre, because he
¦
didn't want to go."
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LOITOONDERRY, Northern
Ireland (AP) A — Bernadette
BevBu's sj x-montijail sentence
for her part in the August battle
of Bogside stirred new waves of
bitterness today emong Roman
Catholic militants in turbulent
Londonderry.
Some Protestants in Belfast
argued that since their extremist leader, the Re-v. Ian Paisley,
had been jailed twice, it was
Berriadette's turn for a spell behind bars.
Miss Devlin, at 22, the yomtgest member of the British House
of Commons, was freed on $600
bail Monday after she was
found guilty of Inciting to riot
and behaving riotously. She is
appealing the verdict.
"Bogside is very angry," said
civil rigfits organizer Finnbar
O'Doherty. "We intend to hold a
series of meetings until her appeal is held in February. If the
jai l sentence is upheld then , all
hell will break out here."
Eamonui McCann of the Derry
Labor party said the girl must
not be made a scapegoat "for
something we all took pait in.'
Bernadette was less militant
because of her legal position .
"Wish me a happy Christmas,
I fee l I need it," she told friends
as she stood under the mistletoe
in a local hotel ,
"My knees "were shaking
when the sentence was announced , but I ana to appeal nnd
the whole thing is sub judlce
(before the courts). I can say no
more,"
Sho said she would return to
the Houso of Commons when it
meets again on Jan. 19, and it
seemed "unlikely tliat any move
to expel her would get very far,
even if tier jail sentence is upheld. A majority of the members can turn out a colleague
convicted of such a crime as
fraud , but it was considered
very doubtful tha t the Commons
would act in a m atter with such
explosive political aspects.
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Londonderry
feels waves
of bitterness
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Kotex Napkins 48's

Fomlnine sanitary napkins in super
or regular size at great savingsl

Ton! Magic Moment
New foam-in hair color. 11 shades.
§
.
mavwmma 0ne steP~ no mixing or dripping.

MISSOULA, Mont. (AP) Harold E. "Bud" Wallace of
Missoula formally announced
Monday night his candidacy for
the U.S. Senate seat of Major ity
Lender Miko Mansfield , DMont.
Wallace , 37, a Missoula sporting goods salesman, is making
his first bid for elective office.
Tho former University of
Montana swim coach said he
has been involved "behind the
scenes" in local ^Republican politics, but has avoided being
aligned "with any faction .
Ho is married and has nine
children.
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The birth of Christ
and his infancy
This was the way that Jesus Christ
was born. His mother Mory was engaged to Joseph, but before they were
married she found out that she was
going to have a baby by the Holy Spirit.
J oseph,to wh om she was engaged,was
a man .who always did what was right;
but he did not want to disgrace Mary
publicly, so he made plans to break the
engagement secretly. While he was
thinking about all this,an angel of the
Lord appeared to him in a dream and
said: "Joseph,descendant of David,do
not be afraid to take Mary to be your
wife. For it Is by the Holy Sp irit that
she has conceived. She will give birth
to a son,and she will name him Jesus
—for He will save His peop le from
their sins."
Now all this happened in order to
make come true what the Lord had said
through the prophetV "The virgin -will
become pregnant and give birth to a
son,and he will be called Emmanuel"
(which means, "God is with us")7
So when Joseph woke up he did
what the anger of the Lord had told him
to do and married Mary. . But he had
no sexual relations with her before she
gave birth to her son. And Joseph
named him Jesus.
Jesus was born in the town of Bethlehem, in the land of J udea, during the
time when Herod was king. Soon afterwards som« men who7 studied the
stars came from the east to Jerusalem
and asked: "Where is the baby born to
be the king of the Jews? We saw his
star when it came up in the east, and
we have come to wo rship him." When
King Herod heard about this he was
very upset, and so was everybody else
in Jerusalem . He called together all
the chief priests and the teachers of
the Law and asked them, "Where will
the Messiah be born?" "In the town of
Bethlehem, ir Judea," they answered.
"This is what the prophet wrote :
'You,Bethlehem, in the land of Ju¦¦"dah,
Are not by any means the least
among the rulers of Judah;
For f rom you will come a leader
Who will guide my people Israel ."
So Herod called the visitors from
the east to a secret meeting and found
out from them the exact time the starhad appeared. Then he sent them to
Bethlehem w ith these instructions: "Go
and make a careful search for the child.,
and when you find him let me know,
so that I may go and worshi p him,
too." With this they left,and on their
way they saw the sta r—the same one
they had see n in the east—and it went
ahead of them until it came and stopped over the place where the child
was. How happy they were, What gladness they felt ,when they saw the star!
They went into the stable and saw
the child wit h his mother Mary. They
knelt down and worshiped hirn; then
they opened their bags and offered hirn
presents: Go I d , frankincense , and
myrrh.
God warned them in a dreom not
to go back to Herod; so they went back
home by another road.
After the/ had left,an ange l of the
Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph
and said: "Get up, take the child and
his mother and run away to Egypt,and
stay there until I tell you to leave .
Herod will be looking for the child to
kill him." So Joseph got up, took the
child and his mother ,and left during
the night for Egypt, where he stayed
until Herod died.
This was done to ma ke come true
what the Lord had said through the
prophet, "I called my Son out of
Egypt."
When Herod realized that the visitors from the cast had tricked him,he
was furious. He gave orders to kill
all the boys in Bethlehem and its neighborhood who were two years old and
younger—in accordance with what he
had learned from the visitors about the
time when the sta r had appea red.
After Herod had died, an angel of
the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph, in Egypt, and said: "Get up, take
the child and his mother,and go back
to the count ry of Israel , because those
who tried to kill the child are dead."
So Joseph got up, took the child
and his mother , and went back to the
country of Israel.
When he hoard that Archelaus had
succeeded his father Herod as king of
Judea , Joseph was afraid to settle
there. He was given more instruction s
in a dream ,and so went to the province
of Galilee and made his home in a
town named Nazareth. He did this to
make come true what the prophets had
said, "He will be called a Nazarene,"
— "Good News for Modern Mon/'

Matthew 1,2.
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The arrogance of mediocrity

WASHINGTON — Pyle says that
he is utterly undistinguished. In the
hall , he taps you on the shoulder
and says, "I am just as plain as an
old shoe." It seems rude, of course,
to agree with him, and so the first
time Pyle comes along insisting upon
his own plainness, people try to buck
him up. 7
"That's not so, Pyle ," they say.
"You are a man of many excellences." This is an error. It angers Pyle and leads to arguments,
for Pyle is proud of his lack of distinction. When he says, "I am just
as plain as an old shoe," Pyle is
not apologizing for himself; he is
boasting.
NOW/ NO ONE wants to spend
much time, naturally, with a person who is utterly : undistinguished ,
particularly if that person is certain to boast about having nothing
to toast about. Pyle, in brief , is usually left to lur -.h alon e, except on
days when some new man has just
been introduced into the off ice —
someone as new to the office and as
innocent of Pyle as Pitcairn.
Pitcairn had scarcely blown his
soup, cool at the Black Bird Cafe
when Pyle, who hadn't had anyone
in weeks to boast to, started in on
him. "You know," Pyle began , I
am just an ordinary guy."
'TH bet you're not half as ordinary as I am," said Pitcairn , dropping his soup spoon and glaring at
Pyle : with intense hostility.
.
"Oh, yes I am, too!" Pyle Insisted, being too much taken aback by

IS^S^^SK
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Pitcairn 's hostility to think of a witty
reply. "I am just as plain as an old
shoe."
"Bah!"; said Pitcairn. "Call that
mediocrity? I happen to be — and
I say this in all humility, mind you
— as plain as an old sock."
7 "I," said Pyle, "am one bf those
people who >-."

"I KNOW," said Pitcairn. "You're

one of those people -who never
amounted to much, but at least your
children love you . Isn't that it? "
"Well -" Pyle began.
.
"I thought so," said. Pitcairn.
"You're not in my league. I'm one
of those people; who neve r amounted
io much , and my children can 't
stand me. And do you know why th ey
can 't stand me, Pyle?"
Pyle wanted to say, "Probably
because you have an inflated idea
of your own mediocrity;; ' but Pitcairn was too fast for him.
"They can 't stand me because I'm
one of the common people."
"Im¦ a common man, too," Pyle
said.; - .
"You think so?" Pitcairn asked ,
in a tone suggesting that he very
much doubted it. "Well, perhaps. But
you're not half as common as I am,
Pyle". I'm as common as they co>me.
In fact , I'm so common that I come
close to being uncommon."
"WELL," said Pyle, sensing lhat

about me. I'm just your average,
typical, everyday kind ol a guy.
Why, do you know what I am , Pitcairn? A cypher."
"I' m sorry to hear that, Pyle, "
Pitcairn said, shedding a crocodile
tear,, "because cypherv is a big word,
and I don't feci at home with any
of those big words. And I'll tell you
why, Pyle. Because I'm just one of
the little people."
7'1'm a littler people than you
are," Py}e protested.
"Nonsense," said Pitcairn. ."Stand
up and; we'll measure."
Pyle stood. He was 5 feet It inches
tall. Then Pitcairn stood. -He was
3 feet 9 inches tall . "That's not
fair ," said Pyle. "You were taller
than that when you came in here."
"Of course," said Pitcairn, "but
if you're going to stay humble,
you 've got to be able to take yourself down a peg or two, and, much
as I hate to have to tell you this,
Pyle, it looks very much as if I
will -win the Uriah Keep Award this
year for outstanding achievement in
humility, in recognition of my brilliant series of letters to editors extolling my own humbleness."
PYLE APPEARED ready to weep.

"Cheer up," said Pitcairn . "Do you
know your trouble? Just as plain as
an old shoe."
Everyone in the office, except
Pyle,. enjoys lunching these days
with Pitcairn. His arrogance about
his mediocrity makes him a challenging conversationalist.

he had gained an advantage, "no
one will ever be able to say that

New York limes News Sorvico

satisfactory along the Mississippi.
It is almost a recreation tragedy
that there is not a single Minnesota
state park facility for boating-camping along the Mississippi below St.
Paul, and despite efforts of communities and the Upper Mississippi
Wildlife Refuge, launching sites
could also be more convenient and
numerous.
And scenic abortions such as the
cutting away of the side -of green
Trempealeau Mountain in Wisconsin for railroad fill can still happen
without scenic zoning. Also, recreational development along the Mississippi from St. Paul to Lake Pepin
has been slow, not so much from

basic inactivity in the field as from
the tremendous pollution load this
portion of the Mississippi labors under. :
If there is federal money to ba
ipent for recreation on the Mississippi, the greatest good would come
from additional national aid in water
pollution control.
It is perhaps only natural to preier a system already familiar, to
one that is unknown. Until a lot of
details are spelled out about the new
"recreation area" concept, it seems
as if the state can , with a very
clear conscience, take a slow course
ln becoming involved in such a development.

Recreation area not urgent
7

From an editorial In
Rochester Post-Bulletin

y The idea of a vast federal "recreation area " along the Mississippi
River is getting a mixed reaction
in Minnesota , possibly because —
with a few glaring exceptions —
quite a satisfactory program is already in action along . this most
important recreation waterway.
From Wabasha to the Iowa border, the banks and backwaters of
the Mississippi are largely under
the control of the Upper Mississippi
Wildlife Refuge, and its handful of
patrolmen have done an excellent
job of preservation and enforcement.
The wild islands are not denuded
of trees or inundated with summer
co ttages; sandbars are still in plentiful supply for boater-campers, and
the wildlife of the area is maintaining a resonable existence In its
habitat.
Furthermore, the Minnesota Memorial Hardwood Forest has had a
vigorous program — somewhat inactive at the present moment — of
buying up the picturesque river
bluffs to protect them from misuse and to maintain their scenic
values.
Coupled with an appreciable effort by river cities lo build and
maintain boat and camping facilities, it is a little difficult to see how
a federal "recreation area" program can much improve presently
developing facilities without greatly increased expenditures for land
acquisition.
Not that everything is completel y

Abortion laws on trial
An Editorial in
Wisconsin State Journal

Abortion laws throughout the
country are in for some major rethinking and rewriting.
Likely to encourage legislative attention to abortion laws is the recent decision of a federal judg «e in
the District of Columbia.
The Washington , D.C , law on
abortion was declared unconstitutional on Nov. 10 by Federal Judge
Gerhard Gesell who said that the
law was too vague and was probably an unconstitutional infringement of women's private rights in
matters of sex and motherhood.
He ruled that any "competent licensed practitioner of medic ine"
could legally perform an abortion in

his jurisdiction for reasons satisfactory to the doctor and patient.
Judge Gesell invited the decision
to be appealed to the U.S, Supreme
Court and urged Congress to review
the laws.
Most states have strict laws governing abortion . Wisconsin law permits therapeutic abortion only lo
save the life of the mother, while a
few states permit it when the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest, or when the child would be
born deformed. Colorado has one of
the most liberal laws, which docs
permit abortion when the mother's
mental health' is threatened .
Abortions are discriminatory. Of
the legal abortions in New York 00
percent involve women who ara
white , while almost the same percent of those who dio from illegal
abortions are black or Puerto Kican.
The question of abortion involves
sensitive moral and religious consideration which cannot be ignored
by these who propose and execute
laws.
But as a matter of priority, It
would seem evident that effective
programs of birth control can go a
long way In reducing the situations
which might involve abortions in tha
first place.
Thu s, Wisconsin wiih one of the
most outdated laws or birth control
ought to concentrate on passing a
libera lized birth control law.
Such legislation can help to make
the unhappy consideration of abortion less frequent.
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A question for col leg ians
From an editorial In
Red Wing RepubHcan-Eagle

The Vietnam Mora torium Committee has expressed hopes that antiwar college students who live in
smaller communities that • haven't
seen anti-war activities — Red Wing,
for example — will take their views
Christmas
home with them over the
'¦
holidays.
This sounds good, Adults should
welcome the opportunity for a firsthand exchange with vacationing
collegians on today 's overridin g issue of peace.
And as this dialogue develops
(what better season than Christmas
to discuss peace on earth?) We" wonder whether the local and area college-age generation would react to
a question from us?
The great weight of today's peace
movement seems to center around
simple, individual refusal to have
anything to do with war. Peace can
Tbe achieved, the implication is, if
enough people of military age simply refuse to fight.
But does any reading of , history
suggest that war can really be banished from our planet in this -way ?
Both logic and history suggest to
us that lasting peace can be established only by creating institutions
to preserve and enforce the peace
— that is, through world law and

carefully limited world government.
So we ask the anti-war young
:
people:
Would it not be far better if all
this zeal and fervor could be redirected into positive support for
the necessary institutional building
blocks of permanent world peace?
More ispecifically, shouldn't you be
putting on the pressure for :
—A reconstructuring of the United
Nations so it will have genuine
authority to govern the relations
between national governments, y
—Creation of a powerful United
Nations peacekeeping force, recruited individually from among all peoples, so that the U. TN. will have
the armed muscle to make all nations obey the rules.
—And far more effective, United
Nations-directed attack upon the
widespread human ills of illiteracy,
insufficient 7 food , inadequate health
care , over-population .
—A world-w!3e youth movement,
including youth in communist nations, which is dedicated to bringing
all national governments into line
with these objectives.
To work for . these goals, is that
not a more positive 7 contribution toward true world peace than to tell
your draft board, "I won't fight ,"
or to carry around a placard that
says, "Get out of Vietnam?"

Graffiti ; . . by Leary

Silly immigration restriction
An editorial in
Milwaukee Sentinel-. ...

The day when America welcomed
immigrants -with open arms Is long
gone, Now it's the olher way around ,
with all sorts of barriers being erected to prevent foreigners from pouring into the United States. For all
its supposed faults , the good old
USA , as we used to say, still looks
like the land of great opportunity
to millions ot outsiders.
In keeping immigrants out , however, United States officials are going to ridiculous extremes.
Take the case of live-in maids
Imported from abroad. It seems that
after a short period on the job , many
of them depart for hig her paying
work or get married to an American.
The labor department is trying lo
ulop this. Under guidelines effective
next Monday, foreign women applying for visas to work as live-in
maids will have to show proof of
experience and the promise of a job.
That's not an unreasonable requirement , but the labo r department
doesn 't stop there . The guidelines also require that tlie immigrant maid
must be not only single but also able
to convince authorities thnt ahe is
not planning lo enter the United
Stales primarily lo look far a hus-

band,

Just how a single ^irl would go
about convincing a government official that she is not looking for a
husband Is hard to imagine,
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Houslon folks decorate with antique ornaments

By BETTTE BUNKE
Dally News Aiea Correspondent
HOUSTON, Minn. <SpecM)
— Ornaments dating from as
long ago as 1840 annually decorate the Christmas tree at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Witt and son Mason, three miles
northeast of Houston.
Among the rarest axe colorful embossed pictures by printers around Breslau, Germany.
They are decorated with wired
tinsel and celluloid. •

THEY ALSO have Tictorian
favorites as the andachlsbilder
(religious pictures; of the Nativity) and glanzbilder, scrapbook
relief pictures which include
frosted figures of Santa Claus,
angels,, and fairytale characters and elves.
The trimmings include rare
garlands of fish, birds, dolls,
houses and fruit , all of spun
glass. No modern plastic on this
. tree, which displays many of
the different kinds of candle
holders in the Witt collection.
¦¦; ¦
FAVORITES among antique
collectors are early Christmas
tree lights and individual novelty lamp bulbs. The first advertisement of carbon lights appeared in the December, 1901;
issue of the Ladies Home Journal, the Witts say.
It wasn't however, until 1917
that the first commercial tree
lights, composed of flashlight
bulbs strung together on wire
and energized by a battery was
introduced to the American
market by Albert Saddacca,
who had migrated with ; his
brothers to this country from
Madrid * Spain. By 1922, the
firm . of Saddacca Brothers had
changed its name to the Monowet^ Corporation and three
years later it was changed
again to NOMO (National Outfit Manufactureres Association),

NOMA introduced the globeshaped, painted bulbs following World War I.
: The U.S. didn't make Christmas decorations on a large
scale until after the First
World War. But during the
1920s NOMA , brought out novelty
shaped bulbs featuring Santa
heads, bunches of grapes, pears,
apples, peaches and other fruit.
All are in demand today as antiques. The TWitts ha-ve some of
them.
WHEN MRS. Witt and Mason
go to anti que auctions they
sometimes have tp purchase a
whole box to get the. one ornament they want. They 've be«ri
collecting for 20 years. Mrs.
Witt has collected antiques all
her life and her sons Marson ,
Mark and his wife, also of Houston, and her daughter , Mrs.
Maynard (Rachelz ) "Ukkestad ,
Rushford , also; has the bug.
The oldest tree holder Mrs.
Witt has resembles a . water
bucket. She commented that a
1918 Christmas catalog advertised a collapsible wooden
tree stand for 45 cents.
Ornaments of glass and
papier-mache were suspended
on rubber strings during the
1880s. Not until 1913 were ornaments with the familiar hairpirilike -wires offered for sale. An
array of metal hangers followed. Today much plastic is used.

nuts and sugar pretzels. Most of I successfully developed a crude,
them were highly perishable. I paper thin glass pine cone in
Ity was not until 1820 tiat a I1 1595. Joined by other workers,
more durable tree garniture was !j the production of these items indeveloped . In the village of creased into a cottage industry
Lauscha, founded in the Thur- which spread to the nearby vilingrn forests of central Ger- lages of Steinheid and Steinach,
many, a Bohemian lamp glass finally reaching the once-faworker, with the aid of glass mous toy capital of Sonndberg,
tubing7 and a Burisen burner, I where agents began to export
^yZtezz ^^^

these novel ornaments to Euro- spun glass tails called BolmSilkentails were sold by wanpean cities.
dering artisons. The Witts have
By 1840 IRIDESCENT balls ol q'a.te a few of these.
lacquer in varied colors had Engish historians claim that
been perfected. These glass the celebrated witch balls,
trinkets were at first featured made of parti-colored glass and
as the famous Christ Child Mar- suspended from ceilings to ward
ket in Nuremberg, Germany. off the "evil eye" were the leal
Also, popular silver birds with forerunners of the round globeN|A|I
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. NEW TREE . . .Antique ornaments and candle holders.
It's at the Arthur Witt home nCar Houston. The oldest ornaments date from 1840 and were made in Breslau , Germany,
cf embossed pictures , tinsel and celluloid. Beside the tree
is a two-foot Santa filled with gifts. (Mrs. Rohert BunW
photo)
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MOST OF the decorations at
the Witt home are from Germany, including a two-foot Santa standing by the tree. He is
hollow, and gifts and candy are
stored inside.
The Witts say the Christnias
tree dates back to the writings
of G-eiler Von Kayersberg of the
northern Rhineland in 1520. Earliest accounts of ornaments
enumerate paper roses, figures
made of dried primes, gilded

¦'
-

In the late 1940s when th» .
war had ended, there was a
slow re-introduction of old-time
ornaments, but streamlined ,
and modernized with sleek new
colors.
Mrs. Witt and Mason, as you
can see, have studied ornaments thoroughly. "Christmas
comes but once a year* but
our search for old ornaments
never ends;" she said.
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shaped tre» ornament. Their
American counterparts were
made in 1850 ahd can be found
occasionally in antique shops.
By 1924 cheaper glass and celluloid ornaments were imported
to this country from Japan , giving strong competition to Germany. Czechoslovakia followed
by increasing the production of
fancy birds in cage and baskets
filled with colorful fruit.
AIL IMPORTATIONS came
to a sudden end in 1939 with the
outbreak of World War II
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YuleJTaditions Iing©r on for most Minnesotans

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Christmas fcfr most Minnesota™ is a time for tradition.
While old world customs may
be forgotten throughout most of
the year, come December and
thoughts turn to preparing delicacies like grandma used to
make.
The 1969 Minnesota census
showed 874,522 <rf the state's 3.4
million people were either foreign born or one or both of their
parents had come to America
from a foreign country.
Immigrants from Sweden and
Norway were the mctet numerous in the state, and they
brought with thern many traditions which have become a part
of our culture.
The Scandinavian traditions at
Christmastime have spread up
the family tree to those whose
foreign roots extend back to
gneat-grandparents, and have
been adopted by many persons
whd have no Scandinavian ancestors.
Gov. Harold LeVander and
his family meet each Christmas
Eve with the family of his brother, Bernhard, for a traditional
Swedish meal.
Gov. LeVander cooks lutefisk
in a pillowcase and mixes up
jul glog, an after-dinner drink
made with hot vine. The LeVander dinner also includes
korv (potato sausage) , sylte
(head cheese), lefse and Swedish rye bread .
The governor and Ms brother
speak Swedish during the evening, the families sing carols ahd
the Christmas Story is read
from the Bible. After dinner the
group attends church services.
It's a rare Scandinavian who
doesn't look forward to the annual Christmas feast , which is
usually topped off with a variety of rich desserts such as kfum
kakfi, fattigmand, sandbakkles
and rosettes
Modern cooks still provide a
market for the heavy cast iron
krnm kake irons, thougl many
persons are now buying the
lighter weight aluminum irons
for making the delicate cookies
which are rolled into cone
shapes as they come hot off the
iron.
The younger generation is al
so using electric lefse bakers to
turn out the soft potato delicacy
which is spread mth butter and
rolled up into a long rod shape
before it is eaten .

over with long, thin sticks with dinavian meal—especially Norpointed ends. The end nesult is wegian.
the same , however , and is A Norwegian custom which is
a must at any traditional Scan- being revived in some parts of

TRADITIONS . . . Ann Mari Westberg
from Gothenburg, Sweden, and now living
in St. Paul , Minrii, demonstrates Swedish art ,
of making Christmas tree decorations at the
Minneapolis JSwedish. Institute. Immigrants
from Sweden and Norway are the most num-

1
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erous in the state and they brought with them
many traditions which have become a part of
our culture . The paper cut-outs she is making
date back to great grandparents in the old
country. (AP Photofax) .

business, either. Henry Cole, an
imaginative Englishman, : sent
the first Christmas card in 1843.
At the top of the greeting
card game today is Hallmark
Cards Inc., founded in Kansas
City by Joyce C. Hall in 1915
and still based here.
Hallmark is a private company and doesn't talk about its
money, but outside observers
rate its sales at around $200
million a year or better.
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factors some two years in advance.
.
HALLMARK uses computers
to help them decide what sort
of Christmas greetings the buyers will want twd years hence
— how many 35-cent contemporary cards * how many 15-cent
juveniles, how many 50-cent religious.
The firm, incidentally, still
makes it a point to provide a
five-cent Christmas card, even
though few people buy them any
more. The best sellers go for
around 35 cents apiece, although
more expensive dnes are available.
Computers not only tell the
manufacturer how many cards
of each type t6 make but inform the dealer what he should
stock for maximum sales,
THE MACHINE takes Into
consideration such factors as the
shop's locatidh, ancestry and
economic status of customers
and other data.
Ghristmas cards depicting
snow scenes, the computer cautions, don't sell very well in
California.
In the Hallmark organization ,
executives called "line planners" use the computerized advice to decide what Christmas
cards to produce.
THEN ONE of about W editors writes some lines suitable
to fit a general theme. The editor may make up his own verse
— or "sentiment" as it's called
in the trade —¦ or borrow one
from Shakespeare, Kipling or
somebody else.
"Actually when you get right
dtfwn to it," admitted one executive, "it's hard to compose
a Christmas greeting that beats
what you can find in the Bible."
Messages on Christmas cards
today tend to be short , perhaps
only a single line, and avoid the
ponderous, ornate phrasing of
Grandfather 's time. Hallmark
this year is even selling cards
^ with a designed cover but blank
inside, allowing the sender to
write his own seasdh's wishes.
A STAFF OF some 300 design. ers and artists provide the exterior of the cards after the
"sentiment" is composed. Some
§ of the work is original , and
|some is based on a painting,
sculpture or other art work.
Most of the writers and artists
am yrfung people. Most of them
have a background ln literature ,
§ English or the arts although
j some list such diverse prior occupations as scientists a n d
^ mathematicians.
I "We fi nd the buyers are atV tracted by the outside design ,
' but it's the sentiment inside that
determines if they buy the
card," said a Hallmark offiI cial.
"THE MESSAGE
to bo
| what the buyer wantshas
to say —
|in the way ho would sny it. We
A call It the 'me to you' sentiment."
Each card design must win
h approval of the firm's "okay
committed 1 comprised of about
\ 40 tough-minded
supervisors.
i They examine the card carefully to make certain it is in
I good tasto, doesn't contain any
unintended double entendrea and
\
is worth the price.
\
If the committee doesn't like
p
k the card , it's scrapped or revised until lt does pass lnspectloi^
ABv ALWAYS. Christmas
cardsMor 1959 rely heavily on
traditional scenes of m fingers ,
fir trees , Santa Claus and other
familiar patterns. Rut there 's
moro use of bold , brigh t "hot"
colors such as p ink, orange and
?,
green.
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to sing Norwegian songs, hear
speakers and see slides on Norway, exchange information on
traditions and have a Norwegian
language lesson. At Christmastime they bave a smdrgasbord
with all the traditional food.
_J>venskaneis_^ I>ag_ ( Swedish
Hay) celebrations are held both

in the Twin Cities and at Mankato each June. Native costumes
are worn and there is old country music and dancing for all
wlo wish to participate.
For practical purposes , some
Scandinavian, traditions such as
foreign language church services have become a rare occur-

rence. But others, old country
cooking especially, have become
part of the American culture
and will continue to be passed
on from generation to generation.
W)non» Dally News f fV
<¦
I
Winona,Minnesota ¦
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AFTER-CHRISTMAS j

"Norwegian-American Laget"
in Mankato meets once a month

"social expression" items like
candles, books, puzzles and
paper dresses the main business
remains greeting cards.: It's rather a strange trade, a
shadowy blend of artistic talent
and cold business logio — sort
of like a mating of Isadora Duncan, with J. P. Morgan.
Like many other businessmen,
Christmas card makers have to
look ahead. In this case it means
anticipating fashions, colors,
AND although Hallmark in re- humor economic conditions, pubcent "ears has branched intd lic taste and dozens of other

mjx ^^

I

1 .•ere are still a few churches
in tne state which hold Norwegian-language services, but they
are becoming less numerous as
time passes. Up until about 45
years ago many Norwegian
Lutheran boys and girls were
confirmed
in
the
native
language, a custom which has
more or less died out.
A Norwegian language service
is held in July each year at the
Old Stone Church about five
miles southwest df Kenyon. The
church, owned by the Hauge
Lutheran Church of Kenyon,
was founded by Norwegian pioneers nearly a century ago and
has been restored to almost its
original condition.
Another tradition which is
fast-disappearing from the modern scene is the old-time lutefisk and lefse dinners which
were held in Lutheran churches
as fund-raising events ipr many
decades.
Clubs such as Sons of Norway
and Swedish and Norwegian
elubs help to preserve old country traditions. The Sons of Norway lodge in International Falls,
wMch has 30 members, observes
Norwegian Independence Day,
May 17; Mid Summer Fest,
June 24, and Leif Erickson Day
in October.

Warmvvishesvia cold computer

KANSAS CITYvUB — What's
conceived in a computer, approved by committee and costs
about $4 billion a year?
It's your little old Ghristmas
card.
Actually there's nothing little
about the Christmas card business. The industry figures on
selling about $4 billion worth in
the United States alone this
year. The average family is expected to send about 75 cards
In the old days, lefse was befdne the season ends.
baked directly oa the top of a
AND IT'S not really an old
wdod-burning stove and flipped

Si

the state at Christmastime is In the did days, friends and
that of "Yulabocking," or call- acquaintences would get togething on neighbors dressed in a er and make their visits after
the lights were out. They would
variety of costumes.
rap loudly on the door, enter
the house and have the surmised, but not too indignant,
host and hostess serve them refreshments^— y~—7_ rr _v_^_
Tbis custom Is still practiced
by young pieople ab Grand Meadcfw, in southeastern Minnesota.
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(EDITOR'S NOTE:— The
1960s were filled with exciting tirnes around the world,
reflecting the works of such
tri en as Khruschev , Churchill, Mao , Nehr-u, De Gaulle
and Castro. Here in stories
from f c u . r areas, veteran
AP correspondents take a
look back over the decode.)
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Europe hummed with change, lost

'

Osdsthan.JWVAMML

Bv ARTHUR !^ GAVSHON
LONDON (AP ) — Old Europe
hummed with change in the
'60s .
It was a decade of adjustment
, to new conditions , new ideas.

__ %

In might and money the Continent no longer was the center of
the wor3d. The real power now
rested in Washington, Mtfscow
cr Peking. The once-proud empires of Britain , France aind
Uelgiunt became , history as. a
parade «f nations moved to independence in Africa while Asia
continued struggling to its feet.
Towering personalities among
the leaders faded to oblivion.
Rombastic Nikita S. Khrush-

chev fell from his Soviet pinnacle in a palace coup, replaced
by colorless technocrats. In
West Germany, aged Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer grudgingly
relinquished his office, and it
fell later to dynamic Willy
Brandt. The tides of change
washed Charles de Gaulle from
authority in France. In Britain,
Sir Winston Churchill died in
1965, the last df the giants of the
•wartime coalition.

The decade began with
Khrushchev storming out of a
Big Four summit meeting in
Paris, protesting to President
Dwight D, Eisenhower the flight
of a U2 spy plane oyer Russia.
Then the communists shocked
Europe by building a wall
across the heart of Berlin, symbolizing a continent split down
the middle and signaling a new
icy period in the cold war.
But communism ran into trou-

ble. Its two giants, the Soviet
Union and China, became open
enemies. Czechoslovakia strove
to shake loose from total Mos^
cow domination, only to have
Soviet and bloc military might
rumble into Prague and crush
the movement in August 1968.
But eventually the Europeans,
noting Soviet gestures to West
Germany and an apparent Russian willingness to talk, felt they
detected a thaw in the cold war

Eight-pointer
visits hospital

Asia: war, civil
strife convulsion

By JOHN RODERICK
TOKYO (AP) - War, convulsion, civil strife : these words
describe a vast area of Asia
during the 1960s. Less dramatic
but more meaningful to the region's faceless millions were the
words "econctaic growth." .
Across the. decade marched ,
staggered or stumbled such
leaders as China 's Mao Tsetung, Ho Chi Minh, Ngo Dinh
Diem, India 's Nehru , Indonesia's Sukarno , Pakistan's Ayub
Khan.
Mao towering above them all
preached
Asian
revolution
through guns rather than votes,
people's war rather than negotiation. His vision soon turned
China 's one-time friend and

ally, the Soviet Union, into an whose end is not yet in sight.
Closely tied to Peking, Indoneenemy.
sia's big. communist party
It spread fear and unease In sought—with Sukarno as a willthe United States, which re- ing or unwilling dupe—to seize
sponded with men and guns in power in 1965. Half a million InVietnam and a policy of con- donesians died in the struggle
which
changed Indonesia's
taining China .
In 1964 Red China exploded its course from communism to
way into the big nations ' nu- pro-Western neutralism.
Dismayed, by failures abroad ,
clear association by touching off
Mao sought scapegoats at home,
an atomic bomb.
Mao's doctrine of people's professed to find them in followwar infected Southeast Asia, ers of Chinese President Liu
where the Chinese supported a Shao-chi.
variety of guerrilla movements. 7 And the did fear—war with
In Vietnam , Ho Chi Minh struck Russia , fanned by border inciagainst the Diem government in dents—persisted.
Behind the bullets and despite
the Stfuth. Both antagonists
died , but their quarrel mush- Mao's grim shadow Asia , was
roomed into a major conflict writing a more hopeful chapter.
Peasant's toil and worker 's
skill , supplemented by new
strains ,of hoe and intelligent
business methods, turned weak
economies into healthy ones.
Japan continued to lead,
climbin g int o third place among
the weft-Id' s, industrial powers.
Malaysia , Singapore , South Korea , Formosa , the Philippines,
even Indonesia , moved forward.
Even the Chinese, cooling down
after major purges groped toward stability.

Sentiment against
United States rises
in Latin America

By ROBERT BERRELLEZ
MEXICO CITY (AP) — This ,
."was the . decade when tbe Soviet
"Union tried to establish ; bases
for ballistic missiles within 100
miles of the United States and
TJ.S.-backed trcfops tried to invade Cuba.
While Fidel Castro's Marxism
failed to take hold in other Latin
American, countries, sentiment
against the United States began
. to rise in the area .
Defeat of a bungled U.S.-organized invasion attempt at the
Bay of Pigs in April 1961 consolidated Castro's control in Cuba.
A revelation that Russia was secretly installing intermediate
and intercontinental-range missiles in Cuba bright a perilladen showdown between Moscow : and Washington , settled
when Nikita Khrushchev withdrew the rockets.

Johnson , U.S. troops intervened
to thwart what Washington read
as a pro-Castro revolutionary
uprising in the Dominican Republic. It touched off a hemisphere furor.
Or/position to ; U.S. policy
reached a high ' point last summer when Latin American foreign ministers urged Washington W lift trade restrictions and
to undertake other measures to
stimulate t h e i r economic
growth, which had fallen below
the 2Vz per cent a year target
set by the alliance. The United
States agreed to ease; some
trade barriers.
Increasing concern with a
high population growth rate , 3.3
per cent annually, is behind
much of Latin America's restiveness. Food production and
economic growth have lagged
substantially behind as population grew from 130 million in
Castro's futile attempts to 1940 to nearly 280 million.
spread his doctrine to other Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller 's
countries aroused hemisphere Violence-marred mission to Latconcern. In Washing ton the in America fdr President Nixon
Kennedy administration devised exposed a large measure of
a sockf-economic deterrent: a anti-U.S. sentiment and a drift
multi billion - dollar develop- toward a new radical nationalment aid plan called the Alli- ism.
ance for Progress. By some More than half of Latin
standards Washington had little America 's population is under
more success than Castro in one form or another of military
winning the heart of Latin rule. In only 5 of 19 SpanishAmerica.
speaking countries is civ ilian
Under President Lyndon B . rule firmly in control. Only two
of these, Mexico and Costa
Winona Daily Newi
19
ICj). Winona, Minnesota
Rica , seem safe from military
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 24, 1969 encroachment.
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MAkSHALL, Minn. (AP ) —
Bernard 7 Peterson, 65, thought
he was safe in the hospital but
now he knows differently—
you've got to watch out for
deer.
A good-sized buck with about
antlera
crashed
eight-point
through the first floor window
of Redwood Falls Municipal Hospital Saturday, and sprawled on
the floor.
Peterson, who has arthritis,
was taken, bed and all, from the
room.. The . deer later bounded
out the window again and was
reported by . firemen who captured it to be in pretty good
shape.
¦

THE '60s AT A GLANCE . . .7 Assassination of an American
president , war in Southeast Asia and the Middle East , the,
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By KENNETH L. WHITING
JOHANNESBURG , Stfuth Africa (AP ) — Africa faces the
new decade with something like
reverse optimism: it probably
will be a bit better than the
1960s if only because things cannot get much worse.
Glowing independence - day
promises by leaders of many a
newly minted na tion became the
targets of bitter jokes in the
realities of poverty , tribalism;
illiteracy, disease and war.

III

• vWASMINGTON (AP ) — White
House sources had no comment
Tuesday night on a report that
two former Wisconsin men are
among the candidates being considered for the job of Selective
Service director.
The Milwaukee Sentinel said
Curtis W. Tarr , former Lawrence "University president; and
Roger T. Kelley are among
about a dozen persons who have
been approached in the search
for a successor to Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey.
Tarr , the Sentinel said , was
less than eager for the post ,
quoting him as saying: "I'm not
so sure I want it."
Tarr said he had discussed
the matter with Peter Flanigan ,
a White House aide.
Kelley is director of the Pentagon's manpower program.
Tarr Ls an assistant Air Force
secretary.
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SPRAY COLOGNES
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DON'T LET CHRISTMAS DISAPPOINT YOU1
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Dana's world-famous colognes... In a lovely
2 oz. spray container. For a limited time only.
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TABU • AMBUSH • 20 CARATS
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Where governments have a
look of stability under powerful
men, the question is what happens after they are gone, Emperor Haile Selassie in Ethiopia; Presidents Banda in Malawi, Nasser in Egypt. In Kenya,
aging President Jomo Kenyatta
used personal magnetism to
hold his country tog)ether7
In the Middle East, chrtfnie
tensions and crises exploded
into war. Israel, with her western equipment and superior
knowhow , virtually wiped outEgypt's imposing arsenal of Soviet arms and left the Arabs
reeling in humiliation. But in
reality "the Six Day War " never ended.

Year-End Special!
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FAMOUS NAME, LOW HEEL

1

CASUAL SHOES
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Christinas should bt> a happy, joyful time. A
tlm« (or friends and family, a tlmft to open
heart s and be thankful for the blessings bestowed upon ui. But ,It i
l alto that time of
yaar when colds and flu can- sneak up and put
a damper on good times.

Crowd* , sniffles , sneezing and coughing are a
sure route to getting sick. Give yourself tha
edge by nor* taking unnecessary chances. The
enrllor you shop tlm lest the crowds are and
hesldat tha stores fuwa mora fo offer.
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For » child to be tick at Christmas Is to them
llke> the end of the world. Of course sometiinos It is impossible to prevent an Illness but
plan to check with your doctor even earlier
than you would normally when a child shows
signs of corning down with rn sickness.
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Arcadia to get
federal grant

Egypt and the Congo can claim
that industry accounts for more
than a fifth of national income.
Big powers jockeyed for influence, and some African lead^
ers became adept at playing
them against one another.

¦
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ties. At least eight have less
than a million people each.
Most of Africai leans too heavily oh farming, while richer nations rrely on a single primary
product : dil in Iibya, copper
in Zambia. Besides \3phite-ruled
Between I960 and 19*36 there South Africa and Rhodesia , only
were military coups or mutinies
in 14 countries. Dahorrey has
had seven army coups in seven
years.
Nigeria, Africa 's most populous natitfn has spent millions
in a civil war with breakway
Biafra , now 30 months old. ARCADIA, Wis; — City of
There is civil strife in Sudan Arcadia is one of five Wisconsin
and Chad , guerrilla war . in communities that will receive
Portuguese Angola , and Mon- federal grants for construction
zambique, sporadio fighting be- of improved , sewage treatment
tween blacks and white in Rho- facilities, announces the state
Department of Natur al Resourdesia and South Africa.
The modern map of Africa ces.
was sketeched by negotiation Arcadia will receive $82,980,
among colonial ptfwers which 30 percent of the cost of two
ignored cultural and racial di- lift stations and force mains
visions. Thus, many new coun^ and a two-cell. waste stabilizatries simply are not viable enti- tion pond.
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Miller ordered to
increase pay of
femaj e technicians

rumors Wisconsin
men in running

RJ PROTECT YOUR FAMI LY

lfl

countries carved from old Brit- rule was far from the only
ish, French, Belgian and Span- change. ,
7
ish coloniar" empires. But home
Many a new national leader
was swept aside by the internal
convulsions of unstabl e countries.

MILWAUKEE IB - Federal
Judge John W. Reynolds ordered Miller Brewing . Co. to increase the pay of its women lab
technicians to equal that of the
men who do the same work.
French, Belgian and Spanish
Even though the men and
women technicians work in separate labs, Reynolds said "Miller simply did not want to raise
the wages of women and devised a scheme by which it hoped to avoid doing so. ''
This practice was held to be
in violation df the equal pay provision of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act.

¦ ¦ SHOPPING EARLY CAN BE HEALTHY
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Berlin Wall—these and other events were all part of the
sixties. (AP Photofax)

OPPOSE PANEL
MADISON, Wis. U?> - A resolution opposing a proposal for
a legislative committee to study
Indian problems was made public Tuesday by the Great Lakes.
Inter-Tribal Council.

Africa-Mideast: can things get worse?

Byrne says he
will not seek
third term
No comment on

ST. PAUL (AP) _ St. Paul
Mayor Thomas Byrne says he
does not intend to seek reelection to a third term in 1970, thus
ending speculation whether he
would indeed run.
Byrne confirmed the rumors
Tuesday but did not announce
his future plans. He has been
mentioned as a possible DFL
choice for Minnesota Secretary
of State .
Rumors have been circulating
for several weeks in St. Paul
that Byrne would not seek a
new term.
Candidates for the 1970
mayor's race will be nominated
in a primary March 10, with the
city election to be held April 28.
State DFL Chairman Richard
Moe said Tuesday he has encouraged Byrne to join the race
for the party 's endorsement for
governor , if he has an interest
in it.
Byrne first ran for St , Paul's
mayor post in 1064 but lost by
173 votes to incumbent George
J. Vauvoulis.
A former school guidance
counselor , Byrne fried again in
1966 and heat Vavoulis by a 4 ,000 vote margin.

they had lived with practically
since the hot one ended.
Europe's youth moved from
peaceful protest to violence and
revolt,
Change went down to grassroots. Britain 's Beatles captured the sound of the . '60s in
sdngs. Nonconformist
their
youths across Europe conformed to the trend and male
hair grew longer , female dness
scantier. Drug-taking spread.
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EVERY PAIR MEW THIS SEASON!
EXCELLENT SELECTION OF SIZES
. . . BUT NOT IN ANTT ONE STYLE.

We hope that the aibov* advice will serve to u
ll
help in en|oying a happy holiday season. But,
what we really want to sny right now I*
^U

Bl

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A H/APPY NEW YEAR |gl
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS!
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The weather

WEATHER FORECAST .. . Showers are predicted today
for part of the West Coast. Snow is forecast for the Northwest
and Midwest. Rain is expected in part of the Midwest. (AP
Photofax)

Loco/ readings
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 25, minimum 2 below, noon 16,
precipitation .01.
A year ago today:
High 19, low 4 below, noon 2, trace of precipitation.
Normal temperature raiige for this date 27 to 9. Record
high 61 in 1889, record low 37 below in 1872.
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:40, sets at 4;33.

Winona Dally N«ws 1<J a
Winona, Minnesota 'v3

Winona deaths

WEDNESDAY , DEC. 24, 1969

Sheriff's office
lo make random
traffic checks

Winona County sheriff's deputies will be stopping and checking random motorists all over
the county throughout the holw
day period, according to Sheriff
George Fort. This is Ln compliance with a request made by
Governor LeVander last ;week ,
and is intended to cut down on
holiday accidents.
Deputies will be checking
driver's licenses, he said, and
attempting to determine whether or not the drivers have been
drinking.
Sheriff Fort added that tlie
sheriffs of all of Minnesota's 87
counties, as well as the Highway Patrol, will be complying
with the governor's request.
The random check began
Monday evening, he stated, and
will continue throughout the
holiday period.

Durand man
inj ured in
auto crash

THRILLING NEW EXPERIENCE . . . Jeannette Strong; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Bronk , 706 E . 5th St. :
The first day Jeannette was here she arose at the early
14, second from right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie A..
hour of 5 a.m. to take advantage of the newly fallen snow. She
Strong, Torrence, Calif ., gleefully plays in the snow in front
of her grandparentsV house—the snow fun a first-time exper- has taken pictures which she will take back to show her four
sisters and two brothers, along with snowballs packed in dry
ience for her.
Also playing in the soft white stuff are her cousins , from . ice.;Another "first'.' experienced by Jeannette was her airleft, twins Patty and Mary Mlynczak, 6, and Ronald Mlynczak,
plane trip here, to spend the Christmas holidays with her
5, children of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mlynczak, 666 E\ 4th St.
Tbey are romping around 'mid styrofoam covers on rose grandparents . "I'm having lots of fun and I hope to come
back again," said the California visitor.7(Dally News photo)
bushes in the front yard of the home of their grandparents,

DURAND, Wis.-Lavern Wieland, 58, Durand , Rt. 2, received a bruised leg in a oneFull
Last Qtr.
New
1st Qtr.
car
accident in Dunn County
Dec. 23
Dec. 31
Jan. *
Jan. 15
this week and was taken to St.
Benedict's Hospital here.
7
Elsewhere
He was a passenger in the
car driven by his daughter-inBy The Associated Pres»
S.E. Minnesota
High low Pr. law, Maxine Wielancf, 21, Eau
Albany, cloudy ..... 12 2 .10 Claire. According to a county
Occasional sno-w east Albuquerque, cloudy 58 31 .. traffic officer, Mrs. Wieland
early tonight, followed by Atlanta, clear ..... 45 29 .01 was traveling on County P near
At Go mmw ity
partial clearing. Fair to Bismarck, cloudy .." 20' 7 .07 the southeastern village limits
of
Eau
Galle
and
after
driving
cloudy
.
......
32
21
Boise,
partly cloudy Thursday.
4?
.
.
Memorial Hospital
34 18 702 over the crest of a hill, struck
Low tonight 2 above to 10 Boston, snow
an
icy
patch
and
lost
control.
Maternity p»'lent».- J to «;M and 7 ts
y
above. High Thursday 22 to Buffalo, snow ..... 31 7 .06 Her vehicle slid sideways and 8:30 p.m. (Adulti only.)
Charlotte, cloudy .. 44 31 ..
Vlslton ta a DOHent llmlWO to two
28. Outlook Friday: temper- Chicago, cloudy ... 28 22 .at broke off a Northern States patltnti: 1 to 4 and¦ 7 to 8:30 p.m. (no
.
at or>» tlma.
atures near normal. Precipi- Cincinnati, snow ... 31 21 .18 Power Co. pole.
Visiting hours* Medical and turglcoi
In
another
accident
the
vehi».)
Children
under
tation not likely.
Cleveland, snow ... 23 19 .18
Denver, clear ...... 57 21 .; cles operated by Karl A. PeTUESDAY
Minnesota
Des Moines, cloudy 24 15 7. terson, 22, Durand, and Evelyn
ADMISSIONS
Moyer, 70, Rock Falls, Rt. 2
Occasional snow extreme Detroit, clear ...... 19 4 .19 collided at the intersection of Milton Oech , Winona Rt. 2.
east tonight, partial clear- Fairbanks* cloudy.. 9 -8 .. State Highway 85 and a town August Ledebuhr , Houston,
Fort Worth, clear .. 66 43 .. road, 1% miles west of Rock
ing from ' west. Thursday Helena,
clear ...... 40 20 .. Falls Sunday at 4:20 a.m. Mrs. Minn.
fair to partly clondy. Local'
Jeffrey Schafer , 513V4 W. 5th
ly colder tonight, little Honolulu, cloiidy .. 85 74 .. Moyer's 1964 sedan was declar- St.
cloudy
25
2
.21
Indianapolis,
ed a total loss and damages to
c h a n g e in temperature
DISCHARGES
Thursday. Lows tonight 10 Jacksonville, cloudy 63 53 .7 Peterson's L969 sedan were esRoyal
Thern, 1351 Glenview
Juneau,
cloudy
.....
19
28
.01
Mrs.
Moytimated at $375 after.
below to 5 above north, 0-1O
y
above south. High Thursday Kansas City, cloudy 31 25 .. er made a left turn in front of Rd. •
Los Angeles, cloudy 64 57 7. Peterson's car, authorities said. Mrs. Mark Parma , 850& E.
18-30.
Louisville, snow ... 36 21 .08
3rd St. .
Memphis, cloudy .. 49 27 .
John Knutson, 326 Chatfield
Wisconsin
Mianli, clear ;..... 72 M M
St.— y 7
.
Clondy this afternoon, snow Milwaukee, snow7¦ . 24 17 .15
Mrs.
Gary
Casper and baby,
'
¦
likely north and chance of some Mpls^t.P., snow ..' 21 8 .01
114
Stone
St.
light snow south. High 15 to 25. New Orleans, cloudy 68 40 ,02
Mrs. Tillie Duff , 106& E. SanCloudy tonight with light snow New York, snow ... 28 20 '
born
St.
north and chance of gome light Okla. City, cloudy.. 55 32
snow south. Not so cold. Low Omaha, cloudy .... 22 16 .
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. John Mayzek, 406 E. Broadzero to 12 above northwest and Philadelphia, snow . 27 23 .14 Russell B. Long, D-La., has way.
12 to 18 south. Thursday partly Ptland, Me., cloudy 21 9 .. married Miss Carolyn Bason, a Mrs. Ada Schleder, West
cloudy witli chance of light Ptland, Ore., cloudy 51 40 .22 secretary in the office of Sen. Bums Valley.
snow extreme north and ex- Rapid City, clear 7. 39 23 .'. Sana J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C.
Mrs. Arthur Bakkum, HousRichmond, cloudy. . 35 ll .08 The ceremony was performed ton Rt. 1, Minn.
treme east. High in the 20s.
St. Louis, cloudy .. 35 15 .08 at
Immanuel Presbyterian
Salt Lk. City, snow. 50 33 .16 Church in McLean, Va., Tues- Cindy Lou Lafky, 463 Chat5-day forecast
field St.
San Diego, clear ... 61 47 .. day.
Temperatures are expect- San Fran., rain .... 60 58 .30 Long's first wife divorced him Jane Wood, 1391 Glenview Rd.
BIRTHS
ed to average near normal Seattle, cloudy ..... 47 40 .37 on incompatibility grounds in
Thursday through Monday. Tampa , clear ...... 67 58 7 , Reno, Nev., last June 2.
Mr. and Mrs. David Breza,
Normal high 18-22 north, 22- Washington , snow . 32 28 T Friends said Miss Bason, Lamoille Rt. 2, Minn., a daugh28 south. Normal low 5 Winnipeg, snow ... .15 8 .07 daughter oE Mr. and Mrs. Sam ter.
below to 3 above north, 3-10
( M—Missing; T—Trace)
Mi Bason o>f Yanceyville, N.C., Mr. and Mrs- Robert Golish,
above south. Colder first of
came to Washington about 20 Minnesota City, Minn., a son.
next week. Precipitation ex- YOUTH PARTY
Mr. and Mrs: Henry Roskos,
years
ago.
pected to average ,2-.4 inch
1227 W. Howard St., a son.
The
bride's
age
Long
is
5
1
.
BLAIR
Wis.
(Special)-Blair
,
water equivalent in snow
Youth Council met Monday was not grven.
most likely over weekend .
THURSDAY'S BIRTHDAY
n i g h t and planned the New
Year's Eve party which will fea- DIVORCE DENIED
Michael Dean Sholes, Winona
ture the "Last Draft ." Trans- CALEDONIA, Minn. - The Rt. 3, 9.
Purchase law
portation will be provided for divorce sought by Kay L. Link,
firm in Tomah
anyone unable to find rides to represented by Flynn & Schultz,
IMPOlflMDED DOGS
and from the Red Balloon.
Houston, from Cletus H. Link,
¦
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
whose attorney was William V, No. 182 — German shepherd
(Special)-Jackson County Dis- BLAIR WINNERS
Von Arz, -Caledonia, was de- and black Labrador 1 pup, availtrict Attorney Robert W . Had:
)
BLAIR
(Special
Wis.
Winnied
in Houston County District able.
,
cliffe and his assistant, Jerry
Laabs . have purchased the ners in the Blair Christinas Court here Monday by Judge No. 206 — Tan female pup,
Thomas R. McCaul law firm of lighting contest were named Leo Murp hy for insufficient available.
Monday. In the religious section grounds. The case -was started No. 223 — Small tan male pup
Tomah.
they
were: William Schroeder, Friday.
with red collar, available.
Radcliffe and Laabs, a Tomah
No. 225 — Small , black feHigh School graduate , will con- first, Jesse Lee, second, and
male, part cocker , available.
tinue to live here and will opcr- Mrs, Dorothy Aberg, third , and
Municipal Court
No. 231 — Medium large,
a te the Tornah office on a part- in the traditional section Ralph
Stenberg,
brown and white male, part
Hager,
first;
Ivan
time basis. Radcliffe said a
GOODVIEW
available.
third attorney will jo in the firm second, and Ernest Johnstad , The following
convictions beagle,
No. 236 — Small cream color
third.
in June, McCaul is retiring.
were obtained at Goodview jus- ed part terrier and Chihuahua
tice court during the month female pup , available.
Of November before justice of No. 237 — Small white, male,
the peace Lewis Albert:
availKenneth E. Smith , J147 40th part poodle and terrier ,
Ave. Goodv iew, $10, driving -with able.
expired license, Nov. 9 High- No. 239 — Small black and
white male pup, part DalmaTen years ago . . . 1 959
way 61.
Howard L. Staven , Spring tion , available.
Two lakeshore homes were periled and a quantit y of Grove, Minn,, $15 speeding, No. 240 _ Large white and
brow n male , mixed breed , availpulpwood washed into Lake Superior last night as 20-foot No-v. 16, Highway 14.
waves carried away a 160-foot section of a harbor seawall
Francis It. Klein, Wabasha , able.
Weatherwise, nature will have no special favors for Minn., $15 speeding, Nov . 17, No. 241 — Brown and white
male, part beagle, available.
the Winona area. Todays high 30.
Highway 61.
After 50 years of service to the Chicago k Norlh Western,
Richard A. Schoen , Spring No. 242 — Small beagle with
A. M. Madlgan today was discussing his plans for his Grove, 111., $10 improper sig- Massachusetts license. Third
naling, Nov. 21, Highway 14. day.
retirement.
Douglas W. Smith , 830 41st No. 244 ¦— Small brown malo
Ave., Goodh'iew, $15, speeding, Pomeranian , no license, fourth
Twenty-five years ago . . . 1944
day,
Nov. 22, Highway 61.
The heaviest Christmas mailing season In Winona post
Cyril F. Day, Rochester. No. 245 — Small brown malo
office history hns closed.
Minn,, $5, driving with Obscured part dachshund , available.
Mo. 246 — Large tan male
The Hotel Wlnon n management entertained at a pre- vision , Nov. 23, Highway 14.
John W. Roach , CM Grand part basset hound , was injured.
Christmas party for employes of tho hotel and the Park
St., $15, speeding, Nov. 7, High- Second day.
Hotel .
way 51-14.
David L. Mueller, St. CharFifty years ago . . . 1919
les , $10, failure to yield 'right- Check break-in at
of-way NoAf . 6, Highway <il.
The Misses Dorothy Prentiss and Ruth Lucas arrived
Minnesota City
John F. Jordan , Wnyzata ,
home1 yesterday morning for tho Christmas holidays .
Fred (Smiles) Knutson returned from the Agricultural Minn., $10, speeding Nov. 4 ,
County sheriff' s deputies are
Highway 61.
college a t Hamline to visit his parents.
investigating a break-in at a
Leo V. Lemieux , Prairie Is- trailer home near Minnesota
land , $15, speeding, Nov. 3, City which occurred during the
Seventy-f ive years ago . . . 1894
Hifihway &1-14.
weekend, according to Sheriff
Jerry L . Smcrud , New Albin , G«orge Fort .
Miss Jennlo Hlllmer is spending her vacation with friends
Iowa., $10, exhaust not muffled ,
Jerry VanBeft , rural Minnein Marshall, Minn.
sota City, reported that someMiss Maui Mead has gone to Atlanta , Gn „ to spend the Oct. 31, Highway 61-14.
Darrell l. Hartman , Roches- one broke the glass in a door
winter.
ter, Minn., $17, speeding, Oct. and a window lato Friday, and
31. Highway 61-14,
took a money bag; containin g
One-Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869
John P. Dndy , Wabasha , $15 In cash, Fort said, VanUclt
Minn ,, $15 (suspended , ) speed- did not know if anything else
Teams crossed tho river on the ice today In perfect
ing, Oct, 31, Highway 61.
wa.s missing.
safety.
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In years gone by
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Conduct servjees
for father and son

RED WING, Minn. — Funeral services for Ronald N. Anderson, 7 26 , a 1969 Winona State College
graduate, and 'his twoyear-old son , Michael,
Ndw Brighton, Minn.,
who di ed Friday as
a result of a fire in
their Mounds View
mobile home were
held Tuesday afternoon at Ferrin Funeral Chapel, Red
Wing, the Rev. Allen
Michael
Anderson
J. Mclntyre, St. Joswas in
eph'a Catholic Church, Red Wing, officiating. Burial
¦ 7' . ¦ . " . 7 7
Oakwood Cemetery, P-e'd Wing.

Two-state deaths
Leland Zenner
CALEDONIA . Minn. (SpecLal)
—Leland Zenner, 46, Caledonia,
died Tuesday at 8 a.m. at St.
Marys Hospital, Rochester, following a short illness.
Operator of a paint and upholstery shop here, along with
his father , he was born in Caledonia June 13, 1923, to Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Zenner. He attended
Loretto High School here and
never married . He was a member of Knights of Columbus
Council l}98.
He is survived by two sisters:
Mrs. Paul A. Hefti, La Crosse,
Wis., and Sister M. Audrey, "Winona . His parents have died.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at Steffen
Funeral Home and nt 10 a.m.
at St . John the Baptist Catholic
Church, the Rev. Lawrence
Ginther officiating. Members of
the KCs will attend in a body,
Burial will be in Calvary Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Friday after 2 p ,m,
A Rosary will bo led by Father
Ginther at 8 p.m. and by thi.'
KCs at 9.
Rea G. Archibald
DAKOTA . Minn. (Special) Rea G. Archibald . 83, died
Monday in a La Crosse hospi tal,
He was born in Portage, Wis.,
June 26, 1886, to Mr. and Mrs ,
Gilbert Archibald. A ranch
foreman in the Billings, Mont.,
area , he farmed near Hokah
and later was in business in
La Crosse. He retired to Dakota 17 years ago and was in
the La Crescent Constant Caro
Center until a few months ago,
Survivors are: His wife, Carrie ; three sons Robert , Dakota ;
Charles , South St . Paul , and
John, Paulsbo, Wash.; five
grandchildren , and two sisters,
Mrs. Helen Wilkias, Washington (state ) , and Mrs, Gladys
Monike, of California , Three
brothers have died .
Funera l services will be Friday at 1.30 p.m. at the Buschke Funeral Home, 401 West
Ave. So., La Crosse . Burial will
be in the Mount Hope Cemetery,
Hokah .
Friends may call at tho funeral home nt 12:30 p.m, Friday.
iMr«. Fred Achate
HARMONY , Minn. (Special)
— Mrs, Fred Achatz , 92, Harmony, died nt 12:10 a.m. Wednesday at the Harmony Community Hospital.
The former Emma Wortmnn ,
.she was born in Bristol Township, Minnesota , Oct. 14, 3077,
the daughter of Daniel and
She
Mary Kllcn Wcrtmnn ,
married Fred Achatz , March iff ,
1907. He has died. She attend ed the Methodist Church .
Survivors Include one tin URU*
ter , Mrs , Oor^c (NHdn)
FrugniT, ¦ Harmony ; two grand-

sons, Fred and Bill Frogner,
and one sister, Mrs. Katie
Smith, Harmony. One brother
and one sister have died.
Funeral services will be at 1
p.m. Saturday at the Abraham
Funeral Home, the Rev. Thomas Rogers of Harmony United
Methodist Church officiating.
Burial will be In Bristol Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Friday afternoon and
evening and Saturday from 9
a.m. until services.

Roy Young

WITOKA, Minn. — Funeral
services for Roy Toung, Bellflower, Calif., a former resident of Witoka , will be 11 a.m.
Saturday at Fawcety Funeral
Home, Winona, the Rev. R oger
Parks, Central United Methodist Church officiating. Burial
will be in the Witoka Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m.
Friday.
Mrs. Lloyd Fetting
BUFFALO CITY , Wis . ( Special) _ Mrs, Lloyd (Daisy) Fetting, 75, Buffalo City died at
8:30 p.m. Tuesday at the Cochrane Rest Home , Cochrane,
Wis., where? she had been a resident since February, 1969.
The former Daisy A. Maier ,
she was born June 10, lfl!)4 , in
the town of Belvidere, Buffalo
County, the daughter of Mathias
and Mary Herald Maier . She
lived her lifetime im the Buffalo
City area. She married Lloyd
Fetting, June 20, 1914, and the
couple celebrated thei r 65th
wedding anniversary in 1909.
She was a member of the Dr.
Martin Luther Church and its
women's organizations.
Survivors include: Her husband , and two sisters, Mrs,
Russol (Mabel ) White, Cochrane, and Miss Lucille Maier ,
St. Cloud, Minn. A daughter ,
Fern , died in lOSB. One brother
and two sisters havo died also,
Funeral services will be nt
1:30 p.m. Saturday at Dr, Martin Luther Church , the Rev.
Theodore Kuske officiating. Burin! will be in the Buffalo City
public cemetery.
Friends may call at the Colby Funeral Hom e, Cochrane,
from 4 p.m. Friday until 11 a.m.
Saturday, then nt the church
until services.
Dr E. Covell Bayley
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Dr. E. Covell Bayley, Lake
City, diey early Tuesday at St,
Marys Hospital , Rochester. He
had been ill two weeks. A Lake
City native , he had spent his
entire life here with the exception of hia years of schooling.
The!son of Dr. and Mrs. E. H.
Bayley, he was born Dec. Ill ,
1899, He attended Lincoln High
School , Carleton College , rj orlhfield. Minn., nnd received his

medical degree from the University of Minnesota in 1926.
H£ married Ruth Lumley, Chi'
cago, Aug. 1, 1933. At the time
of his death he was in partnership with Drs. David Sontag
and G. R. Feigal.
Dr . Bayley -was a veteran of
World War I and a member
of the American Legion. He was
a member of Nu Sigma Nu, a
medical fraternity ; Carnelian
Lodge" 40, AF & AM, of which
he was a master; a m ember
of the Scottish Rites Bodies at
Winona; a member of the Osman Temple Shrine, St. Paul;
a member of the Order of the
Eastern Star, Lake* City, and
of the Kiwanis Club here. He
was. a member of the Wabasha
County and the State Medical
Societies, a director of the
state Blue Shield 20 years , served as mayor of Lake City eight
years, and was president of
the Lake City Savings and Loan
Board of Directors at the time
of his ddath. He was a member of the First Congregational
Church.
In addition to his wife he ls
survived by three sons, Dr.
Bruce Bayley, Eau Claire, Wis.,
John, St . Paul, Minn ., and Douglas, student at the University
of Michigan , Ann Arbor; one
daughter, Mrs. Albert (Elizabeth Ann) Sheppard , 7. Craig,
Colo, ; four grandchildren , and
one sister, Mrs. Thomas (Anna)
Huston, Denver , Colo . One
brother has died.
Funeral services will he at 2
p.m. Friday at the First Congregational Church, the Rev
Alfred j . Ward officiating with
burial in the Lakewood Cemetery. Masonic graveside services will be conducted.
Friends may call at tlie Peterson-Sheehan Funeral Home
until 4 p.m. today, Thursday
from 7 to 10 p.m. and Friday
until 1 p.rn ., and at the church
until services.

Truax
Lyle
Lyle L. Truax, 75, 65J W . 5th
St., died at 10 a.m. Wednesday
at Community Memorial Hospital. He ¦¦had
been ill since Au¦
gust. ¦
•
He was an employe of th*
Chicago and North Western
Railroad, and then was custodian for the Winona State College, retiring from the latter
job in 1959. He was born at
GalesviUe. Wis., Oct. 15, 1894,
the son of David and Anna Nelson truax . He married Clara
Powers at Durand, Wis., Jan.
29, 1924. He attended the Gafes-ville High School and La Crosse
Business College. He served in
the Navy during World War I.
He was a member of the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart.,
Knights of Columbus Council
1705 and Bishop Francis M .
Kelly General Assembly Fourth
Degree Knights of Columbus,
the American Legion, Veterans
of Foreign Wars and World War
I Veterans.
He is survived by his wife.
Funeral services will be at
30:30 a.m. Saturday at Cathedral of Sacred Heart , the Rt .
Rev. Msgr. H. J, Dittmann officiating. Burial will be in St.
Mary 's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Borlyskqwski Mortuary after 7j).m.
Friday. A Christian Wake Service will be conducted at 7:30.
Dr. Ray E. Ramaker
Funeral services for Dr. Ray
E. Ramaker , 78, Seattle, Wash.,
a former resident here who
died there Thursday, were held
Monday in Floral Hills Chapel,
Alderwood Manor, Seattle. Burial was in Floral Hills there.
A retired dentist,. he was
born in York, Minn., and was
graduated from the Winona
Business College in 1912 and
from the University of Minnesota in 1915. He was a dentist
in Seattle from 1932 to 1963 and
prior to that he worked part
time in Lake City.
Survivors are: His wife, Florence; three daughters, Miss
Nancy, Seattle; Mrs. Ben Driftmeir, Anacortes, Wash., and
Mrs. Charles Maryatt, ' Mercer
Island, Wash., and a sister ,
Mrs. Edith Keck, San Diego,
Calif.

Winona funerals

Mrs. Frank Cisewski
Funeral services for 7 . Mrs,
Frank Cisewski, 460 High Forest St.; will be Friday at 8:30
a.m. at Watkowski Funeral
Home and at 9 at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J. Dittman officiating . Burial will be
in St. Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Thursday from 2
to 4 p.m. and after 7. Rosary
will be said at 8 by Msgr. Dittman and St. Elizabeth Society.
Mrs. Marie S. Koch
Funeral services for Mrs.
Marie S. Koch , Valley View
Towers , will be Saturday at 8:30
a.m. at Burke's Funeral Home
and at 9 at the Cathedral of tha
Sacred Heart , the Rt. Rex
Msgr. Harold J. Dittman officiciating. Burial will be in St.
Mary 's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Friday from 2 to 4 and
7 to 9 p.m. Msgr. Dittman and
the Catholic Daughters will recite the Rosary Friday at 8.
T h e Catholic Daughters will
provide an honor guard at tha
church Saturday morning.

Rov. Eli R. Anthony
Funeral services for the Rev.
Ell R. Anthony, 77, Columbus ,
Ohio, who died Tuesday morning at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. William Linahan , Sunny
Two-state fune rals Ridge, have been tentativel y set
for Saturday at Eastview Meth(Albert H. Gauger
odist Church , Coiumbus. Burial
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special ) will be in Glen Rest Cemetery
— Funeral services for Albert there.
H. Gauger , Whitehall , retired In charge of arrangements
newspaper pubare Schoedinger Funera l . Hon iu
U s h e r , were
& Co. , Columbus , and Fawcett
held totfay at
Funeral Home, Winona .
O u r Saviour 's
Memorials may be sent to ttia
Luthera n
Eastview Methodist Church, CoC h u r c h , the
lumbus.
R e v . Clifford
News, Osseo; William Ender ,
Ritlan d officiatpublisher of the Durand Courier
ing. Burial wns
and Lloyd Windjue , emWedge,
in Lincoln Cemploye at the Whitehall Times.
etery.
P a 1 lb carers
were II a r o 1 d
Blaschko , pubGauger
Usher of the Arcadia News-Lead- DUE TO LACK OF FOOD "
¦
BULK IN VOUR DIET
er; O. J. Evenson , publisher of
the Independence News Wave; THY
Alex Rcitz , publisher of the
Blair Press; J, H, Smith , former publisher of the Tri-County
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Si. Paul's Episcopal Church
Broadway and Lafayett*

CHRISTMAS SERVICES
'
CHRISTMAS EVE 9;0O—Holy Eucharist

CHRISTMAS DAY 10:00—Family Communion

Don't let accidents mar holiday

BIRMINGHAM, Mich. (AP)
— The holiday season is also the
hazardous season but advance
planning and strict adherence to
safety rules can do much to prevent accidents, says Mrs. Harriet Bishop Howe, home and industrial safety expert.
Only a fifth of the nation's accidents occur in industry, while
nearly half take place in the
home/ she points out. At this
time of year Christmas trees
and decorations, the flood of
toys and gifts and the many visitors and parties present especially dangerous situations ,
Mrs. Howe, who regularly

Cemetery
segregation
ruledillegal

preaches safety for the home
and family through talks before
women's clubs, civic groups and
school audiences and is treasurer of Howe Services here, a
firm that specializes in Indus-

Protects Yule lights
RIVERSIDE, R.I. (AP) After his Christmas light display was damaged twice within
an hour , Raymond C. Hannan
protected it with strings , of
barbed wire and a burglar
alarm. 7
Hannan said $50 damage was
caused Sunday in two raids by
vandals who broke some nativity figures and ripped out wiring.,:

trial safety programs, has heen Another holiday hazard , she
active for 20 years in the field of cautions, is that of infection
accident prevention.
from cuts and scratches stem"We're toying to teach your ming from broken tree ornahusband safety in his plant,"
she tells women. "We want him ments, opening gift boxes, putto come home and spread the ting toys together and from
word there."
She advises women to make Maintenance crewmen
sure the Christmas tree has
been well soaked in water and supported byy weather
that the stand in •which it is
WEST ALLIS, Wis. ( . —- Muplaced also is filled with water. nicipal
street maintenance crew"Make sure that cords, plugs men gave
their contract negoand lights are in good working tiators some diplomatic reinorder,'' she adds. "Remember, forcement Tuesday with a bit of
the cord that was good last year assistance froin ttie weather.
has spent 12 months in the clos- While union officials and the
et. It could be dried out and city sought agreement on a 1970
dangerous. Don't overload out- c(tatract, crewmen ignored unlets, and always turn out the plowed streets despite a threetree lights when you leave." . inch snowfall.
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glasses and bottles at party
time. The slightest scratch
should be attended to.
"Don 't let your kitchen .become a danger area." says Mrs.
Howe. "Too many pots on the
stove, with handles sticking out,
are potential troublemakers. ST. PAUL (AP ) - The press
Wipe up spills before you slip on •secretary to Gov. Harold Lethem. Toys can be dangerous if Yander has resigned effective
they have sharp, points or if they Jan. 2.
.
are inflammable. "
Robert
B.
Hinkley,
who has
She also suggests removing
on LeVander's staff since
ice from walks and steys and fceen
governor took office in 1967,
other places where guests come the
said
plans toy begin classes
Ln or out. Her last suggestion, at theheUniversity
of Minnesota
though not new, may do the as a fulltime student Jan. 5.
most to save your life. "Do not Hinkley, a former repo-ter
let the holiday 'spirits* over- for the St. Paul Pioneer Press,
come you," she urges. "If you served as an aide to Robert
drink, don't drive."
Forsythe in the ."U.S. Senate campaign in 1966.
The
27-year-old
Hinkley
¦praised LeVander in his letter of
resignation. Hinkley said LeVander has placed responsibility in
;young people in the administration.' '
LeVamder accepted the resignation "with a deep sense of
regret" but complimented Hinkfunds for the defense of the 10 ley for continuing his education.
No su ccessor was announced.
suspended students.
An alliance spokesman, the
Rey. Louis Beauchamp, who ANOTHER LINCOLN
met Tuesday with the college FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) '—
administrators , said he is pre- Lincoln County iri Kentucky is
paring a report for the alliance not named for Abraham Lincoln
concerning the Whitewater sit- but for7 Benjamin Lincoln, a
uation.
Revolutionary war general.

to becomestudent

Whitewater president gets card
bearing names of 300 supporters

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) WHITEWATER , Wis. (# - Salter Jr., state coordinator for shals to investigate the sit:¦: . A federal judge has ruled that
president, of Whitewater the Wisconsin Establishment of uation , or request National
The
the family of a young Negro solState
University, striving to Black Students, , said Whitewa- Guard protection if necessary."
dier killed in Vietnam cannot leter's 102 Negro students still
gally be denied the right to bury soothe the racial tension that want assurances of police pro- AND IN MILWAUKEE , the
him in an all-white cemetery . marred his campus with stu- tection.
Milwaukee Interdenominational
Citing a civir rights law7 more dent clashes last week, receiv- "Because of a clear and im- Ministerial Alliance said the
than a century, old, Judge Sey- ed a Christmas gift Tuesday in minent danger," Salter said , hat will be passed Jan. 4 at In"we might ask federal mar- ner Core churches to raise
bourn Lynne held that Elmwood fee form of moral support.
Cemetery rules limiting burials Sponsors of petitions supportto Caucasians "are Void and of ing President William L. Carno legal effect."
ter and his disciplinary measThe ruling came in an action ures against 10 students said
brought by the mother and wid- they had obtained more than 300
ow «f Army Pfc. Bill Terry, 20, signatures since their campaign
killed ona combat mission July began Saturday.
' . 78 ,. A A AAA
' ' ' ':
y : They said he had expressed a CARTER HAD received a
7 desire to be buried in Elmwood previous petition, signed by sev—which can be seen from the eral hundred students and facfamily hpmeHf .he should die in ulty members asking him to
Vietnam, but that the cemetery postpone the disciplinary steps
refused on Jiily 14 to sell thern a until after the end of the current semester Jan. 5.
lot.
Judge Lynne said an 1868 civil, Ten Negro students were susrights law provides that "aU cit- pended indefinitely. after being
izens of the United States" shall accused of invading a white fra;have the same right "as is en- ternity arid . clashing with stujoyed by white citizens thereof dents. : Two shots were fired, aind
A^_jLa JH^^^^MB
B^^BV[H|^-******* -&-*tt'''*^-'''*'**^B^B^B^B^H^^^
^^
to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, the fraternity president , was
hold, and convey real and per- struck with a baseball bat.7 ;.
Student groups said racial tenson property."
sion
has been acute at the 9;700Terry's widow, Margaret, and
mother, Mrs. Jimmy Lee Terry, student college since Septemtestified they would exhume his ber, when unidentified students
remains and transfer them to circulated a pamphlet suggestElmwood ii the court ruled In ing a NegrO fraternity, Alpha
Pnl Alpha, be evicted from the
their favor.
campus. :
Vice president I. W. Schaffer
and dean Clayton Droullard met
with a regional director of Alpha Phi Alpha, Hoyt H. Harper.
The administration issued a
statement
after the meeting,
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entered its second day at the
height of the Christmas slopping period.
A strike by railway officials
also hampered train traffic for
the second day. Frustrated paseengers attacked two stations in
Sicily.
Columns of honking cars
crawled slowly around s<tae of
Rome's biggest squares, traffic
lights were largely ignored.
Some two way streets suddenly
became one-way as the clogged
squares disgorged motorists
seeking alternate routes.
The bus and streetcar strike
lasted all day Monday and continued ™tU 9 a.m. today. It was
to resume at 7 p.m., at the
height of the evening rush hour ,
and meanwhile the buses and
streetcars were having as much
trouble as other vehicles with
the traffic.

CARTER has scheduled hear-

ings in January to review
charges against students accused of roles in the Dec. 16
clashes, and to determine
whether the suspensions should
continue.
The suspensions were criticized by the faculty on grounds
the students should have teen
allowed to conclude the current
semester's work.
An instructor , Aivine Wutti,
said the petitions supporting
Carter were designed to give
the harassed president a token
of well-wishes for the holiday.
"Wutti insisted the petitions
did not involve racial attitudes
and were meant simply as a
balance to last week's petitions
signed by 320 students and 75
faculty members.
In Madison , meanwhile, Sam
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The bulk of the federal agencies did not know what funds
they would have for fiscal 1970
until it was almost half over.
In the final analysis, Congress
cut the President's requests by
more than $7 billion on the fiscal 1970 bills.
However, some of these funds
will be spent in future years.
Congressional fiscal experts
claimed7 only "a §3 billion reduction ii actual spending for fh«
current year.
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on military outlays.
Early in the session: the Senate overwhelmingly ratified a
major treaty—the nuclear non¦
proliferation pact. ' . ' • • .
The 1969 Congress compiled
the worst record ever In delays
on the 14 money bills needed to
run the government for the fis^
cal year which began last July
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.¦Traffic ' cha os
grips Rome
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' (Continued from Pagel)
They voiced the same opinion
on the mine safety legislation ,
even though the President assailed the cost of one provision.
Nixon also announced he
would veto the $19.7 billion money bill for the Health, Education
and Welfare and the Labor Departments.. This contained $1
billion more for education than
he asked.
However, Democratic leaders
decided to wait until Congress
returns to send this to him, so
they can try to override the
veto. .
Another veto threat on a
catch-all final appropriations
measure was effective. It led
the Senate to reverse itself and
kill a rider which would have
blocked an administration plan
to open more construction job s
to blacks , v
By far the longest Senate debate of the year came on authorizations for military spending.
Defense Department critics
lost the major effort to force a
pause in development of the
missile defense system. But
they contended the protracted
look at Pentagon programs did
lay the basis for future cutbacks
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Another attempt
at Arab unity
ends in failure
RABAT, Morocco (AP) — Another attempt at Arab unity
failed Tuesday night as the fifth
Arab summit conference collapsed.
"It seems to me the conference has pro duced nothing at
alL" Egypt's President Gamal
Abdel Nasser told the Cairo
newspaper Al Ahrani. "I believe
the conference has not shouldered its responsibilities."
Leaders of 14 Arab states and
the Palestine guerrilla movement met for three days to plan
a unified strategy against Israel, but broke, up in disarray
without making any decision. It
was their biggest setback since
Israel's victory in the 1967 war.

Marine general
appears before
military panel

7- '"' PINS FOR SAFETY . 7 . 34 Arcadia

Scriool District bus drivers were recognized
7 by Maple Brook Camp No. 74, Woodmen of
. the World Saturday, riigtit. Among those attending were froni left, Emil Pierzina ,7bus

Vern E. Sobotta , Sylvester S.
Symitczek, Ray E. Urbick,
George A. Wener, Stanley H.
Wiersgalla , Nathan E. Hayes,
Donald D. Pape , Alois M. Pronschinske and Alois Pierzina.
Robert Cromey, Madison, representing the Wisconsin Motor
Vehicle Department Inspection
Services , spoke on the role of
the school bus driver.
Chief of Police Edward Kaiser
attended with Woodmen members, and wives and friends of
the drivers totaling
120.
'
¦

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Marine general who once commanded all U.S. f(trees -.in the
My Lai area of Vietnam ms appeared, before a military panel
trying .to determine if the
Army's initial investigation was
a whitewash.
Lt. Gen. Robert E. Cushman
emerged from a 40-minute session with the board Monday and
left the Pentagon without talking to newsmen.
He is the highest-ranking officer to be called before the panel
and, at the time of the incident
more than 18 months agtf, was
commander of Array and Marine forces in the I Corps area
oi South Vietnam, Cushman now
is deputy director of the Central
Intelligence Agency.
The board , headed by Lt. Gen.
William Peers, is attempting to
determine why an Army investigation shertly after the incident
was fruitless in light of recently
published eyewitness accounts
of killing til unarmed civilian s
in the village.
A Pentagon investigation of
the incident a year later has resulted in charges against a lieutenant and a sergeant.
The Army probe of its initial
investigation, a separate effort ,
will take the panel members to
Vietnam early next year.

SONS OF NORWAY
SPRING GROVEy Minn. (Special) — The annual Sons of Norway Christmas party will be
held in the school auditorium
Monday evening with a potluck supper at 7 and an exchange of gifts.

SAFETY DEVICE
FRANKFORT,. Ky. (AP) The state Highway Department
plans to add anti-roll bars to its
mowing tractors next spring. If
the machine overturns , the
worker, strapped into the driver's seat, won't be crushed,

owner; Robert Cromey, Madison , speaker ;
Police Chi^f Edward Kaiser , and Mrs. George.
Wener , Dodge , and Robert Gamoke, bus
.owners and drivers . (Mrs . Franklin Sobotta
photo)

Arcadia honors bus drivers

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
Twenty-seven men and seven
women were honored for their
roles as school bus drivers by
the Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Company at their annual Christmas Party Saturday
night.
WOW secretary Warren Shankey presented safety award pins
to women drivers — Mrs. Ernie
Reck, Mrs. Kay Setter * Mrs. La
7Vem E. Sobotta , Mrs. Nathan
Hayes , Mrs. George Wener,

Mrs. Sylvester Symitczek and
Mrs. Alois Pronschinske; and to
men drivers — LaVern D. Atier,
Clarence P. Benusa , John M.
Benusa, Donavan J. Berzinski,
Donald A. TBisek, William E.
Braun , Kenneth J. Fernholz,
Richard J. Gamoke, Robert P.
Gamoke, Albert Gilbertson, Edward P. Giemza, Harold E.
Haines, Jerome B7 Haines, LaVerne W; Haines, Rudolph E.
Lorch, Emil Pierzina , Ernest T.
Reck,, Raymond H. Setter, La-
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DRESSED FOR CHRISTMAS . . . From
left, Mrs. William Joobsoh, Humbird, with her
holiday arrival, Eric Harold, Mrs. Sheldon
Bishop, Ettrick, with Robin Jo, Mrs . Edward
Hulett, Merrillan , with Teresa Lynn, and

Wisconsin county
I ( 'hoate's
tax levies soar
^— "-

V-

ed 8.7 percent this year from
$28,905,535,750 to $31,433,043,560.
The previous year the increase
was 7,2 percent , according to
the Survey;
The Survey is a private nonprofit nonpolitical government
research and service agency
for state-wide and community
taxpayer organizations .
The figures supplied . by; the
clerks indicate that the statewide average county purpose
tax rate will rise 14 cents from
$7 to $7.14 per $1,000 of equalized valuation, the Survey said.

MADISON, Wis. — Wisconsin counties this fall levied a
record $224,801,494 for . county
purposes next year — up 10.5
percent over the levies for 1969,
with' 70 out of 72 counties increasing their levies — also a
record — a Public Expenditure
Survey of Wisconsin poll of
county clerks revealed today.
Only 45 counties will require
higher tax rates, however , as
two with reduced levies will be
joined by 25 whose valuation increase in the year will enable
them to absorb the higher
spending without increasing tax
rates, the Survey said.
THE TOTAL equalized valuation of the 72 counties increas-

THE CLERKS reported extensive use of surplus to hold
down levies but only Oneida ,
one of the two counties to have
lower levies, had a lower levy
without . applying surplus. Fiftyone clerks reported applying
surpluses ranging from . $48 ia
Rock 7 County to $800,000 in
Waukesha County, the Survey
said.
The two county levy reductions were: Oneida $171,129, and
Green $64,687.
The largest county , levy increase reported was $9,014,205
for Mil-waukee. The other five
over $500,000 were : Dane $2,116,352,. Winnebago $851,815,
Marathon $716,118, Racine
$692,924, and Outagamie $573,474.
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TOY SALE!!

conducts competition in holiday decorations ,
lighting up the town for the pleasure of visitors. (Herald-N'ews photo)

What do you do if you
dial your mother long distance
and get someone else's mother
_.
by mistake?
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Don't worry, it happens in the best of
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FIFTEEN other conntlen reported levy increases of $100,000 or over: Waushara $191,491,
Polk $176,929, St. Croix $160,097,
Jackson $156,111, Buffal o $149,017, Price $140,619, Calumet
$132,972, Green Lake $131,000,
Dunn $126,090, Ashland $110,771,
Trempealeau $114,503, Iowa
$112,969, Waukesha $103,136,
Crawford $100,734, and Columbia $100,000.
Increases of less than $100,000
were reported by 32 counties:
Lafayette $96,871, Marquette
$94,707, Bayfield $92,112. Ozaukee $85,747, Pierce $82,687, Eau
Claire $79,288, Brown $75,928,
Clark $75,113, Monroe $74,603,
Iron $73,185, Forest $67,847,
Taylor $67,468 , Kewaunee $67,
251, Lincoln $68,488, Shawano
$66,272, Washburn $64,960, Richland $59,730, Chippewa $58,663,
Barron $55,588, Rusk $52,230,
Langlade $51,803, Burnett $50,824, Sauk $59,080, Menominee
$48,972, Juneau $46,033, Vornon
$43,957, Sawyer $36,996. Pepin
$27,995, Florence $23,960, Door
$11,904, Adams $11,580, nnd
Vilas $2 ,574.
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Northwestern Bell UK)

DODGE COUNTY reported a
levy "7 increase of $495,978?a*d
SheboYgaTTComty"$419,^1.^
Four other counties reported
Increases over $300,000: Kenosha $381,411, Portage $326,224,
Manitowoc $318,188, and La
Crosse $303,304.
Eleven other counties reported levy increases over $200,000:
Grant $261,280 * Walworth $249,016, Douglas $240,172, Oconto
$239,844, Wood $229,370, Fond
du Lac $227,300, Marinette $225,000, Rock $217,201, Jefferson
$216 988, Waupaca $211,509, and
Washington $206,583.
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MONDOVI LIGHTING- CONTEST WINNER . . . This is the Merlin Mickelson home
in the Buffalo County city which each year
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Mrs. Leland Nortman, Pink Lady at Black
River Falls Memorial Hospital , who made
the red flannel stockings. (Betty Epstein
photo)
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QUANTITIES LIMITED-HUR RY FOR
BEST SELECTION, BIGGEST SAVINGS .

TO AID CLflVIBERS
KIMBERLEY , B.C. (AP) — .
Dr. Barry Hagen, 31, is developing a new oxygen system for an
international expedition planning a 1971 assault on Mdunt . . .
Everest. The expedition 's doctor
says his system will use solid
chemicals instead of the heavy
chemicals now used by climbers.

140 march at
Milwaukee to
protest war
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SIZES
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SALE
3 fnr $2.45
3 fnr 3.15

BEG.
8 for $3.00
S for 3.75
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SALE
3 for $3.15
3 fnr 3.75

REG.
8 for $3.75
3 for 4.50
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MILWAUKEE iJFi - About
140 persons, ron ny of them carrying lighted candles, marched
from a church to the cast side
Fmieral BuildinR In an antiw ar
prtflcst Tuesday night.
The parade did little to disrupt, the Christmas shopping activity as demonstrators , stroller!
along Wisconsin Avenue , the
business district' s m a i n thoroughfare. One patrolman on a
motorcycle accompanied the
marchers.
Tlie trek was preceded by n
30-minute prayer rally nt n west A
side church .
The affair , sponsored by the I
Milwaukee Vietnam Moratorium : ,!
Committee , included presenta- 1
tion of n, war protest petition
thnt is to be sent to President
Nixon .
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Wisconsin Democratic
party to be studied

MADISON, Wis. Iff) — Legislators , farmers and a former
college president are among
persons named Tuesday to. a
special commission that is being asked to study the internal
operations of the Wisconsin
Democratic party.
State party chairman James
Wimmer said the "development
commission" will be asked for
recommendations for "further
improvement in bur internal
democracy, in our structuring
of party activities , in the
broadening of our appeal and in
the relevance of our message."

Wimmer said Wisconsin's
Democratic organization already could serve as a "model
of internal democracy for most
other state organizations and
the national organization."
David Carley of Ma<ilson, former Democratic national committeeman, was named chairman of the commission. Deputy
chairmen are Les Aspin of Racine and Mrs. Helen Sigmumi of
Stevens Point.
Commission members include:
Arthur DeBardeleben of Park
Falls, former president of the
University of Wisconsin Board
Regents; C. P. Johnson of t)arCREATION OF the commis- ien, member of the National
sion was authorized in August Farmers Organization; Ted Kinby the state party 's administra- namon of Janesville, chairman
tive committee in response to of the Wisconsin New Democrata request from Sen. Fred Har- ic Coalition.
ris, nation al party chairman,
for state-level commissions to ALSO, WALKER D. Wyman
parallel a national Democratic of River Falls , former Whitestudy commission set up in water State University presi1968.
dent; Miss McKay Gilchrist of

10-year-old girl—

12 cou nties wi n welf a re windfa 11

¦ ¦ OU Winona Dally Newa
"li Winona, Minnesota
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 24, IW

Ripbrt Chicago firm
has no state license

Madison, Young Democrats delegate to the administrative committee ; Laurence C. Gram Jr.,
Milwaukee County Democratic
chairman; Bertram McNamara
of Milwaukee, district director
of the United Steelworkers union.. 7
Also, Sen. Henry Dorrnan ol
Racine, State Rep. Raymond
ToJbiasz of Milwaukee and State
Rep. Lloyd Barbee of Milwaukee. . ¦ . ¦

ST. PAUL (AF) - State Insurance Commissioner Thomas
C. Hunt said Tuesday a Chicago
insurance company operating in
Minnesota is doing so without a
license.
He identified the firm as the
American Life Insurance Co.,
and suggested to state residents
that it not be patronized.
Hunt says he intends to seek
an injunction against the firm
unless it secures a state license
or stops doing business in the
state.

MADISON, Wis. wr _ Twelve
counties have won Circuit Court
approval of their argument that
an administrative interpretation
of aid formulas deprived them
of $3.5 milfion in welfare budget assistance.
Judge William Sachtjen ruled
Tuesday that the state had inaccurately interpreted a statute
which was adoped td conform
win changes in the Social Security Law of 1965. 7

years 1964 through 1967.
The counties and sums are:
Portage $17,708, Waukesha
$83,007, Manitowoc $12,652, Sauk
$24,095, Sheboygan $35,369, Racine $83,007, Dunn $11,569, Chippewa $24,741,7 Dane $172,339,
Rock $55 233, Wood $62,268 and
Milwaukee $2,901,974.
Their suit had Insisted state
officials incorrectly included
general relief costs in the formula used to calculate state aid
to the counties.
THE MONEY sought ty the The state had argued that a
counties represents what they special report on which the
said is owed them for the statute was based had intended

that general relief costs be in- contrary from the state attorcluded. The argument persist- ney general's office.
ed despite a 1968 ruling to the
"IT WOULD be a dangeroui
"AGE" SEGREGATION HIT precedent to allow administrative officials to inject ambiguity
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) — within a statute when there is
Criticizing true church practice none to permit them to indulge
of establishuig special homes in the exercise of discretion as
for the aged, Dr. Herbert C, La- to what the legslature intendzenby, head of a residential de- ed,'' Sachtjen said.
velopment for older citizens,
calls them "ghettos of aging." If the legislature ''had intendHe told a Christian Church (Dis- ed to include general relief
ciples) meeting here that "age in the formula, it could have
segregation is as serious as easily said so,"' the judge addsegregation by economics, rate ed. ''There is no language to
indicate thiP."
or creed."
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Spen ds holiday
in darkness

ALTIZER, W7 Va. (AP) -, The Calhoun Connty Junior
The dolls little Deloris Simmons 1 Chamber of Commerce has
received as gifts last Christmas ;j raised more than $6,000 to pay
: «till hang unused in boxes above the youngster's hospital bills.
her bed.
Dr. Alexander Fakadej says
And unless the pretty, brown- little Deloris seems to be getting
laired 10-year-old takes a sud- better, "but I don't make the asden and dramatic turn for the sumption she'll wake up."
better,7 she is. about to spend a Desp ite the doctor's pessisecond Christmas unaware of mism, her parents ; "keep our
ler gifts or surroundings.
vigil at her bedside around the
"If sh« conld only speak to clock and we firmly believe that
ts," her mother , Mrs. Dennis I she will talk and be normal,"
says.
Simmons, says sadly, "it would ! her mother
,;¦ ;
. y.
he,our happiest Christmas."
j 7. .
Deloris, an honor student at
nearby
Arnbldsburg
Grade [Trempealeau Co.
School, was stricken by a form
of encephalitis called" sleeping ! clubs set ice
sickness on Sept. 28, 1968.
The girl has shown improve- fishing contests
ment recently. Her mother
' says: .
Dates for ice fishing contests
"She can hold her head up sponsored by various member
now and look around and she organizations have been ancan follow slow-moving objects nounced by the Associated Conservation Clubs of Trempealeau
With her eyes.
"She makes : some noise and County Inc.
she's moving her right side a lot The first contest will be sponsored by the Galesville Sportsbetter.
"But slie cannot speak and we men 's 7 Club next Sunday.
can't tell for sure if she recog- Others listed: Osseo Rod and
nized the Christmas tree."
Gun Club , Jan. 25; Independence
Beneath the tree are ribbon- Elk Bod and Gun Club , Feb. 1;
bedecked packages which "hav« and the Associated clubs concome from people we don't test Feb. 22 at T h i r d Lake,
Trempealeau.
know," Mrs. Simmons says.

These girls
kick up storm

DALLAS, Tex. (AP ) — Everyone must have seen them—everyone who watches football ,
likes parades or views TV.
They are the pretty young
things with the shapely legs,
wearing brilliant but scanty costumes, cavorting in perfect drill
alignment in complex patterns.
They are two drill teams
which have become national institutions—the Kilgore- College
Rangerettes and the Tyler unior College Apache Belles.
And for practice , long hours ,
discipline and conditioning they
give away no points to the footballers who fill in the time before nnd after Rnngcrotles nnd
Apache Belles perform on the
gridiron 7
Just like a professionnl foo '.ball tea m , they have summer
training camp, some of the girls
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SAVE 2.75 ! SUPER PLUS LATEX INTERIOR PAINT- NO

STIRRING /NO DRIPPING, NO MESS. REGU LARLY 549
Bring new beauty and style to an/
room In your home! Just a single coat
either brushed or rolled on will cover
most colors perfectly! In just 30 minutes you'll have a dry/ matte-finish

REG. 2.50 SUPER STRETCH

surface that looks like o professional
job; takes washing In Its stride! Glean
up spills and tools easily with just soap
and water. Comes in white and many
fashion-right colors.
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Buy ta for Mom and
save! Reinforced at
heel, toe for longer
wear.- .Fashion ," basic
tones, Sizes 9 to 11.
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are cut from the team , and during school they hold practice
just like the football players and
for just about as long.
Football players have it easy
in one way. They can grimace
in pain and hold bruised muscles or huddle under blankets on
the sideline in bitter weather.
O nthe other hand , the girls
must always smile, smile,
smile,
Like this winter season when
the Apache Belles and the Rangerettes appear at pro games
and bowl contests and in parades wearing very little in temperatures when overcoats are
proper dress.
Training for both teams includes physical conditioning and
lessons in grooming, travel etiquette , how to stand , sit and
walk gracefully, makeup and
hair styles.

FREE — FREE — FREE — FREE — FREE — FREE — FREE
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BOOKCASE WITH SLIDING GLASS
DOORS KEEPS BOOKS DUST-FREE!

C lad In walnut-look vinyl to
resist stains and scratches! Assemble, in |ust minutesl

30 „M.H,

f
l

HALF PRICE! REG. 1.50 AND *2
MISSES', KIDDIES' KNIT GLOVES

Acrylic knit gloves,mittens in
children's sires 3-6, iri girls' 75« ND
A *I
7-14,in misses' sizes S-M- U

HALF-PRICE SALE! SAV E NOW ON
REGULAR *5 AND *6 KNIT TOPS!
All cottons acetates oolyester-cottcns ! Solids,piand
.'
5trlpes ^ § m]sses s£es S.M.L
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IN STUDIO FOLDER
From your KODACOLOR NEGATIVE . . .
When you have your KODACOLOR roll
developed and printed by MAY'S.

Thii
good with every roll loft for processing
up to off»r
nnd Including Jan, 10,
1970.

Vcsl May 's will help you will ) your photographic
problem s even if yon didn 't purchase your camera
from them.
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39c 12-OZ. GAS
ANTI-FREEZ E
Keeps gas line
S for
unfrozen in ft*-f c
cold weather. 9/

1,98 WINDSHIELD
SOLVENT 1 GAL
Cleans dirty
car windows OOc
all year long. OO

3.00 OFF! 4-INCH
DRYER VENT KIT
Flexible 5ft, t u b e ; 99
™" 2
J^,

SAVE 79c ON
HOOKBOARD
^andySx^ft.
board, 30 as
70e
sorted hooks.
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SEE-THROUGH
PARTS CABINET
Steal frame ,
plastic draw74 4
er,.6x12x22". *
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Gifts of food:
freeze well ;
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Freezing some of the gifts of
food you receive will keep them
fresh until yon want to use
them, says \y"inona County extension home economist Virginia Hohman.
Such gifts of food may have
much more appeal after the
feasting of the holiday season
is past.
Mrs. Shirley Muason, home
economist in the food processing laboratory in the Department of Horticultural Science
at the University of Minnesota ,
gives these directions for freezing some of the foods you may
receive:
• Fancy breads and rolls. Be
sure to re-wrap in aluminum
fofl or saran-type wrap, or slip
them into a polyethylene bag
for , freezing.
• Fruit cake. When tightly
wrapped or kept tn a tin can
and frozen, fruit cake will
keep indefinitely. It will also
keep well in the refrigerator ,
• Nuts. Package in moisturevapor-proof freezer wrap or
keep in a tin can. Salted nuts
will keep in the freezer about
6 months, unsalted nuts from
9 to 12 months.
• Candy. Almost all candies
keep fresh for a year or longer when frozen and kept at 0°
F. Spun candy chips, chocolatecovered nuts and candy with
hard centers may crack or
split. Overwrap boxes with a
good moisture-proof freezer
wrap to prevent damage from
moisture condensation when the
candy thaws. When you take
the candy out of the freezer,
don't remove the wrap until
the candy has. warmed to room
temperattfre — from 4 to 8
hours.
• Cheese. Cheese will keep
for awhile in the refrigerator,
but molds after a time. Freezing will preserve -it ' , for six
months or longer, although the
texture may change somewhat
after freezing.
For freezing, cut the cheese
into half-pound pieces or smaller and wrap fan aluminum
freezer foil or saran-type wrap,
pressing t h e wrap tightly
against the cheese to eliminate
airpockets. Small cheeses may
be left in their original packages, but overwrap them. When
freezing a salty cheese like blue
or Nuworld, use another wrap
between the cheese and the
foil or the salt may eat through
the foil. Cheddar, Brick, Swiss,
Provoloni, Port du Salut, Liederkranz, Camembert, Parmesan, Romano and Mozzarella
will freeze satisfactorily.
When you are ready to use
the frozen cheese, thaw it in its
wrapper in the refrigerator.
Once it is thawed, let it stand
at room temperature an hour
before serving.
• Hams, omer smoked and
processed meats like sausage
and smoked turkey and smoked
fish. They are all perishable
and should be treated like
fresh meat , refrigerating immediately and using as soon as
possible. If you cannot use them
within a short period, freezing
will preserve them. It is hest
to use ham and some of the
sausages by the end of two
months since quality begins to
deteriorate after that time, although they are perfectly safe
to eat. Smoked fish and smoked
turkey will keep in the freezer
longer than ham without losing
quality. Be sure to wrap these
meats and fish in moisture-vapor-proof material such as saran-type or freezer foil to keep
out the oxygen that hastens
rancidity. Polyethelene bags
do not provide sufficient protection.
Canned hams, 3 pounds or
larger, should be stored in the
refrigerator , where they will
keep for an indefinite period.
It's best not to freeze canned
hams, since freezing will change
the texture and may cause the
container to burst.
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WHEN THERE'S A WILL - . .
DENVER (AP) - Prior to his
marriage to Jane Giardino of
Denver, London-born Sydney
Smith decided he wanted a wedding cake from Harrods in his
home city.
But store officials told him
they couldn't guarantee safe arrival. So Smith flew to London,
and he and his sister, Marsha
Smith, brou ght back the threetiered cake in two separate
flights , each tier carefully
packed in tissue in a separate
package.
The cake weighed 58 pounds
assembled and cost $92. Smith
is Denver district sales manager for British Overseas Airways.

SNOWMOBILE
RALLY

Sunday, Dec. 28
Starting at 1:30 p.m.

• RACING
• SALAAM
At Money Creek Haven, SV*
milw North of Houston on
Highway 76,
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Miss Hartwich
is bride in
Catholic rite
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— we'll have them expertly finished and
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FREE Moth Proofing, Odor Proofing, and
Mildew Proofing on everything wa clean.
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OPEN 7:30 A.M. TO S:3fl P.M.
6 DAYS EACH WEEK
PLUS FRIDAY NITES 'TIL ?
One-Hour Servlc* Until 3 p.m. Each Day
Monday thru Friday
Our Office Open Saturday* for
"Dropoffs" and "Pickups7' Only
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PANTS K
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Stovepipe
styles,flared

• Plaids,
f«
double knits ,
bonded acrylics,
wool blends .
i i
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• Misses and
Junior sizes.
Shop now. Get
several pairs.
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ATKINSON IS A graduate of
Washburn University^ Topeka,
Kan., majoring in education and
anatomy. He did his graduate
work at the University of Kansas, and is presently teaching
biology at St. Paul Central High
School.
Several prenuptial parties
were given the couple in St.
Paul. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Darby entertained at a dinner
party in their home and a shower was given by the:Mmes. John
Pendleton, A. E. Stoa, Harry
Meyers and Fred Burmeister at
the Burmeister home.

Annual bird
census set
for Sunday

2nd • . ,
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• Coat Sets
• Girls' Sno Sets
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Children?
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All Brands and Styles Included
SALE STARTS FRI., DEC. 26th; 8 A.M.
We will be open Friday 'til 9 p.m.
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The annual bud census in
the Winona area will he conducted Sunday under the direction of the Hiawatha Valley
Bird CTub of TVinona with the
public invited to participate in
the project,
The count is made each year
during tho Christmas season by
bird watchers throughout tha
United States and Canada , independently or in organized
groups.
RESULTS ARE analyied and
tabulated regionally and nationally to determine numbers
of species, their increase or
decrease, migration patterns,
effects of environmental changes and other factors.
The "Winona count, the ninth
to be made in the area , will be
directed by Francis Voclkor ,
416 W. Mill St,, former club
president.
Teams of at least one veteran
and one or morft amateurs will
bo assigned to established
routes where various species
are usually found Headquarters
for fhe count , to bo in progress
throughout the day, will he Lake
Park Lodge and the census will
he made in an area with n 7 .
mile radiu s centered on Winona. Census takers will start at
sunrise and continue the count
unti l sundown since a complete
dayligh t hour cycle ls required
to make an area count official,
VOELKER omphaj ked Hint
anyone may particip ate and
urged all to bring binoculars.
Coffee and doughnuts will ho.
served through the day at Lake
Park Lodge hut volunteers aro
advised to bring their own sandwiches.

CADKTTE GIRL SCOUTS
Cndctte Olrl Scout Troop (inn ,
of Central Methodist Church met
for a potluck supper Monday
at the home of Mrs , L. L, Korda. In charge of arrangements
for the party were the Misses
Lynda Jllk, Peggy Hooper , VickYOU ARK INVlTaTD •
ie Beeman and Karen Seeling.
\ \J
TO CHAKOK IT
The endettes made pompon
\d^
dolls aa gifts for the pediatric
mmmimm *mmj 0m *M\i+ii iii win mmtiimmmmmtttumammmmdepartment of Community Memorial Hospital. Mrs . James
Spear is troop leader.
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• Boys' Jackets

•

.

• Boys' Car Coats
• Boys'Snow Sets

« Boys' Parkas
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WASHINGTON M ¦-The . Defense Department announced
Tuesday that Spec. 4 Thdrnas
L. AJiderson, husband ol Mrs.
Dore«n L. Anderson, Route 2,
HOLY CROSS CHURCH
DAKOTA, Minn. — Christmas La Crosse, Wis., has been killDay Masses at Holy Cross Ca- ed in action in Vietnam,

C
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1 SALE I £

I

BIG SAVINGS On

I-^"

La Crosse soldier
killed in Vietnam

1st Pair Regula r Price .

Starts Right After Christmas
• Girls' Coats
• Girls ' Car Coats

tholic Church here will be conducted1 at 7 and 9 a.m. by tht
Rev. Robert Taylor.

| *Jf m\l m L m

WINTER APPAREL
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ber, speed is one of the leading killers in traffic accidents.
The Minnesota Highway Patrol is cooperating with Governor LeVander's year end campaign to hold Minnesota fatalities to less than 1,000 for 1969.
They are planning statewide
spot checks in the interest of
motorists to help keep drinking
drivers off the roadways.
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Forty Minnesotans may die
in traffic accidents on the four
day Christmas and New Year
holiday weekends, according to
the Minnesota Safety Council.
The council indicated that
based on 1968 accident reports,:
two-thirds of the fatal accidents
will be caused by two car collisions during normal driving
hours of 4 to 11 p.m. The other
third will involve one car accidents after midnight up to 6

¦
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SHIRT SERYICE NOW AVAILABLE

H

ly for election of officers at the
home of Mrs. William Call with
co-hostess Mrs. Hannah Liew.
New officers elected are Mrs.
Marshall Anderson, president ;
Mrs. Stanley Moltzau, vice pres.
ident ; Mrs. Frank Pabst, secretary; and Miss Mable Olson,
treasurer.
The group voted to serve
lunch at the annual meeting for
the church to be held Jan, 19
at the parish hall. .

a.m. Heavy holiday traffic and
celebrations contribute to the
problem.
The safety council urges motorists to observe three simple
rules :
• If you are celebrating,
drink moderately ; better yet,
have a non-drinker drive.
• If traveling, leave early
and allow ample time for your
trip, stopping occasionally for
rest periods. 7
• Drive according to road
and weather conditions. Remem-

5

ATTENDING Jhe couple were
Miss
Elizabeth Ann Hartwich,
fj
sister of the
¦ ¦ bride, and Arnett
Atkinson,' ¦ • Springfield , Mass.,
brother of the bridegroom. Miss
Hartwich wore an empire styled
turquoise velvet dress and a
lair arrangement of pink roses,
¦white bab y , mums and stephanotis.
Following the ceremony, a
dinner was served at the Park
Plaza. The couple left on a honeymoon to Jamaica and will later make their home in St. Paul.
"Hie bride is a graduate of Winona Senior High School and
during her junior year \?as ah
^^I^^^^^ TI ^^^^ IT^IT n W- n n n n n n n..n rL_fU
AFS student in TBuenos Aires *
Argentina. She attended St. Teresa's Institute, Philadelphia,
and is a graduate of Georgetown University, Washington,
D.C. She has done graduate
work at the University of Sanlander, Spain, Mexico, Venezuela , and has her masters' degree in Spanish from St. Mary's
College, Winona. At the jresent
time, she is a teacher off Spanish and French at Central High
School ia St. 7 Paul.
«M
M lM^CMlA^^^**^^AAMAAA^ '
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Miss Gretchen Mary Haitwich
and Benjamin W. Atkinson -were
united in marriage Saturday in
ceremonies performed at the
__¦
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart.
Dr. and Mrs. Roger Haj twich
Sr., 176 W. Wabasha St., are
parents of the bride and Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick . R A.tkinson, Topeka , Kan., are parents
of the bridegroom .
THE RT7 REV. Msgr. Harold
J. Dittman received the couple's
jj vows and the Rev. Caleb Weatherby, Kansas City, gave a scripture reading. Sister Marsha
Austifl , Mdnri., gave a
Corns,
"¦ ¦
reading, "Giving.' 1
¦
Five guitarists, a drummer
J and an organ combo from St.
H Mary's College provided musical selections.
H
Given in marriage by their
'
¦
parents, theTbride chose a -white
J| velvet Christian Dior gown and
a silk mantilla from Spain. Her
¦
only jewelry was a seed pearl
¦ ¦ .Mi lovaller worn by the bride's
¦
'm grandmother on . her wedding
5 day 60 years ago. Tbe bride car¦
ried a basket of multi-colored
¦
roses, chrysanthemums, iris,
¦
stephanotis and Belles of Ire'¦ land. , ¦¦ ' ¦ ' .

State holiday
STRUM , Wis. (Special) - The
Lutheran Church Altar Guild deaths predicted
held its annual meeting recent"
Altar Guild meets/
elects new officers
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T HE BIO LAVENDER BUILDING —REALLY BIO

Foer THURSDAY, DEC. 25
Yoor birthday today* The coming year is full of unaccustomed effort caused by the doing of relatives and a general
increase of income or the necessity to cope with much mora
funds as manager or custodian. Your prosperity tends to
increase significantly, according to the demand for what yov
do and the adequacy of your preparations. This is a year of
success if you make the investment of time
and effort. Today's natives are prudent perfectionists.
ARIES (Marcii 21-April 19) ; This Christmas is just about as pleasant as you could
Expect. Enjoy everything as it comes. Avoid
extremes in the evening. Itelax early enough
to keep your full energy level for tomorrow.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): The holiday is perfect for a general celebration and
family groups. If you know somebody who
is alone be sure he has an invitation. The
temptation is to overdo on refreshments in
Jeane
the evening.
GEMIM (May 21-Jtme 20): Stretch yourself to stay
ahead of the situation so that nobody is neglected or fails to
find his share of the fun in your home today.
CANCER (June 2l-JuIy 22): All arrangements made
with any reasonable thought fall into place nicely. Allow
yourself a momentary respite from time to tim£.
LEO (July 23-Ang. 22): Make it a quiet at-home holiday with all the normal festivities going on in dignity and
peace,
VIRGO (Ang. 23-Sept. 22): Big surprises are few , but the
little ones keep coming on to make an interesting day.
Do your share amidst all the hubbub . In the quiet of evening,
reflect on how you came to achieve your current circumstances. :¦: .
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The holiday unwinds satisfactorily by itself , so add no more extra expenses or late evening
doings.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your role may . be that of
the leader of' the party for the day. In any case, circulate
so that you miss nobody within reach. The optimum course
is to finish fairly early and balance the fun with rest.
SAGITTARIUS ( Nov. 22-Dec. y 21); Enjoy it minute" by
minute for an unforgettable day. Stay fairly close to wherever
you are spending the holiday, in preference to long journeys
or restless movement.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Start very early, but
conserve your energy. When you've made the rounds once,
be at home to receive" those who come to your hearth for
evening greetings. Eetire at a reasonable hour .
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): For once, let others do
all the talking and enjoy their reactions to the holiday and
its doings. Your turn comes in the early evening.
PISCES (Feb. W-March 20):; There is something for
everybody. Enjoy what you find in those around you..
¦*

For FRIDAY, DEC. 26
Your birthday today: Much depends on your inherent
capability of handling situations that are* out of hand. The
coining year sorts out the powerful personalities from the
mediocre, rather cruelly and permanently. Strive to bring
your potentials forth into full expression. Face your age and
limitations honestly; make* an estimate of what you may be
able to achieve both near future and long-range.
ARIES (Marcii 21-April 19): Don't expect much close
cooperation. Do first things first ; after you've made a good
start/ others will join you and help finish the job. Attempt
nothing bdyond essential routines.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : No matter what is to be
done or who is to do it, things get somewhat confused. If
you will make a special effort to be on hand early and in
good humor, everything goes tenfold better.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20); Get by with doing the" minimum today. Unguarded remarks by others furnish interesting
news that you missed until now.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Yesterday was almost too
good to be true so some people now Mel the urge to stir
things up. See that you have nothing to do with annoying activities.
LEX) (July 23-Aug. 22) ; It is too soon to pick up the
pieces. Settle accounts and wait a day or two and do it
well. Par diversion in the evening attend a good concept of a
light show.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): There are little odds and
ends to do to keep the seasonal events for younger people*
going smoothly. Lend a hand wherever asked and help complete the perfection.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Friendship goes along erratically but thrives if no demand is placed upon it. Nothing
else serious goes smoothly. .Expect delays in transit , postal
delivery, services in general.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.21): Current promises are probably symbolic rather than realistic and should bd treated as
such. Decisions made today are certain to require revision
fairly soon.
SAGITTARIUS ( Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Make today a continuance, in muted tones, of yesterday's near perfect festival.
Sdrious business is hindered in so many ways nothing other
than emergency and basic routines should he attempted.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan . 19): Mechanical or fully
i ¦

¦'

Vi C. butter or margarine
% C. diced preserved
%p . milk
pineapple
1pkg. active dry, or 1'
V* C. snipped candied
cake yeast
cherries
Vz C. warm ( not hot) or
3& to 4 C. sifted alllukewarni water
purpose flour
VA C. granulated sugar
Egg white, beaten
• ¦ % "tsp. salt . .,"
Sugar glaze
1egg, slightly beaten
Candied cherries
1 tsp. powdereticardamom
Angelica leaves
1C. light or dark raisins
% C. chopped nutmeats
(optional)
¦¦Vi C. diced preserved orange
neet :
METHOD: Make early 7 in the day : In saucepan, heat
butter with milk until butter is just melted; cool to lukewarm. In 3-quart mixing bowl, sprinkle yeast onto warm
water (use lukewarm water for cake yeast) then stir until
dissolved . Stir in sugar, salt, egg, cardamom , raisins peel,
*
pineapple, cherries and nuts.
Gradually stir in flour , beating well after each addition
until a stiff dough7 Cover ; let rise in a warm place (85
degrees ) until double—1% to 2 hours.
Turn dough on lightly floured board and knead lightly
until no longer sticky. Grease fcwo 1-pound coffee cans well;
shape dough into two rounded loaves; place in cans . Cover,
let rise until double*, about 1 hour.
Meanwhile, start heating oven to 350 degrees. When bread
has doubled, brush it with beaten egg white. Then bake SO
to 35 minutes. Remove from cans at once"; cool on racks.
Decoratewith glase, cherries and leaves.

Duluth asked to
meet with PCA on
sewage treatment
DULUTH, Minn. CAP); - The
executive director of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
asked a meeting with Duluth officials to discuss problems blocking progress on development of
new sewage treatment works
¦
here. •
John P. 7 Badalich cf St. Paul,
the PCA official, proposed the
session for Jan. 6 or 8 in letters
received Tuesday by Mayor Ben
Boo and City Council President
Alfred E. Persch.
Badalich recalled that the
PCA on Dec, 8 directed him to
initiate further talks with the
city concerning
"problems
which appear to be inhibiting
the city from proceeding with
its plans" in development of a
secondary tertiary sewage treatment plant.
Duluth's present sewage sys<
tern does not meet standards of
the PCA.
¦¦ ¦
-

¦

.-

¦¦

¦
. ..

LOCK YOUR CARS
Winona police reptfrt that
Christmas Eve is traditionally
a time of increased thefts from
parked cars. Residents are reminded to lock their cars when
attending C h r i s t m a s Eve
church services, especially if
they have Christmas presents
in the car.
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DEAR ABBY- Don't let me get started
Abby
on sitters and how "underpaid" they are.
Some of the dillies we've had should have paid US!
One quiet little thing who always carried a Bible in her
purse, thoroughly cleaned out our liquor supply before leaving town.
Another one (a bosomy college freshman) physically ATTACKED iriy husband while he was driving her home one
evening. So surprised was he, he hit a telephone pole aid
broie' his nose. (She said all she wanted was a KISS!)
We had a whole series of hungry kids who ate the fridge
to tie bare walls, but one had the gall to work out of the deep
freeze and thaw stuff out in the oven.
But we decided to use only elderly ladies after a neighbor
called the fire department to extinguish a fire in our house.
Our teen-aged sitter and her friends were having such a
gay party they didn't even know thd house was on fire!
Thank heavens we don't need sitters anymore.
"FREE AT LAST" IN WOODSIDE

Winona Daily News EL
Winona, Minnesota <*»»
WEDNESDAY, DEC. M, 196)
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Fourth af Center

By ABIGAIL, VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY; Tliat "UNDERPAID SITTER" sure gave
me a laugh. I am a 27-year-old moth* who (10 years ago)
used to sit for 25 cents an hour, and I did more for my
quarter than any sitter I've ever had for 50 cents.
Sitters . Ln our day were expected to entertain the kids,
pick up after them, bathe the little ones, and put them all
to bed. THETJ, do the dishes7
Now all the sitters do is STTI The kids can pull the1
place apart and the sitter doesn't lift a finger to straighten
it up. Arid sitters can eat you out of house and horae. But
what gets me is they won't even bother to carry their own
etapty bottles, glasses and dishes into the kitchen, let alone
wash them. They just leave everything right
in the room where they had their refreshments. I think I'd faint if one ever cleaned
up after heVself.
For my part, I wouldn't mind paying 73 .
cents an hour if I came home to a house
that looked as tidy as'it did when I left it.
But I think 75 cents an hour for someone who watches TV, talks on the plone and
adds $5 to my grocery bill is 50 cents an
hour too miich.
HAS BEEN SITTER

MRS. JAMES McCABE
518 Kansas St.

-. * V * j After-Christmas
^^4, CLEARANCE!
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NEVER
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SWISS HOLIDAY BREAD
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Headers say sitters

IHoliday recipes |
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Dea r Abby; .;

scheduled routines survive the day. Other actions fall victim
to human inconsistency and are omitted or botched.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): It is still not time' to try
to, do business. Squeeze in some holiday recreation. No matter
what your activity, remember to play it safe.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You are teft with the extra
chores of gathering up thd pieces and leftovers. Do the minimum.
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ALL OUR 70 TOWNCRAFT SU.TS
REDUCED, SAVE -.3 NOW »5 7
ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S & BOYS'
WINTER JACKETS REDUCED!!

COTTON WALE CORDUROr pnrlca . Dureiic*
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Experts say none better than Collier
Collier shuffled his Unebadr- Collins as a punter.
NfcW VORK <AP) — Blaiiton band that stretches but doesn't but should be ready.
&i|fi&- always seems to be OVer- break." Although the Cleveland Many pro footibali men believe ers duribg the season, lie If the Btbwhs get past Dallas
te*edin the Coach of ihe Year prayars don't appreciate the that the Browns' trio of receiv- opened ywitn Jfctii Houston, the Sunday, they will play either
a team ttiat bombed
hellbtSbStot m*t experts will complitnent, it ifts.
<*<s, Paul Warfield, Gary Collins defensive captaih, on the left Minnesota,
igrte Wat there is note better they rbbk in the feotito'ni taU and . Mttt: Morin, are tlie best Side, Bob Mathefebii ih thb ibfd- thebi 5-1-3, in niidseasoh or tbs
dle and Dale Lindsey bb the Ahg'btels, a te-aib \\iey havfep 't
ffiab the old Uaasler at bringing In defense, yield plenfy of yard- group in the league.
right side, tie Ssfrftcfred Lindsfey facbd sihee y aii August exhibiIt teftub top wS*a perfect plan age but usually dig in hold
The Browns live intbconstant to
the middle s^ot bnd ibbvbd tioh, w'bn by the Browns 1&-3.
liey have been parlicuilarly fear bf another SBjfe^
Itbt- one spknfic game.
Nelsen,
A*fc the Baltiittbft Coltsabout vulnerable to the run this sea- who bperates bo twb bad knees, John GarlibgtoQ, a fast, aggres- Of the teaitas fcompeting in thb
second year man front playoffs, only the Browns won't
S964 when thfey Were boMli&ted son.
bbth bf which carry
scars of sive
Lbuisiana State Mo thfe tight be playing in the same Cohfery Collier's vlWStiA Browns After Nelsen had shredded the Sorgeiy. They-&y to <M
jprbtect him
ehce next year: They shift over
£7-0. Recalllast yeaf* &-20 up- Cowboys' shaky pass defense f' r & t the
a rnsh and Were able to side job.
A preseason ktabe iujuiy to to thfe Am&rican Division wit)>
idr
five
touchdowns
in
that
42-W
set of the DaSftS OoVbtfyis for
teiSrfiEle
the
Cowboys
' publicized
tite EatetteTi Conf^reSflee tifie. €r game, the qub'rterb'ick r'ev'ealed DbbfttSday Defense in their first Ben Davis put the corherback Baltimorfe and Pittsbtirgh and
out fbr the year bad forced a Want to leave their mark with
Jiist go Wet to Nov. 2 and the he had told his Ifiieinen the infeetang.. . .' ..
tpiick readjustment in the deep their old playmates.
42-10 siibcker that sea* Cokch night Uerfpre, "(iive rne 'thtee or
im Lahdry sbd thfe Cowboys ZVt seconds and I'll get the pass- Nielsen has had a pinched defense. The veteran Erich
nerve ih a shoulder and bruised Barnes, still as rough as ever,
Itofiie j&tfttenng, ' It wfeS juSta es off."
rabs
but he keeps coming back $ays the left cbnier and rdbkie
jSdess."
¦Jcr' more. H aiything happens to Walt Suibher of Florida State,
Otoe Browns vary litSe HI bas- NelsenV protection, except in
'
lCS from the teams PaDQ Brbwn the disaster against . Minnesota Nelsbn, the Browns would gb to has' taken DaviS' job . Ihe Cowj
eny
Rhome, picked up from boys can be expected tb work on
and
in
the
finale
in
New
York,
used to -send into hattlfr. tt fighim.
lores, «f conisej "biecatee! CMKer has been •sensational. He has Dallas last May.
is a disciple bf Brbwn's &om the been dumped less than any oth- Nobody has any trick names
Don Cockroft, the only man In
er quarterback.
for the front foor of the Browns the league who doubles as punold flays.
The
front
wall
of
Dick
Sehafjpbt ftey do a Job, sacking a tei\ and field goat kicker,
The 1i^ back now ta Lfeiroy rath, John . Demare, Fred Hoag- brtrbrferback now and then. Rbn had-'an brdinaxy year. He has
has
¦
lin, Glenie BBckerson and Bt<tate pj idow and Jack Gregbry are tnadb enly 10 of 21 field goal at- ANN ARBOR, Mch. (AP)7KeBy, not Marion Motley br
¥0 . Wa witftfteli . r.Mlhtfe^ Vik- Tfrin (GifieS. At tipper left , defensive back Brown, end true passer is *)im
Cllark
do
bn
bxcellbnt
job
of
Bill
tie ebds and Walt Johnson aid
ing pla^ i^vfered through opening prac- Bawtellatockb*piffls fcood over heJnfet aiid Nefeen, bbt Olfcb 'Gfirafcafti or paSs blocking, the twb guards, •lab Kanicte or Marvin Upshbw tempts and is puntuig well b'e> Wiscoiisin upended Michigsn
tew a 40-yard average. In thb fi- State 6-3 to win the Big TPen
tice setehm In 19-degfee temperatorfes Tues- at fctttfcni his warm breath hits the cold air. «Veh b pbtch idl Otto Graham. Hicke'rson bnd Deihbrie7 and «rb the tackles.
nal game the Browns tried Gary Bockfey Tournament ehampiohalso
the
occasktaally
tackles
day in preparation for Saturdays IfattonM
Ait right, defensive7safe*jr Panl Kratise ystnffs Bnt they db b scoBd j ob.
ship Tuesday bight.
Landry once compared the pbil to lead JKelly on his famous
Jfaotbail League Western GonRretiefe play- hands in' sw^'febst as he toddles under his
In the consolation game, MichBrowns.
sweeps.
drfense
tb
rubber"a
'
off game against the Los Angela Bains is
hood. (AP JPhotofex)
igan breezed past Minnesota 6-L.
Collier likes to run the ball,
Dick Klipsic and Bob Possebestablishing his ground game
' "each' scored two goals for
roth
before he stbrts tb probe #ith
the
Badgers
and Wisconsin goalhis passes. With a lafck lflcb KelHi Wayne Thomas made 43 saves
ly, who got off tb . slow s'taVt
to hold off the Spartans.
this year because of a irttied
Jim Johnston and Murray
hamstring in the opener, the
Heatiey
completed the Badger
MINNEAPOLIS UP) — The body. And it feels a lot warmer meanwhile, said Minnesota's geles.
Browns usually can make , the
fccbring while Spartaj is gettang
Minnesota Vikings and Los An- than 11 degrees."
preparation "has been animal- There has been . a great deal opposition stay in the trenched.
tharkers were Gordie Sokcll,
geles Rams wasted , little time
like. By the time the weather
The Rams are in the Twin gets cold an animal's fur has of talk about momentum, or loss Kelly caAe out of the sfeason
Bob P^tullo and Gilies (Jagiin.
in touching off a psychological
of it, on both clubs. The Vi- finale with a slight ankle sprain
Cities
early
to
attempt
to
get
Tha Wolverines stormed t o a
battle for Saturday's Western
gotten thicker. We're the same kings dropped a 10-3 game to
«M) first period lead in their win
Conference playoff in the Na- listed to tiie weather, winch is way."
Atlanta Sunday while the Rams
ejected to be fin <he 20-degree
over Mtoneseta. Doug Peltier
tional FootfcaB League.
The Earns brought along a fell 13-7 to Baltimore.
range
with
a
slight
chance
of
scorbd the only Gopher goal,
George Allen, Hams' coach,
variety of cold weather equip- "Momentum is a nice word ,"
which came in the second pieristepped off a chartered jet Tues- snow by gametime. It was 70 ment including gloves, hand Grant said . Tuesday, "but it's
degrees
when
they
left
the
West
Od.- . ;
day night after the Los Angeles
warmers, special sbofe and heat hard to define. Because they've
Coast.
The consolation game was
arrival and said:
blowers. -Grant said the Vikings lost three games in a row, it
marred by a free-for-all in the
"A little snow never hurt any- Minnesota Coach Bud Grant, will not wear gloves, but have doesn't mean they are less of
final minute of Uie third period
various shoes Eor a bad field . a club than they wehs a iiiorkh
as both benches emptied to get
ag<
Each club plans to work out_
into the action.
do'drs this week. The Rams are "We can only go by facts .
Wisconsin defenseman John
what
they
cai
do.
What
tbey
headquartered at Macalester
HHMBB^ie^MeWMWr
Jagger was voted the most valuCollege iri St. Paul. The- Vikings are capable oi."
able player in the three-day
are based at tlie University of Grant said It also was hard WBHBmB^^BBBBHB
tourney.
Minnesota.
to judge Minnesota last moifth
The flaying field at Metro- of the season.
politan Stadium has been cov- "We play better football as
ered by an insulated pad and we go along, " h e Said. "But
tarpaulin, and is dry under- three of our last foar games
were played in stotths iand it'i
ST. LOUIS (AP) — When Blues began bombarding Mani- neath.
hard to judge if we
ago,
The
Minnesota
,
goalie
ColBoth clubs appear to be at our best. Against the're playing
Danny Grant hammered in his
STTRiRRRMJTCR^re '. . .the bbsk>Mj ab aj^rs to be
Rams we
third
period
lapsed
early
in
the
.
almost
full
strength
physically.
leth goal of the season at the
Duane Nelson and Dutchmade
a
minimum
of
miitaSes.
dangling
froih a istHng as five cagei-^ "wait fcr it to cbme
as he allowed three goals in 1 . Linebacker Maxie Babghah is
- r* * "SHV
We
didn't
Corner stole the show in
k:S3 mark bf the second peHod minutes.
gain
anything
ih
tht
man's
i
w
&
i
.
*j*
down.
We
actioh
came
from
z
*
\
Wre^day's
Austin
Pacellithe only Ram doubtful , and he
Eiu..^».. "rnmfttin I I ^ ^s ^ t ^ u -^ t ^y X a t m *
Tuesday night* the Minnesota Gary Sabourin's llth goal put said Tuesday he would be ready snow against San Francisco and
Wihona Colter gbme at St. Stan's gym. Reaching for the the National league at Westgate
Winona Daily News "71.
ball brie Mike ftbdgers (41) and Fritz Speck (31) of Cotter Bowl Tuesday night. Nelson
North Stars had a 8-0 lead qyer St. Louis withih 3-2 as Maniago to play. Jim Purnell would Start the rain in Atlanta. "
pitched 258-^67$ and contributA crowd of 47,900 is expected
Winona, Ahinnes&a 111
the
net
had
again
comte
cut
of
if
Baugnan
isn't
arid "Mn IJellebhach, Dale Fettett and Gary Durn of Fbbelli. ed it to his Dutchman's
ready.
St. Lbuis.
(EST)
for
2
p/rn.
the
kickoff.
team,
WEbtoESbAY,
DEC.
24,
196»
shot
by
tarry
to try to block a
(Daily News bhbto)
Thfen Minnesota goalie Cesare Keenan, "Hie puck flipped off the Minnesota cbfrierbfcck Bobby
giving it a total of 975—2,789.
Mel Benter shot 602 for TV SigManiago began to do "hiis own goal pipe onto Sabourin's stick Bty&ht has htiissted several
igamtes, bht he is working in
nal. - 77
the
thing"—wandering. It cost
and the Blues wilder drove in Slopes & flaying. If hot, Ed
Kathie Grblkowski, GrulkowNorth Stars, afct the Blues the easy felly.
Sharoc&iiata will start.
ski's Beauty Shop, cracked 238
after
k
St.
Louis
tied
it
National
stormed back to a 5-3
; Sbfch players have sprained
—572 and her team totaled 2,618
scramblfe in the cbrner to Mani- khees.
Hockey League win.
in Ladies' City action at Kalago's left. The puck rolled loose
Rod Lbhes . Lang's Bar popped
Tlie first came with Maniago and the Mihhes'dta goalie, stayed Minnesota ended the regular
921.
hii
feet
out
of
golliwogging 15
in his net this tiine and Ab Mc- season with the best record in
Irene Pozanc fired 201—569,
net. A rebound hounced onto Donald was able to pick his spot the NFL, 12-2. Los Angeles was
Yvonne
Carpenter 548, Helen
including
11-3,
three straight
By HOWARD LESTRUD
breaker. " Pacelli sht)t 30
A jumper by reserve IVlike
the stick of Blues' Tim Eccle- frota 15-feet but
possession
with
seven
secNelson
201—538,
Marlene Ander-' ¦
losses starting with a 20-is - setpercent from the field for
Rodgers and two laybys and
Daily News SiftWrts Editor
onds left iand Jim Nelson Son 203—532, Helen Englerth
stone wlio lofted a SiO-tdot wrist ywhat pfdved to be the win- back by the
Vikings in Los Anthe night while Cotter shot
a free throw by senior capsank a six-footer with three 520, Oliva WcWeeny 520, Alice
shot at the empty Minnesota ning goal came on a bad North
"Put that win in pal-eh29 percent.
tain Browne cut the margin
second left, but time had Lynch 211—516, Ftnmona HildeStar miiscue. St. Louis was a
goal.
thesis," saicf head Austin
Free thtows also played
to 41-39 and the cohfihes of
run but on Cotter's hopes brandt 515, Marge Ramin 214—
when Jean-Paul Paman
sh&rt
'
Pacelli
basketball
cba
c
h
Leo
Maniagb, frantically trying te rise wheeledbut from behihd the
an important part frl the
St. Stan's gVm began to
of -wibnihg.
505, Helen Grulkowski 503, Pat
li'
Koil,
shaking
his
e
&u.
folgame. The Shamrocks went
sh&ke .
return to the net, caught the Minnesota net and tossed a short
Cotter took thfe first lead EUinghuysen 503, Ester Pozanc
lowing
Pacelli'
51-49
hairs
but
slid
A pair of free , throws by
tb the line & times and
puck against his pads
of the gSwe at 2-t) on a 502 and June Dalleska SflO .
pass to Ray Cullen.
raising triamph over Winbiffi
sank is. Cotter made the
Dan Howley lengthened PaInto the net and Ecclestdhe had
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. Cotter in the St. Stan's gym
corner Juniper by senior
WESTGATE BOWL : Americelli's lead at 4S-39 but
trip tb the free throw line
Mike O'Brien. Pacelli led can
his secbhd goal of the season to Bnt the Minnesota center — A strong Black River Falls Tuesday night.
— Dan Glubka trimmed a
31 times and came away
Browne drilled a corner
U . after the first quarter 638 set
wasn't looking for it and St. team romped to its ninth
start the St. Louis comeback.
for Country Kitchen and
"If
we
could
have
got
a
PaCelli
had
jump
shot
and
with
19
points
waltzed
LoUis
in
McCreary
St.
Bill
.
and
25-21
at
the
half.
The
at
the
Louis wing
The faAs
straight victory without a de- couple of backed off of all
Don
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NFL game blackout
forces fan evacuation

M I N N E A P O L I S lfl —
metropolitan
Thousands of
area residents will evacuate
vision set to watch their Minnesota Vikings against the Los Angeles Rams,
The television coverage (CBS)
Football
of
the Nati onal
League's Western Conference
championship, which starts at 2
p.m. ( EST ) , will be blacked out
in the Twin Cities.
NFL regulations spell out a 75mile radius for (lie blackout.
Most of the Minnesota fans
will be going to Rochester, Mankalo and Duluth , Minn.; La
Crosse, Enu Clnlre and Wnusau ,
Wis.; Mason City, Iown; Fnt'go ,
N. D., hue! Sioux Falls , 3.1).,
ureas.

Still , Vikings officials reported
al the close of business Tuesday
thnt J ,OfiO tickets, at |6 each, (or
the 47 ,900-sent Metropolitan Stadium had not been sold. The
game is expected to be a sellout.
Rochester hotels are predicting a booming business, A
chain of two hotels and two tho.
tcls reports 1,400 reservations
have been made for Salurday,
A second hotel said il expects
nltfre than 1,000 persons. And
another said il probably would
have at least three or four persons In each of Its 20O rooms.
Eight motels and a downtown
hotel are available to football
fans In Duluth. The Great
Northern Railway said It had
sold 3O0 tickets and had (t wait-

jolts Pacelli B

Winona Cotter 's B squad basketball team wrapped ils own
Christmas present
Tuesday
night , a fi3-47 triumph over the
Austin Pacelli R tr:nm at St.
Sinn 's gym.
Tony Kleinschmidl led the
Colter attack with 20 points on
six field goals nnd eight free
throws. f)nve Wlldenhorg followed with II points,
The Rambler B u-nm Is now
4-2 on the .season.

ing list for ils run lo the Duluth-Supcrior area Saturday.
The Milwaukee Il«ad railroad
said a train carrying 200 is
headed for La Crosse .
The Columbia Transit Corp.
said groups have chartered M
buses for Ma nkato and Rochester and Menomonie , La Crosse
and River Falls, Wis .
And thereV no way of telling
how many persons will he going
to visit friends nnd relatives to
get a look at the Rome,
The evacuation may be duplicated again Jan. 4. The winner
of Solurdhy 'w gnme will I* the
hcrtte team for the NFL chainplonnlilp Bfualnsl the Eastern
Con ference wi liner- either , Dallas or Cleveland.

BACfcfrlKK! . . . Winona Cotter's Jim Nelson (451 turns
his back to a loose ball flying out of the reach of Gary Duren
( 14) ami Dan Hovlcy (20 ) of Austin Poctflli . Pacelli cli pped
Colter 51-49 in a Central Catholic Conference game Tuesday
ni j lht . (Dally New» photo)
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AAets' unbelievable happening story of year

. Mets. They had stars all over was turned in by Michigan when
By FRANK ECK
the place, including Rod Gaspar the Wolverines snapped Ohio
AP Newsfeatures Shorts Editor who scored the winning run in State's 22-game victory streak
The New York Mets, a "base- game .4 when he didn't know with a 24-12 success ¦ • ' ¦ 'before
ball team that spent seven What happened to the ball on the 103,588 at Ann Arbor, Mich. This
years wallowing in the depths of interference play. It was resting game put twice-beaten TMichifrustration , made; sports history at second base, far from any gan in the Rose Bowl .agahist
in 1969 by becoming the first Oriole, and coach Eddie Yost
ninth-place team ever to! win a pleaded -with Gaspar to run
World eries.
home.
It was the story of the year in Football had its most exciting
sports, a year which began with year; The Jets sot only won
a shocker when t&eir football their first AFL title but beat a
counterparts, the New York great Baltimore Colts team 16-7
Jets, rose up and humbled the in the Super Bowl behind the
National Football League cham- fine quarterbacking of Joe Napions in the Super Bowl.
math.
It was a year Ln which the
It was the first time the AFL
Boston CeFtics, fourth in their had won over the NFL and it
division, hung on to win the pro was doubly sweet for Weeb Ewbasketball title. Tie underdog bank j who was fired by the
theme also prevailed in golf Colts and became the first to
with an unknown pro who spent coach a champion inv each
14 years in the Army winning league.
the U.S. Open championship.
The 1959 pro season came
It was a year of retirement down to a rousing climax With
for some stars .and a year of the hoth leagnes set to meet in
comeback for others . But no championships on Jan. 4 with
matter how you slice it, the un- the winners to play in the Super
believable Mets, winning games Bowl in New Orleans pn Jan. 11.,
TOM SEAVER
they had every right to lose
College football had its cenagainst more established oppo- tennial year with record scorCy% Young Winner
nents, played sensationally once ingy most of it the result of ununbeaten Southern California.
they reached first place.
beaten teams piling up tallies in The Trojans made it by beating
Listed as 100-to-L shots in the an effort to gain higher ranking UCLA in the last 90 seconds, 14spring, the Mets trailed the Chi- in the polls.
12. y
cago Cubs by 9& games Ln Au- The regular season came to a Steve Owens workhorse full,
gust. But when the Cubs lost climax with No. 1 Texas and
(64) , was
back
with
Oklahoma
gained
Mets
seven straight, the
the awarded the Heisman Trophy
No.
2
Arkansas
meeting
for
ground and eventually won the Southwest Conference title and
National League East by eight the mythical national champion- with one game to play. TBut he
then carried 55 times for 261
games. Under Manager . Gil
won the battle of the yards in a 28-27 victory over
¦Hodges , victim of a heart attack ship: Texas 15-14,
scoring all its Oklahoma State. Owens led the
unbeatens,
when they reached their high of points in the last quarter after nation in scoring with 138 points
73 wins in 1968, the Mets com- trailing 14-0 at the half.
and in yards rushing with 1,523.
piled 100 victories in his second
year as their pilot. Until 1969 President Nixon attended the 'In three years lie had scored 56
TDs.
Purdue quarterback Mike
game
and
presented
a
No.
1
wliat
it
the Mets never knew
Phipps
was second in the HeisRoyal.
plaque
to
coach
Darrell
was to play .500 ball, much less
man
voting.
unbeaten
coach
of
Joe
Paterno,
reach first place.
Penn State, felt his team was The big man in golf was OrTheir task of getting into the No. 1. His Nittany Lions had 21 ville Moody, a 35-year-old forSeries was made tougher by straight -victories and the long- mer Army sergeant from Chicbaseball's latest expansion est unbeaten streak in the na- kasha, Okla. He had never won
which created two six-team di- tion—29.
on the tour but captured the
visions in each league; The new
U.S. Open title by one shot with
regular
At
the
close
of
the
teams were Kansas City and
a one-over par 281 at the HousSeattle in the American League season Texas was ranked No. 1 ton Champions course. Moody
and Montreal and San Diego in ii The Associated Press poll had played in only one other
with Penn State .To. 2 and Arthe National.
Open and in 1968, his first year
kansas "No. 3.
't
bother
the
But that didn
on tour, won less than $13,000.
Mets. Their only problems were The major upset of the season But in 1969 he earned $128,323,
with Houston. They lost 10 of
their 12 games to the Astros.
However, no other team got an
edge , on the Mets.
Tor the first tJrne they had a
20-game! winner in Tom Seaver,
¦who won 25, and a true .300 hitter in Cleon Jones, who . batted
.340. With only four regulars,
the Met victory was truly a
team victory.
The Mets outslugged Atlanta
in the three-game NL playoff
after the Braves finished the NL
West with 93 wins, three more
than San Francisco.
Baltimore Won 109 AL games
in. the East and was regarded as
the best team in baseball. They
finished 19 games ahead of the
Detroit Tigers, defending world
champions. Minnesota won the
AL West by nine games over
Oakland hut the Twins dropped
their playoff in three straight to
the Orioles.
Baltimore beat Seaver in the
Series opener, 4-1, but a ninthinning single by platoon second
-haseman Al Weis won the second, 2-1, for southpaw Jerry
Koosman. Two electrifying
catches by cente r fielder Tommy Agee helped the Mets win
the third game 5-0 behind Gary
Gentry and Nolan Ryan.
Ron Swolioda 's diving catch
helped save the fourth game
which Seaver won 2-1 on a
tenth-inning bunt by J. C. Martin. The throw to get Martin at
first base hit hirn on the wrist,
enabling the winning run to
score. Fortunately for the Mets,
it was the last play of the game.
Pictures later , showed Martin
was guilty of interference because he ran inside the baseline
instead of inside the three-foot
lane.
The Met s also got a break in
the fifth and last game , played
before a record Shea Stadium
crowd of 57,397. Trailing 3-0 in
tho sixth , Cleon Jones led off by
being hit on the foot by a Dnvc
McNally pitch. It was ruled n
ball—until Hodges came oul of
the. dugout with Ihe baseball ,
smudged with shot; polish.
Umpire Lou DiMuro changed
his decision , sending Jones to
first. Moments later , Donn
Clendenon delivered Jones with
his third Series homer.
Weis had never hit a Shen Stadium homer ln two years but he
hit No. 1 in the seventh to tic the
•score at 3-nll. In the; eighth ,
Jones led off wi Hi a double and
after Clendenon grounded out .
Swoboda doubled down tho left,
field line, scoring Jones with the
¦winning run. Swoboda scored an
insurance run to make the final
score 5-3 after the Orioles drew
two errors on a mishandled
ground bnll at first base.
KooNiiinn, vli« g«vo one
scratch hit in the last six innings , or Swoboda could havo
boon the Series star. Koosman
was tho only Met to pitch two
victories, Weis and Agee, exWhite Sox players, were nnmed
the stars by Chicago writers.
Clendenon won the nwnrd and
an automobile on a vote of a
handful of New York writers.
But Hint' s how It- wns with the
Qj L Winona Doily Now*
OM Winona, Minnesota
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 24, 1969

STEINMARK VISITS DOME . . . University of Texas
footballer Fred Stdnmark , who had his leg amputated recently in Houston , pays his first visit to Houston's Astrodome. Steinmark hopes to be released from the hospital
shortly, but will remain in Houston for treatment for n
month or so. (AP Photofax)

Packers Horn
player of week

GREEN BAY (AP ) - Don Horn , the Packers' gift to
hopefu l fans , says Tuesday 's present was a surprising premature' Christmas for a young and struggling quarterback.
"I didn 't figure I had n chance for something like that ,"
ho snid after being cited ns Tho Associated Press' offensive
player of the week in the National Football league.
Horn threw five touchdown passes Sunday, breaking a
team record. He had won hia first J!)(I9 game as n pro starter
less Hi an a month earlier .
Sunday 's victory ended nn otlvorwise dismal Packer
season. Horn was a highlight , marking what tho Packers hope
will prove to have bei*n an Intelligent selection in the quarterback department .
Horn noted he similarly was nnmed NFL offensive player
of the week on tho last day of the !!)(!') .season,
"I guess I'm a fast finisher , " he .said, calling tin* current
citation from The AP "a very nice Christmas present , but
pretty much of n surprise, "
Ilorn said ho figures Baltimore 's Johnny Unitas or New
Orleans ' Dan Abrnmowic/. might have been better Ixfts for
the honor .
"They were both great Sunday, So this was reull y unexpected , but very satisfying, I assure you/Vhe snld.
Ilorn snid ho expifcls the Packers to lilt the comeback
trail , especiall y with the crop of "young ball players ."
"It's just n mutter of lime ," he said. "Our club probably
is at a low point now, There 's no plnce for us to go except
up."

including $50,000 for beating the
PGA, Masters and British Open
champions in the Work! Series
of golf at Akron, Ohio. At year's
end Moody was named golfer of
the year.

George Archer took the Masters by one stroke, Ray Floyd
won the PGA crown by one shot
and England's Tony Jacklin
won the British Open. Frank
Beard led the money winners
With $175,223, including $40,000
for winning the Westchester
Open by one shot with a final
hole birdie.
Arnold Palmer went 15
months without a victory then
won tiie last two tournaments at
Hilton Head, S.C, and Miami to
join Beard, Moody and eight
others in the $100,000-plus class
for the year.
Steve Melnyk, 22, of Brunswick, Ga., Won . the U.S. Amateur by five shots over Vinny
Giles, runnerup for the third
straight year. Donna Caponi, 24,
of Burbank, Calif., won the
"Women's Open by one shot
¦while Carol Mann won eight
LPGA tour events and led money winners with $49,448.
Catherine Lacoste of France,
former U.S. Open champion,
¦won the -women 's amateur, the
first foreigner to do it in 33
years.
Lew Alcindor, who is 7-feet1%, ended his brilliant college
¦basketball career by leading
UCLA to its third straight
NCAA championship. He scored
37 points as the Bruins beat
Purdue 92-72 in the final then
turned pro with the Milwaukee
Bucks of the NBA.
Bill Russell retired as playercoach of the Boston Celtics after
leading his team to the title in a
seven-game struggle with the
Los Angeles Lakers, champions
of the West. Boston had finished
fourth in the East but beat the
Philadelphia 76ers and the New
Vork Knicks in the playoffs.
Rod iaVer, 31-year-old southpaw from Australia, was the big
man in. tennis. The redhead became the first ever to score two
grand slams. He won the second
U.S. Open at Forest Hills after
taking his fourth Wimbledon title and the French and Australian tournaments. He scored his
first grand slanii as a 1962 amateur. ¦'
The United States retained the
Davis Cup with a 5-0 victory
over Romania in Cleveland.
Stan Smith and Arthur _Ashe
each won two singles matches
while Smith and Bob Lut
Scored in the doubles.
Thoroughbred racing had an
exciting year with Arts and Letters, Silent Screen and Gallant
Bloom unbeatable once they got
going. After Majestic Prince
won the Kentucky Derby and
Preakness in close finishes with
Arts and Letters to run his unbeaten string to nine, the Prince
met his match in the Belmont.
Arts and Letters won bhe 1%mile test by 5V4 lengths and the
Prince packed it in for the year.
Arts and Letters was acclaimed
the horse of the year. Paul Mellon' s 3-year-old Virginia-bred
earned $555,604.
Silent Screen, second in his
debut, won his last five races
for Mr. and Mrs. David (Sonny)
Werblin and won the 2-year-old
title along with $397,966. Gallant
Bloom , King Ranch's daughter
of Gallant Man , left no doubt
about a-year-old filly honors .
She won all eight races and
$220,514.
In harness racing, a 6-yearold pacer named Overcall and
owned by Helen R. Buck won
all 21 races and $375,650 on the
year and was retired to stud
with a 22-race winning streak.
Overcall posted 12 miles under
two minutes,
Llndy's Prldo won the Hnmbletonian and 3-year-old trotting
honors while Laverne Hanover
took the Little Brown Jug and
3-year-old pacing laurels.
Boxing was without a clearcut
heavyweight champion for the
second straight year . Unbeaten
Joe Frazier had*tho best record
with 24 straight , 21 by knockouts . The Philadelphian made
Jerry Quarry a seven-round
knockou t victim in June . He is
recognized in six states as
champion. The World Boxing
Association calls Jimmy Ellis
its champion but he was inactive duping the year.
Willie Davenport , 26, and
George Young, 32, were unbeaten in indoor track, Davenport
won 15 straight high hurdles nnd
broke or tied seven world records. Young won 17 straight distance races , including a world
record I3:0!).fl for the three-mile
run,
In the NCAA mile , Mnrtin
Liquorl bent Jim Ryun by 15
yards in 3:57.5. In Miami , Liquorl won the AAU mile in 3:.r> <) ,4
with Ityun quitting after two
laps and retiring for the year ,
In luMikey tlie Montreal Cnnndiens swept the Stanley Cup In
four games from the St. Louis
Blues . Mnrlo Andretti won the
Indianapo lis 500 with a record
15(1.11 m.p.h. average but Lee
Hoy Yarbrough , 31, of Columbia , S.C„ cnriiwl $174 ,000 by
winning eight .stock cur races ,
including tho Daytonn 500.

UNDERDOGS BECOME TOP DOGS . . . Traditional
American support of the underdog paid off as the '60s came
to a close. The NeW York Mets, and their fans, whoop it
up after becoming the baseball champions of they world, de-

feating the Baltimore Orioles, in the 1969 World Series. The
accomplishment of the Amazing Mets was labeled the story
of the year. (AP Photofax)

;
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AUTO RACING
Atlanta 500 — Lee Roy Yarbrough.
Canadian-American — Bruce
McLaren.
Cardinal 500 — Ray Hendriek.
Carolina 500 — David Pearson.
Charlotte 500 — xDonnie Allison.
Charlotte 600 — Yarbrough.
Daytona 500 — Yarbrough.
Daytona 24 Hours — Roger
Penske and Mark Donohue.
Dixie 500 — Cale. Yarborough.
Firecracker 40O — Yarbrough.
Georgia 500 — Bobby Allison.
Indianapolis 500 — Mario Andretti.
Michigan 500 — Yarborough.
Michigan 600 — Pearson.
NASCAR 7—7 Grand Touring:
Ken Rush. Stocks: xPearson.
Modified : xCarl Stevens.
Riverside 500 — Richard Petty.
Road America 500 — McLaren.
Sebring 12 Hours — ' J.acky Ickx
and Jack Oliver.
Southern 500 — Yarbrough .
Talladega 500 — Richard Brickhouse. ¦
Texas. 500 — Bobby Isaac.
Trans-American — Mark Donohue.
USAC — Andretti. Stocks: Roger McCluskey. Sprints : Gary
Bettenhausen.
World Formula I — Jackie
Stewart
BASEBALL
World Series — New York Mets.
American League — Baltimore
Orioles.
National — Mets.
Leading batters . — American:
Rod Carew, Minnesota Twins,
.332. National: xPete Rose,
Cincinnati Reds, .348. '
Home runs — American: Harmon Killebrew, Twins, 49. National: xWillie McCovey, San
Francisco Giants, 45.
Runs batted in — American:
Killebrew, 140, National: xMcCovey, 126.
Leading pitchers — American:
xDenny McLain, Detroit Tigers, 24. National: Tom Seaver , Mets, 25.
Earned Runs — Dick Bosmnn ,
Washington Senators , 2.24. National: xJuan Marichal , Giants , 2.10.
International — Tidewater , Va.,
Playoff :
Syracuse
Mets ,
Chiefs .
Pacific Coast — North: Tacoma
Cubs. South : Eugene Emeralds. Playoff : Cubs.
American Assn. — Omaha Royals.
Texas — East: Memphis Blues .
West: Amarillo Giants . Playoff: Blues ,
Southern — Charlotte Hornets.
Eastern — York Pirates.
College
Atlantic — North Carolina.
Big Eight — xOklahoma State,
Big Sky — Idaho.
Big Ten — xMinnesota.
East — Dartmouth.
Mid-American — xOhio ,
MJd-Atlantic — Buckncll.
Missouri Valley — Tulsa.
NAIA - William Carey (Miss.)
Pacific Eight — UCLA.
Southeast — Mississippi.
Southern — Furman.
Southwest — xTcxns.
Western AC — Arizona State ,
Yankee — Massachusetts.
DASKETKALL
AAU — All Stars .
ABA — Oakland Oaks.
NB A— xBoston Celtics.
College
Atlantic ~ xNorlli Carolina,
Big Eight - Colorado.
Big Sky - xWebcr State.
Big Ten — Purdue.
ECAC Festival - UCLA .
ECAC - Templ e and St , John 's
tied.
Ivy — x Princeton.
Mid-American — Miami .
Mid-Atlantic - SI. Joseph,
Missouri Valley - Drake nnd
xLouisvillo tied,
NAIA •— Eastern New Mexico.

Phoenix — Littler.
NCAA — xUCLA.
Ryder Cup — United States and
NIT — Temple.
Great Britain tied .
Pacific Eight — xUCLA.
Sahara — Nicklaus.
Southeast — xKentucky.
San Francisco — Steve Spray.
Southern — xDavidson.
San Diego.— Nicklaus.
Southwest — Texas A&M
Western AC — Brigham Young Texas — Deane Beman.
Thomas — Palmer.
and Wyoming tied
Tournament of Champions —
Yankee — xMassachusetts.
Gary Player.
BOWLING
ABC — Classic Singles: Nelson Tucson — Lee Trevino.
Burton Jr., St. Louis. Doubles: U.S. Open ¦— Orville Moody.
Don McCune, Munster, Ind., 7 Amateur — Steve Melnyk.
and Jim Stefanich, Joliet, 111. Walker Cup — xUnited States.
All Events : Lorry Lichsteln, Westchester — Beard.
Hartford , Conn. Team : Dick Western —¦¦¦ Casper.
Weber Wrist Masters, Santa World Cup . — xUnited States.
Ana , Calif. Regular Singles: World Series — Moody.
Women
Greg Campbell, Florissant,
Mo. Doubles: Robert Masch- Amateur — Catherine Lacoste.
meyer and Charles Guedel, PGA — Betsy 'Rawls.
Indianapolis. All Events: Ed- U.S. Open — Donna Caponi.
die
Jackson,
Cincinnati.
¦ College
Team: PAC Advertising, Atlantic — xWake Forest.
Big Eight — Oklahoma State.
Lansing, Mich. 7
WIBC — Singles: Joan Bender, Big Sky — Montana.
Arvada, Colo. Doubles: Gloria Big Ten — Michigan State.
Bouvia, Portland, Ore., and East — Princeton.
Judy Cook, Grandview, Mo. Mid-American — Ohio.
¦All . Events: Helen Duval, Mdd-Atlantic — Delaware.
Berkeley, Calif. Team: Fitz- Missouri Valley.— xNorth Texas
patrick Chevrolet, Concord, State,
NAIA — Texas Wesleyan.
Calif.
Pacific-S — Southern California.
BOXING
Southeast — Georgia. .
Heavyweight — xJimmy Ellis, Southern — East Carolina.
Louisville (WBA). xJoe Fra- Southwest — Texas A&M.
zier, Philadelphia,
Western AC — Arizona State.
Light Heavyweight — xBob Fos- Yankee
— Rhode Island.
ter, Washington, D.C.
HOCKEY"
ICE
Middleweight — xNino BenveStanley Cup — xMontreal Cananuti , Italy.
Welterweight — Jose Napoles, diens.
National League — East: xMonMexico City.
Lightweight — Mando Ramos, treal. West : St. Louis Blues.
Leading Scorer — Phil Esposito,
Long Beach, Calif.
Featherweight — xSho Saijyo , Boston Bruins, 126 points.
Japan (WBA). Johnny Fame- American League — East:
xHershey Bears. West: Bufchon , Australia.
Bantamweight — Ruben Oli- falo Bisons. Playoff: Hershey.
Western — xPortland Buckvares, Mexico.
aroos. Playoff : Vancouver
Flyweight — Bernabo Villacampo, Philippines (WBA). Canucks.
Central — North: xTulsa Oilers.
Efren Torres, Mexico.
South : xOklahoma City BlazFOOTBALL
ers. Playoff: Dallas Black
Atlantic — South Carolina.
Hawks.
Big Eight — Missouri and
College
Nebraska tied.
Big Ten — Michigan.
Big Ten — Michigan and xOhio ECAC — xCornell.
State tied.
NAIA — Bemidji State (Minn .)
Big Sky — Montana.
NCAA — xDenver.
Ivy — Princeton, Dartmouth
RACING
and xYale tied.
American
Derby
— Fast HilariMid-American — Toledo.
ous.
Mid-Atlantic — xDelaware.
Missouri Valley — xMemphis Arlington Classic — .Ack Ack.
Futurity : Silent Screen. LasState .
Pacific-8 — xSouthern Califor- sie: Clover Lane.
Belmont Stakes — .Arts and
nia.
Letters. Futurity : High EcheSoutheast — Tennessee.
lon .
Southwest •— xTexas.
Western AC — Arizona State . Brooklyn — Nodouble .
California Derby _ Jay Ray .
Yankee — Massachusetts.
Capistrano — Petrone.
GOLF
Champagne — Silent Screen.
Alcan — Billy Casper.
Flamingo - Top Knight.
American Classic — Ray Floyd Garden State — Forum.
Atlanta — Bert Yancey.
Gardenia — Fast Attack .
Avco — Tom Shaw.
Gulfstream _ Court Recess.
Azalea — Dale Douglas.
Hawthorne Gold Cup — xNoBritish Open — Tony Jacklin
double.
Buick - Dave Hill.
Hollywood Turf Handicap —
Canadian — Tommy Aaron .
Fort Marcy. Juvenile: InCitrus - Ken Still .
subordination. Gold
Cup :
Cleveland — Charles Coody,
Figonero.
Colonial — Gardner Dickinson Hopeful
-Irish Castle.
Crosby — George Archer.
Jersey Derb y - Al Hattab.
Doral — Shaw.
Jockey Club Gold Cup — Arts
Greensboro — Gene Littler .
and Utters.
Hartford — Bob Lunn.
Kentucky Derby - Majestic
Hawaiian — Bruce Crampton
Prince.
Heritage — Arnold Palmer.
Lindheirner Handicap — Tampa
Hope — Casper.
'-Trouble.
S Man o' War — Hawaii.
Jacksonville — Floyd.
Kaiser - Jack Nicklaus .
Matchmaker — Gallant Bloom.
Kemper — Dale Douglas .
¦Monmouth Handicap — Al HatUs Angeles — Charles Sifford . tab.
Masters — Archer .
Pimlico-Lnurel Futurity - Higli
Memphis — Hill,
Echelon ,
Michigan - Larry Ziegler .
Preakness — Majestic Prince,
Milwaukee — Stil l,
Santa Anita Derby — Majestic
Minnesota - Prank Bea rd .
Prince. Handicap : Nodouble ,
Monsnnto — Jim Colbert.
Sapling - Ring for Nurse .
National Airlines „ Bimky Selima — Predictable,
Henry,
Sorority — Box tho Compass,
Nelson - Bruce Devlin.
Suburban — Mr. Right.
New Orleans _ Larry Ilin son Trovers — Arts and letters ,
PGA - Floyd. Club Pn, : H () |-> United Nations — Hawaii.
Roshurg.
Washington International — KuPhiladel phia _ Hill.
rabas.

Washington Park Handicap —
Night Invader.
Widener — Yumbel.
Woodward — Arts and Letters.
Horse of the Year — Arts and
Letters.
• -" "
-7 TENNIS. , Davis Cup — xUnited States.
National Grass Court — Stan
Smith, Pasadena. Women:
xMrs. Margaret Smith Court,
England. Doubles: Richard
Crealy and Allan Stone, Australia. Women: Mrs. Court
and Virginia Wade, England.
National Indoor — Smith. Women: Mary 7 Ann Eisel, St.
Louis.
National Open — Rod Laver,
Australia.
Women:
Mrs.
Court. Doubles: Ken Rosewall
and Fred Stolle, Australia.
Wightman Cup — United States .
Wimbledon — xLaver. Women :
Mrs. Ann Jones, England.
Doubles: Smith and Bob Lutz ,
Pasadena.
College
Atlantic — Clemson.
Big Eight — xOklahom a
Big Sky — xldaho.
Big Ten — xMdchigan.
East — xHarvard and xPrince*
ton tied.
Mid-American — Bucknell.
Mid-Atlantic — xToledo.
Missouri Valley — North Texaj
State.
NAIA — xRedlands (Calif.).
Pacific-S -r- UCLA.
Southeast — xFlorida.
Southern — Furman.
Southwest — xRice.
Western AC — Brigham Young.
Yankee — xMassachusetts.
TRACK
AAU — indoor: xPacific Coast
Club.
Women: Tennessee
State. Outdoor: xSouthern California Stridors.
AAU Indoor
60 Yards — Charles Greene,
unattached.
60 Yard Hurdles — Willis
Davenport , Warren , Ohio,
600 — Martin McGrady, unat*
tached.
1,000 — Herb Germann , New
York A.C.
One Mile — . Henry Szordykowski, Poland.
Three Miles — xGeorge Young,
Casa Grande, Ariz.
Mile Walk — Dave Romansky,
unattached.
Long Jump — Norm Tate, unattached,
High Jump — John Rambo ,
Pacific CC.
Triple Jump — Tate .
Polo Vault — Peter Chen , Sports
International.
Shot Put — xGeorge Woods ,
Pacific CC.
35-Pound Weight - Al Hall , unattached.
College
Atlantic — xMaryland .
Big Eight — xKansas.
Big Sky — xldaho State.
Big Ten — Indoor : xWisconsin.
Outdoor: Wisconsin.
Hcptagonal — Indoor and Outdoor: Harvard.
IC4A — Indoor : xVillanova. Outdoor : Maryland.
Metropolitan — Indoor: xSt.
John 's. Outdoor: Rutgers.
Mid-American
—
x Weste rn
Michigan.
Mid-Atlantic — West Chester.
Missouri Valley — Drake.
NAIA — Indoor: Eastern Michigan. Outdoor: xPrairio View
A&M.
NCAA — Indoor : Kansas, Outdoor: Sun Jose State
Pacific-It _ UCLA.
Southeast — xTennessec.
Southern — xWilliam and Mary.
Southwest — xTcxns.
Western AC — Brigh am Young.
Yankee — Massachusetts,
x—Retained Title.
Gulfstream 's two $100,000
stakes , Ihe Gulfstream Park
Handicap and the Florida D<<rhy, have been set for March 21
and 28, respectively.
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Shannon x-rays Market climbs
may determine sharply in
active trade
Gopher fortunes
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
results of a medical examination today may determine the
success of the Minnesota basketball beam, says head ctfach Bill
Fitch.
Ollie Shannon, the Gophers'
leading scorer, will undergo
tests and X-rays today to determine the extent of the back
injury that has kept him out of
most of Minnesota's last two
games. .
Shannon sat on the bench next
to Fitch Tuesday as the Gophers

rtfeked Can Diego State 79-68 behind the red-hot shooting of Eric
Hill.

Markets to be
open day
after holidays

Stock markets will be
NEW YORK (AP) - The closed Christmas Day and
stock market , fueled by re- New Year's Day. However,
they will be open and will
marks of President Nixon's top maintain normal hoars the
economic aide, climbed sharply
day preceding and tbe day
in active trading this :afternoon. following these holidays.
S b ni e commodities ex"We may have the start of a
plan abbreviated
changes:
yearend rally now," commented
hours Dec. 24 anrl Dec. 31.
Eldon Grimm, senior vice presi- All will close Christmas
dent of Walstcta . Co. 7
Day and New Year's Day.
The market has been so deep- Most will close
Dec.
26 and
¦¦
¦
Jan. 2. " ' • . ¦ - . '
ly oversold with many weeks of
Those markets that will
tax-loss selling that there were
a number of bargain hunters be open Dec. 26 and Jan. 2
include New York Foreign
rushing to buy, he added.
Exchange , t h e Chicago
However, Grimm said state- Livestock market, the South
ments Tuesday by Paul W. St. Paul and the St. Louis
KanMcCracken, chairman of the livestock markets. The
sas City livestock market
Council of Economic Advisers, will be open Jan. 2 bnt has
"helped a lot."
7
not announced plans for
McCracken said present mc* Dec, 2fi.
netary restrictions cduld not be
1 p. m. New York
continued indefinitely "without
having the economy drift furstock prices
141%
ther below its potential" for Allied Ch 24'/8 Koneywl
Allis ChaL 21% Inland Stl 26%
growth.
358%
Monetary restrictions, as iuii* Amerada 29Vi .1 B Mach
Am Brnd 35% Intl Harv 24%
tiated by the Federal Reserve Am Can 39% Ml Paper 37VV
Board , have been a major mar- Am Mtr
9 Jns&L
17%
31%
49% Jostens
ket depressant much 7 of . the AT&T
43%
Anconda 29% Kencott
year.. .
—Kraft Co . 38%
The Dow Jones industrial av- Arch Dn
34%
erage at notfi gained 10.S8 to Armco SI 28% Loew's
45
Armour
42% Marcor
794.35. . , 7
Analysts see McCracken 's re- Avco Cp 23V4 Minn MM 110%
26V4 Minn P L 20
marks as indications that the Beth Stl
Nixon administration is getting Boeing 7 28% Mobil Oil 44%
ready to ease credit restraints. Boise Cas 72% Mn Chm . 35%.
Brunswk 17% Mont Dak 27%
Advances led declines by 570 Catplllar 42V4 N Am R 23
issues hear noon.
Ch MSPP - N N Gas 41%
-Nor Pac
37%
Steels, motors, rubber Issues, Ch RIRR
farm implements, alrerafts, Chrysler 35% No St Pw 23
27Vi
electronics, metals, chemicals, Cities Svc 40% Nw Air
rails, oils, airlines, tobaccos, Com Ed 37 Nw Banc 34%
58 Penney
49%
were mostly up In midday trad- QtaSat
25% Pepsi
51%
ing, while drugs were down, and Con Ed
Cont Can. 72% Pips Dge 45%
utilities mixed.
23%
Thirteen of the 7 New York Cont Oil 25% Phillips
Stdck Exchange's 20 most-ac- Cntl Data 116 Polaroid 122%
36%
tive issues were ahead around Dart Ind 48% RCA
34
noon, 4 declined and 3 were un- Deere v 42% Hep Stl
43
changed. Ludlow^ Corp., off % to Dow Cm 68% Rey Tb
68%
30%, topped the, active list on a du Pont 109% Sears R
42%
midday volume of 66,600 shares. East Kod 79 Shell Oil
Sixteen of the American Stock Firestone 49 Sinclair
—
37%
Exchange's 20 most-active is- Ford Mtr 42 Sp Rand
sues were ahead near noon , 2 on Gen Elec 77 St Brands 49%
Gen Food 80% St Oil Cal 42%
this decline, and 2 unchanged.
Gen Mills 34% St Oil Ind 46%
Gen Mtr ,68% St Oil NJ 62
Gen Tel
29% Swift
29%
Gillette
48% Texaco
29%
Goodrich 28% Texas Irs 122%
Goodyear 29 Unictii Oil 36%
Gt No Ry 40% Un Pac
44y4
Gneyhnrf I6V4 TJ S Steel 34%
Gulf Oil 30V4 Wesg El
57%
Homesk 16% Wlworth
87%

Hill and Larry Overskel both
had sizzling second halves
against the Aztecs, with Hill hited tonight. In fact, I'd say if
second period and Overskel sink' ;¦ " 7
ing 13 of his 18.
played
about
as
well as
"We
I expected we would," Fitch
said, "But I wouldn 't want to
go tod many
games without Ollie." ' ¦
The Gophers tangle with Bowling Green Friday at the .Motor
City Tournament in Detroit, and
Fitch was not optrnistic.
"They're going to be tough ,
real tough," he said , "and I'd
certainly hate to go. against
them with the team we startNEW YORK (AP) —Three ed tonight. In fact , I'd say if
Individual champidns will be in we can't go with Ollie, we're
action this weekend In the Na- not going to win it."
tional Football League playoffs
but the top ground gainer, Gale Fitch said he was pleased
Sayers of the Chicago Bears, with the performance of sophoand the leading passer, Sonny more Jerry;Pyle, who came off
Jurgensen of Washington , and the bench to replace Tom Mastop receiver, Dan Abramowicz terson and score 13 points.
"He's coming along real
of New Orleans, will be idle.
WELCOME TO MINNESOTA . . . Members of the Los
some cold-weather practice before taking on the Minnesota
well," said Fitch. "He'll maloe
Fred Cox of Minnesota who a real tdush player some day."
Angeles Rams load belonging on bus along side a big pile
Vikings Saturday in National Football League's Western
led the scoring with 121 points Fitch said his team's reaction
of snow: Tuesday night after the team's arrival in the Twin
Conference playoff championship in the Twin Cities, (AT
on 26 field goals and 43 extra to a 3an Diego press was disCities irom Los Angetles. The Rams arrived early to get in
Photofax)
points Will match kicks "with appointing. The Aztecs forced
Bruce Gossett of Los Angeles, Minnesota into several turnovwho finished : third with 102 ers early in the second half , but
points, Saturday In Minnesota failed to convert the errors into
for the Western Conference ti- a scoring threat.
tle. Alvin Haymond of Lds An- "We're going to have to look
geles, the punt return champ a lot better than that ," Fitch
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Little All-American Bradshaw years against No. l ranked Tex- the Gator Bowl (NBC-TV , with a 13.2-yard avera ge, also said. "We're going to see the
will be on hand.
Mike Phipps and Terry Brad- of Louisiana Tech.
as in the Cotton Bowl, Michigan Noon-EST).
press everywhere we go from
Mel Renfro, Dallas' free safe- now on."
shaw, two of college football's A top-flight quarterback re- takes on Southern California in
Gordon Slade, a less heralded ty who led the NFL with IC infinest senior quarterbacks, will portedly is top priority for the the Rose Bowl, second-ranked
be in the Christmas Day spot- Bears , who are to flip a coin Penn State meets Missouri in quarterback standout with a 61 terceptions, will be in action Fitch laid he switched his
light at Miami, Fla., as the with the Pittsburgh Steelers to the Orange Bowl and Mississip- per cent Completion mark, is against Cleveland in the East- team from a man-to-man to a
North-South All-Star Game ush- determine who picks first in the pi tackles Arkansas in the Sugar Davidson's chief hope to engi- ern Conference title game Sun- zone defense in the second: half ,
''because they were picking us
day at Dallas.
Bowl.
ers In a holiday season bowl upcoming pro draft.
apart, "
Dave
Lee
of
Baltimore
led
neer
a
Tangerine
Bowl
upset
the
bash.
The zone had its biggest efpunters
in
the
final
averages
The
North-South
contest,
to
be
After
Phipps,
Ihe
Heisman
over Toledo, which finished the
Professional bird-dogs, includfect on Gary Schneider , the 645,3
with
(ABC-TV
yards
and
Bobby
Wiltelevised
nationally
,
Trophy
runner-up,
and
Brad10-0—
joining
regular
season
at
ing Chicago Bears' Coach Jim
of Detroit topped the kick- fcfot-6 Aztec forward/ Schneider
Dooley, will be on hand at the 4:30 p.m., EST) kicks off a full shaw, blue chip quarterback in Texas, Penn State and San Die- liams
off return men with an average had nine points In the first half ,
activity
.
weekend
of
post-season
major
the
small
college
ranks,
go
at
go
State
as
the
only
where
Phipps.
Orange Bowl,
but was held to one basket
of 33.1 yards.
Purdue's All-American Signal Toledo's unbeaten Mid*Ameri- each other at Miami Thursday , teams with perfect regular sea- Sayers led in rushing with through most of the second half.
caller, directs the North attack can Conference champs tangle the spotlight shifts to Saturday 's son marks.
1,032 yards in a fine ctfnuetiack Schneider finished the night
meeting,
against a South squad led by with Davidson^ the Southern East-\Vest
from knee surgery, winning by with 18 points, scoring three
y Heisman winner Steve Owens
Conference kingpin, iFriday
90 yards over Dallas' Calvin more baskets late in the game.
night ln the Orlando, Fla., of Oklahoma , his All-American
Hill. Leroy Kelly of Cleveland, San Diego trailed by as .much
running
mate,
Bob
Anderson
of
Tangerine Bowl. There are
the champ the last two years, as 15 points in the second half,
three games set for Saturday— Colorado, and San Diego State
finished seventh after a slow looking cold and disorganized
tbe
quarterback
Dennis
Shaw
,
the East-West Shrine Classic at
after being delayed several
start due to injuries.
Palo Alto, Calif., the Blue- nation's total offense leader, are NEW YORK (A - A final Abramowldz won his title on httors at Chicago's O'Hare InGray clash at Montgomery, the big men for a powerful West word on the Green Bay Pack* the last day and finished with 73 ternational Airport because of
squad.
the weather,
catches for l OiB yards.
Ala., and the Jacksonville, Fla.,
BIG NINE
Quarterback Harry Gonso and ers' National Football League Jurgensen .was the top quar- The game began more
Gator
Bowl
Scrap
between
W L
WL
running back John Isenbarger, record for 1969: Injured Bart terback on a combination oil his an hour and a half late . than
1 J Tennessee and Florida.
Rocheltor JM » 0 Alb«rt Let
both of Indiana , and All-Ameri- Starr".:was - the best statistical 62 percentage 7 of completions,
o *
4 0 N\ankal6
WINON*.
0 4
Vir4 o . owatonna South
Carolina
and
West
Redwing
can fullback Jim Otis of Ohio standard bearer for the falter- 3.4 percentage of interceptions,
¦ ¦'
0 4
I -1 Rod). Mayo .
Austin
ginia collide in the Peach Bow] State lead the East stars in the ing team's image.
1 I:
Faribault
22 touchdown passes arid 7.02
at Atlanta next Tuesday and the annual charity clash (ABC-TV, - The league's final pre-playoff yard average gain. He became
RED WING, Minn. (AP) breakdown of individual leaders the first jpasscr ever to top 3,000
One conference game was Astro-Bluebotinet Bowl attrac- 4:30 p.m., EST).
David Graven, one of the six
played Tuesday night and it tion on New Year's Eve pits The devastating sophomore finds no Packer among the 10 yards five times with 3,102
Democratic-Farmer-Labor cansent Red Wing into a . second hometown favorite Houston aerial combination of John leaders in the four main cate- yards.
didates for governor, spoke on
place tie with Winona, a half against Auburn, one of the Reaves ahd Carlos Alvarez will gories, with the sole exception
dissent and protest at Red Wing
game behind the league-leading Southeastern Conference power be Florida's big weapon against of Starr.
Tuesday night.
Rochester JM Rockets. R e d teams.
the once-beaten Vols' rugged de- The quarterback , having miss- Alumni game is set
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Quar- "Just because you are proWing handed Owatonna its On Jan. 1, Notre Dame makes fensive unit, keyed by All-Amer- ed several weeks of play be- for Spring Grove
terbacks Boman Gabriel of Los testing doesn't m ake it right,"
fourth straight conference set- its first bowl appearance in 43 ican linebacker Steve Kiner , in cause of wounds, was ranked
No. 2 in passing, although he SPRING GROVE, Minn. CSpe- Angeles and Joe Kapp of Min< said Graven. "Dissent is not an
back, a 75-45 whiplash.
threw three hah than half the cial) — The Spring Grove High nesota today were named to end in itself."
That game saw Dan Meyers
number of passes thrown by the School Lettermen's Club will guide the West against the East "Civil disobedience today is a
push 17 points through the hoop
next least-active member of the sponsor an alumni faculty bas- In the 20th annual Pro Bowl dangerous weapon, " the Univerfor Red Wing. Teammate Tom
category's leading 10.
Techter helped out with an adketball game Tuesday, Dec. 30, football game Jan, fi In sity of Minnesota law professor
Memorial Coliseum.
Starr threw 148 times and in the nigh school gym.
ditional IB. The Wingers shot a
added. "It pre-supposes actions
completed 92, for 1,161 yards Two games are scheduled for Eight Minnesota Vikings and outside the law. "
warm 54 percent for the conand nine touchdowns.
the night, The opener at 7 p.m. seven Rams were selected on He said, "Public tolerance of
test and now sport an over-all
Sonny Jurgensen of Washing- will send the alumni of 1968-69 the 34 man team by National civil rights rioting and marches
record of 6-0.
ton was the leading passer, com- against the alumni of 1068-68-67. Football League coaches and would be very low today bepleting 274 out of 442 tries for Following that game at 8 the game management.
cause the issues are not very
Winona Ski Club
3,102 yards and 22 touch- p.m., the employes of Co>ntrol Gabriel, recently voted by clear anymore and the consendowns. The NFL rates the lead- Data face tho faculty.
Tho Associated Press as Most sus of support is unlikely, "
sets vacation slate
ing passers on a formula that A dance sponsored by the Valuable Player ln the NFL, Graven said he feels "the
The Winona Ski Club, Inc.,
includes percentage of comple- Lettermen's Club follows the Will be making his third straight string is also running out for
announces that skiing will be altions, percentage of intercep- game.
appearance in the Pro Bowl, those who say they break laws
¦
lowed on their slopes in East
tions, touchdowns and average
He relieved Earl Morrall of because of pure motives , "
Burns , Valley during the entire
gains.
i
Baltimore last year and led the The DFLer, speaking before a
Pro basketball
Christmas vacation b r e a k
No Packer made the top 10
West to a 10-7 victory .
club meeting, 'said that ho perNBA
through Jan . 4 .
In scoring, pass receiving or
This will be Kapp's first ap sonally offers a full-scale deTUESDAY'S RESULTS
The ski tow,will operate from
ground gaining.
San Diego IIS, Loi Angelas lot,
pearance.
fense of the American political
San Pranelico 119, Siatlla US.
1 to 5 p.m each day. Available
Gale Sayers of the Chicago system .
Boston
117,
Chicago
112.
RIDES FOUR WINNERS
facilities Include a new parking
Bears , voted Back of the Game "In the final analysis , what
GAMES
MIAMI CAP) _ Apprentice No B'moiTODAY'S
area and hrge warming buildscheduled.
in 1067 and 15)60 , missed last happens to the ideas of men is
THURSDAY'S
GAMES
jockey
Charley
Maffeo
rode
four
ing, rest rooms and refreshyear 's game because of a kneo not the result of laws but the
Philadelphia at Baltimore.
winners at Tropical Park Tues- San
ments. Memberships will be
Francltco ll Cincinnati.
GARY CUOZZO
JOE KAPP
Injury but will be on hand for spirit of those laws ," Graven
day.
Detroit it NIW York.
sold at the slope.
He's No. 2
the 1070 engagement.
He's No. 1
Bcuon it Phoanlx,
said.
Only Jim Brown of the CleveABA
TUESDAY'S RESULT!
land Browns won three such HOCKKV RUSSIANS WIN
Plttiburgh 10S, Kentucky too.
OTTAWA (AP ) - The touring
awards.
Carolina 115, Ntw York 10t .
Denvir 101, Dlllai H.
"Veteran of the West team will Russian national hockey team
TODAY'S OAMES
be llnnbacker Maxle Baughan defeated the Ottawa 67s of the
No gamai ichtduled,
THURSDAY 'S OAMES
of tho Rams , who will be ma- Ontario Hockey Association 8-3
Loi Anoalti al Kentucky.
king his ninth appearance. Only ln an exhibition came Tuesday
Was hington at Plllatiurgn.
¦
Johnny Unitas and Glno> Mar- night. Zvgeny Zlmln led tho
chettl of the Baltimore Colts Russians with thr<!o goals.
victory gave tho Soviet a
College boskotbal I
and Leo Nomellini of tho San 3-2The
won-lost record on their CaBAST
apwith
10
Francisco
40crs,
Manhattan 71, Conn. tl.
nadian , tour.
bounds, ' 1
in command , knocked off
pass ior almost 23,000 yards
MINNEAPOLIS ./ri -Bud
pearances , rate ahead of
SOUTH
One
highAbout
his
jum
p
team
after
team.
passes,
eight
in
seasons.
Duko fl, VVlke Porait to.
Baughan.
before
the
Grant , joking
Fiorina »J, Harvard 7S,
Kapp rasps , "I want lo got
light was the 51-3 rampage
Then he came to MinneIn addition to Kapp, the VI.
Centenary *», TCU 51.
196!) N a t i o n a l Football
up
there
for
Over
highly
regarded
Cleveam
last
look.
"
sota ln Grant's first season ,
MIDWBST
kings selected were Gene WashLeague opener , said he
Kent
stata
77, Duqueiru tt.
Kapp ranks high statisticland when Kapp passed for
driving a 1039 La Salle 100
ington , Grad y Alderman , Mick
Niagara 11, Xavlir (Ohio) »,
ally amon g NFL quarterthree touchdowns — two on
miles to training camp.
ought to hold nn election to
MlnoosoU rt, Sin Dlago Stall «*\
Tingelhoff , Carl Eller , Jim
backs.
After
games,
he
his
provoking
jump
passes
li
Cincinnati
Grant went with Cuozzo
determine the starting quar*4, Oaylon 41.
Marshall , Alan Page and Paul
SOUTHWBST
had passed for 18 touchand the third when he callIn the Sept. 21 opener
terback for the Minnesota
Long neacta Stita »1, Lamar Tach 71. Krause.
downs and almost 1,<100
FRIDAY
ed a running play and Inagainst the New "York GiVikings,
FAR WEST
Other Rams named were Dea- MONCONFERENCBUCLA IN, LSU 14.
yards.
stead threw a pass without
ants. The 28-year-old VirGrant , ln his third season
Plne island Holiday Tournament.
southern Cal. tl, St. John'i I t l . y .) St , con Jones, Merlin Olsen, Charlie
ginian , a dental student in
even telling his teammatesns Minnesota coach , had
Plalnvlaw Holiday "Tournament,
But Grant figures the VikUC Santa Barbara 47, Stan 'ortt 17.
Bob
Brown
and
Tom
Cowan,
Austin
at Br/ilnerd Invitational.
Joe
the
off-season,
,
passed
for
T
O
U
R
N
A
M
R
N
T
S
two top candidates
Cleveland Coach Blanton
ings are a two-quarterback
Mack.
IU« BOWL CLAS3ICtwo touchdowns but the VikKapp and Gary Cuozzo.
team.
Collier seid , "Joe Kapp is
Chimplonahlpi
SATURDAY
The West loads In the series.
ings lost 24-23 In the final
Texat-B I Paao !«, Mluourl 71,
Cudzzo, a seventh year
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This Week's
Basketball

Kessinger signs

Basketball
Scores

I

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)—Wheat
receipts Tuesday 230 year ago
81; trading basis unchanged ;
prices 1 lower; c a s h spring
wheat basis, No. 1 dark northern 11-17 protein 1.735/8-2.06%.
Spring wheat one cent premium each lb. over 58-61 lbs;
Spring wheat one cent discount
each % lb under 58 lbs.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
1.63%-1.97%
Minn-S.D. No, 1 hard winter
1.58%-LB2%,V:
No. 1 hard amber durum ,
choice L81 1.65; discounts, amber 2-3 ; durum 5-7.
Corn Nd , 2 yellow 1.11%*1.12H.
Oats no. 2 extra heavy white*
63-67.
Barley, cars 81, year ago 78;:
good to cholco 90-1.14; low to Intermediate 95-1.10; feed 76-94.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.30V4.

Livestock
SOUTH , ST . PAUL, Minn. M- —(USDA >
—Calllo 2, 000; calves 2O0 ; small supply
ilaughtar Bteirs and nllfcrs fully steady*
cowa fully itmdyi built, scarce; veatars
and ilaughtnr calvis altacly; toeders COhilonad to weekly auction; mostly nigra
Cholco 1,* 35-1,160
Ib tlflughtcr stairs.
38.75; Avernflo to ' hint) cholco 850-1,3JO)
Ibs 28.50; other cholco 750-UOO Ibs 37,55
to 2»."5f mixed high nood and cholc»
34 .75-27.35; high choice ViiO and 1,047 Its
slaughlnr MHIeri 28 .00; high choice 9401,040 Ibi 27 ,75; othlr cholco 850-1,050
Ibs 36.35-?/.50i mixed high good and
cholca lt .fr0-21.50i ullllly nnd <oinm«rel»l
itaunhtor cowi 20. 00-21 .oo ,' canner «nd
cutlur 17.S0-30.O0; not anough ilaughtar
bulls lo
fslabllsh
quotations;
cholca
cholca slaughter calvai 2a.0O-30.00; good
vealon
39.00-42.00;
good
*S.0O-39.00»
3) .00-31.00.
Moot 3,300 ; bnrrouvt and gltt i very active, 25 cuiti to mostly jo c»nti higher/
demand broad; 1-3 1902-<S Ibi 2B .5O-S9.00*
3-3 VUl-Ui Ibs J0.25-J8.SO; 3-4 24O-240 lbs
37.5O .20.5O; 240-210 Ibi 36 .50-27.50 | 3-4 210300 Ihs ?5 . 50-34.50; sows stendy to strong*
IV! 2(10-400 Ibi 21.3O-32.i0i t l .
23,35; 1-9
4OO-650 lbs 20 .50-31. 1 . If .tr plgi steady 1
1-3 120-140 Ihs 24 .SO75S0; btwiri steady .
Sheep 300; all
represented clasita
st'-nc/y; rholce and pi Irne 85-1 10 Ib wooled alaughtir Iambi 27,50-78,50 ; good and
cholco
3J*,no-3«.00| ¦ utility
and
good
slaughter awes 4 JO-7.5O1 few lots choices
MUS Ib *t«d<>ri J»,5C.3?,O0; »5-^J lbs ?7.5t>JPMn,
f.HICAr.o i*i . ( U S O A) - . Hngs 2,500 )
butcher! qenerally »Hady to 25 cant-a
higher; 1-2 lorted 200-325 lbs bulchlr-a
29,75 29 .75 ; 71 head sorted 710-215 Iba
JO OO; 1-3 190 740 Ibi 28.S0-39.3S; 2-3 13»351 Ibs 27 ,5058.50; 7-4 310-27D Ibs 24 ,3037 ,50; 3-4 270290 Ibt 35 .30-21.50; sow a
Uearty to JO cents lnwi*o 1-3 <0(MJ0 lbs
27.75-27.75;
l-l 450 SOO Ihs 31 , 35-72.35; J- 3
SOfl 550 lb-< 30 , 75-71.35.
Cattle n SOO i ca lvai none ,- slaughter
steers una hellers 50 cents lilfjhrr; prlrp*a
1,200-1,400 Ih slaughter steers yield grld a
] and « J9 . 5n-30.0O; mixed hloh choice
end prima 1,100-3 , 400 lbs
29,25-30 ,0O|
cholre 950-1,150 Ihs yield nrnrio 3-4 28,7529,75; choice 1,150 I 3S0 Ibs yield grad e
3 and 4 39.50-29 ,35; mixed good an-d
cholco Jt. 00-28 .75; high cholco nnd prima
tOO-1.050 Ib ilauahtir heifers 28 .75-29 ,0O|
choice 850.1,025 Ihs yield grade 7--< 28,00.
28, 50; mixed gond and cholco 27,00-27,73,
Sheep lflO; not enough of any class for
an adcgunl* price lest,

Nomvrni WINS TOIWNFY

MONTREAL (AP) — Norwich
won tho Mont real l,o-vol a Centennial Basketball Tcfurnament
by def«ntinR tho Loyola Warriors Tiiosclav IflfUW. * Paul Wvsocki Ird Norwich with 27
points.
BraiKlols took third plnce by
tifntinn; McGill inn-nr? , led by
Tom AuR usl' s '27 -mints.

Walto n League
files suit to
stop exploration

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The ( profits.
Isaak Walton League -of Ameri- i The legal action was brought
ca filed suit in federal district |to keep George W. St. Clair,
Jackson Heights, N.Y. contrao
court yTuesdajr seeking an in- tor, from utilizing his, mineral
junction to stop mineral explora- rights in the Boundary 7 Waters
tion of an area that a "New York Canoe Area (BWCAV in northbusinessman says may -yield eastern Minnesota.
him as much as $350 million in I St. Clair, who says he has
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mineral rights to 30,000 to 33,000
acres in the million-acre BWCA ,
has said he intends to begin
moving heavy equipment irto
the area in the next few weels.
He intends to conduct exploratory drilling for minerals on the
land he controls.
St. Clair said profits from a
rich nickel-copper lode indicated in exploratory drilling last
summer could run from $75 million to $350 million per parcel,
depending on the richness of the
:
ore.
Robert Herbst, executive director of the Walton League,
said the case -will be a landmark for conservationists, even
more so than the group's "Save
the California Redwoods" campaign a few years ago.
The motion for the injunction

will be heard by Federal District Judge Philip Neville Jan.
14 at Duluth, Minn .
Chief counsel for the plaintiff's
will be Raymond Haik, Minneapolis attorney who is also national president ol the league.
7 The U.S. Forest Service, which
owns and manages the BECA,
has said . it will use whatever
means necessary to block St.
Clair's efforts to begin such
drilling.
'
" ¦
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Wally Bunker led Kansas City
Royal pitchers last season with
12 victories. The ex-Baltimore
Oriole lost 11 times.He completed lfl of 31 starts for the. expansion team.
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ly Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY

1

Leonard J. Tschumper
119 Main Open Fri. to 9 P.M. Sat. to 10 P.M.
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7 By Dal Curti*

REX MORGAN; M.D.
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WriHen in America's
Top Rated Company
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! for SAVING I
MONEY
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(. 'ot Spending It)

|• Now you can get the same valuable S&H
Green Stamps for savings money that you get
|
|
' for spending it! Yes, "Fidelity " gives S&H
I<4 Green Stamps every time you make a deposit
ii In your passboolt savings account — up to 800
|Green Stamps at tho rate of l si amp for each
I $1.00 deposited. In addition . Fidelity pays Uw
%
% highest passbook snvinRs rate in Winona — a
generous 4V4 % dividend compounded twice a
|
year.
1
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By Saunders and Ernst

BLACK SANTA . . .Leonard Eggleston, 63, a retired |
\ factory worker, is perhaps the only Negro Santa Claus in J
? Ohio. Here Leonard talks to Jeffrey Brown. There has :\
|
\ never been a racial problem . among white children or f
1
I their parents who came to see Thim. (AP Photofax)

More Dwelling

:

MARY WORTH

i

TIGER

By Bud Blako

PRETTY SANTA VISITS THE ZOO . . . Ruth Alio- \
way, an animal handler at the Columbus Zoo , dresses up j
like Santa Claus and pays a visit to Emmy and Oscar, j
brother and sister gorillas. The animals got dressed up
for her visit. Emmy, almost two, and Oscar, five-months , ]
are offspring of Colo, the first gorilla to be born in captwity.' (AP Photofax)
¦
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DENNIS THE MENACE

GRIN AND BEAR IT

* THIS IW TOMORROW M0PMIN' W/H, 66 NOPEmi.
*AM' DADWILL FEEL .BWd A500T 7HB eWHWCOVl / *

". . . Our office party •wai going great . Dear, until It*
National Guard butted in ana broko it up!.."

|
I

FIDELITY I
Savings & Loan Ass'n.

j

Professional Bldg
j
1 172 Main St.
llW!llttffi4^»*!^p«)^!w«¦W!^!S'¦?¦^'f''•'',•'¦ '¦¦"' .' <¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦"¦:¦¦ A;ArA ' y?r:mms!mA:

I
|
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Have You Time
to Knock on

!

22,000 Doors?

|

LET A
WANT AD
DO IT FOR YOU!

;
i

s

CALL 452-3321

j

FIEDLER THE "SPARK" CELEBRATES . . . Arthur
I
Fiedler, Boston Pops orchestra conductor , gets behind
;
li
tlie wheel of ono of two fire engines outside his homo
I
to greet him on his 75th birthday. Fiedler , a long time fire
v
buff , was driven in a Brookline pumper to his Boston office.
« The other was an anti que 1938 engine, purchased by his
| family in New Hampshire and presented to the maestr o*
on the occasion. Something hp always wanted they said.
(AP Photofax )
yy
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ji By AP NEWSFEATtrRES
ySince the first drinking baby
dolls were invented more than a
geheration ago, doll makers
have gone to great lengths to
tproducft dolls that "do something." This season's batch is

Wilkinsonto
coordinate
action plan

WASHINGTON (AP) — Presldent Nixon announced Monday
that Charles B. "Bud" Wilkinson
¦will coordinate the administration's voluntary action program .
Wilkinson, a former Oklahoma football coach , will become
president of the National Center
ior Voluntary Action, a privately funded, nonprofit , nonpartisan organization. He will contihme as special consultant to President Nixon.
Wilkinson, a native of Minneapolis, told a news conference
at the White House that his role
is to coordinate the government
jrogram with the new national
center.
He said George Romney, secretary of housing and urban development, will continue to be
the head of the Office of Voluntary Action,
Wilkinson said the new center
hopefully will motivate more
people, both young and old, to
work in voluntary programs. He
said ' the center will try to
strengthen programs that are
under way now and hopes there
will be a great increase in small
programs, y
Wilkinson, 53, is a former
quarterback at the University
of Minnesota and former coach
of the University of Oklahoma
football team from 194? to 1964.
As a special consultant to the
President this past fall he was
paid on a per diem basis. He
said he is going off the government payroll and will be paid
by the new center.

Trusthusters
begin study
of'giants'

WASHINGTON (AP) - Government trusthusters have initiated a study to determine
what , 'f anything, should be
done about the entrenched economic power of industrial
giants.
Confirming this in an inherview, Asst. Atty. Gen. Richard
W. McLaren emphasized that
officials are proceeding cautiously .
"Afler all, tWs Is a very difficult and delicate situation , "
McLaren said. "If you 're going
to break up companies, you've
got to consider the effect on the
labor force, the national defense
and other factors.
"It's just not something you
rush into," he added.
An antitrust task force named
by former President Lyndon B.
Johnson recommended an attack on oligopolies—market situations dominated by a few
large entrenched firms—last
year.
But McLaren , chief of the Justice Department's antitrust division, saw moro of a threat in
mergcr-mindcd
conglomerate
corporations that were rapidly
swallowing up other companies.
He filed lawsuits challenging
severa l huge combines, and the
merger pace slowed. But he acknowledged other influences, including the stock market situation and threatened congressional action , aftocted the movement.
Reviewing tlie government
complaints against conglomerates , McLaren snid none was
chnllcnRed simply because it
was a conglomerate-type merger. "We only attacked those we
felt wore anticompetitive under
existing law ,'* he said.
Tho nntitnist. chief suggested
this policy of attacking big company rruorgers and acquisitions
of leading firm s in a particular
market, ''will result in deconccntralion " of tho nation 's economic power.

especially talented.
One contender for nearly human behavior honors is Baby
Kick. When her aim is squeezed
she kicks her leg out—just like
a human infant. Another doll
brings her hand up to her puckered lips and throws a kiss,
complete with a realistic kissing
sound when a string in ler back
is pulled; Both movements are
achieved without the aid of batteries.

Carrying Hfe-lilce action even
further , there's PUter Patty.
When a little girl presses her
ear to this doll's breast, she can
hear a heartbeat.
A Busy Baby series includes a
doll that rides a velocipede and
another that inflates a balloon.
Dolls with sellable hair set a
new record with hair right down
to the toes. There's a new walking doll that can be jiggled into
talking, giggling and ; moving
her head from side to side. Another talented baby waves her
arms when a whistle is blown.
Baby Know-It-All jump s with
joy or shakes her head when
pictures are shown on a magic
slate.
Alongside the innovative baby
dolls, there are the old favorites
that have delighted little girls
for decades. But even here,
there are innovations. Perhaps
the most classic doll of all, Raggedy Ann, the cuddly rag doll
now is available in miniature.
It's two inches tall and comes in
the clear plastic handle of ax
umbrella. The doll can be taken
out of the handle and •worn like
a charm.
In th* teen-age doll category,
there are a number of novelties.
Flower darlings , for example,
carry scented bouquets.
Black dolls, and boy dolls are
more Lr evidence. A teen-age
prototype, Ken, speaks in a baritone. voice.
In tune with rock 'n' roll Is
Swingy, a 30 inch miniskirted
blonde, who swings her arms
and moves her head from side
to side as she rocks to the beat.

He flies in search
of ra re woodpeckers
and deer hunters

Want Ads
Start Here
,

N O T it I

Thli n«Mpaper will bi responsible
for only ona Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement published In the Went Ad section. Check:
your ad and call 452-3321 If a correction mult' be ma<Je.

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FQR-

D-J, 9, W, i7, 41, a. -\

'
- -' .
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(First Pub. Wednesday, Dee, 17, 1»«?)
State ot Minnesota ) si,
County o-l Winona
) In Probale Court
No. 16,971
In R* Eslati Of
Lawrence J. Daley, D«ted«nt.
Order lor Hearing en final Account
and Petition fer Distribution.
Tha representative of tha above named
estata having tiled her final account and
petition for settlemgnt and allowance
thereof and for distribution lo tha persons thereunto entitled;.
IT is ORDERED/ That lha heerlng
thereof be hod on Jsnuary 13, 1970, at
10:4J o'clock A.AA „ before this Court In
Ihe profcate courl room In Ihe court
house In Winona, Minnesota , and that
notice hareol be given by publication ol
Ihls order In The Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law .
Dated December 15, 1969.
S, A. Snwyer,
Probale Judge.
(Probnle Court Seal)
Streater ^ Murphy,
Brosnahan t, Landlord,
Attorneys lor Petitioner.
IPIrst

Pub. Wednesday, Dec. 17, 1969)

Slate ol Minnesota ) sj,
County ol Winona
) In Probale Court
No, l(,59l
In Ra Bitate of
Roia Spencer , alio known as Rosa N,
Spencer, and as Mrs. Wilton L.

Spencer, Sr„ Decedent

Order lor Hearing an Final Accounl
an«l Petition for Distribution
The representative of the abovo narntd
estata having filed hia final account and
pollllon for settlement and allowance
thereof and tor distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January }0, 1970, at
11:00 o' clock A.M., before this Court In
the probata court room In thn court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notlca hereot be olvw by publication of
this order In The tVfnona Dally Newa
nnd by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated Dicember lj. 1»J» ,
S. A. Sawyer,
Probalt Judga.
(Probata Court Sail)
Harold J, Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner,
Pub,, Wednesday, Dec. 10, 19«f)
Stale of Mlnnisota I n,
Counly ol Winona
) In probale Courl
No, It.W
In Re Bital* Ol
Laa » . Kemp, Decadent.
Order lor Heerlng in Interim Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estata having tiled |ts Int erim account
and petition lor settlement and allowance
thereol and (or distribution to the peraons (hereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED , That fhe hearing
thereof be had on January* 13, 1*70 , at
10:30 o'clock A.M., befora thli Court
in tht probate courl room In tht courthoust in Winona, Minnesota, and lhat
notlct hereof ba oh/en by publication
of thla order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed nollce as provided by
law.
Doled December I, l»M .
S, A , Sawyer ,
Probate Judge ,
Seal)
(Probnle Court
Streater , Murphy,
Bromafian fc Langford,
Attorneys- for Petitioner.

7 Wanted—Livestock

MERRr CHRISTMAS and • HAPPY
NEW YEAR from tha AMERICAN LEGION CLUB, - y
•TIS THE DAY before Chrlstmai, no
more can you wa it . . . If yoo weren't
here fay three, you are already too late l
Personal Loans for Chrlttmas shopping
were available at the Installment Loa n
Department of MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

Best Wishes

' ¦

Auto Service, Repairing

49 Coal,Wood, Othtr Fuel

Farm Implements

48 Furn., Rug*, LimoUum

BAURESI wish to thank everyone . who remembered me wllh cards, gifts, calls and
visits while I was at Community Memorial Hospital. It was greatly app reciated! Special thanks to the Priests
of St. Stan's, Or. Degalller. and -the
nurses.
Mrs. Millard Baure*
OLSON—
We Wish to express our heartfelt thanks
to our neighbors, friends and relatives
for their expressions of sympathy during our sorrow, the loss ol our beloved son Marlln . Special thanks to R«v.
G. H. Huggenvlk for his words of comfort/ the orgenlst at Centra l Lutheran
¦ Church, singers Gordon and Kermlt
Selke, tha pallbearers; also Winona Junior High Room 10W, fellow workers
at Peerless Chain Co., Pickwick School
Children, School Board, ladles of -tha
PTA and all who contributed to tha
memorial fund through cards and letters or assisted us. In any way.
Mr.
. Mrs. Ralph Olson a. Family

flood telecHon for any room S1.99 each .
SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel. 4S* _ W.

FITZG.ERALD SURGE
Sails (. Service
Lawlslon, Mln-n.
Tel. «0i

Hi BRASS FINISHED pole lamp, 3
bullets, vwlth
walnut
switch, $10 .
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd 4
Franklin. Open eve ry evening until 9.
Park behind the sHrt.

- " Carl-Kool Bulk Tanks
Sales—Service
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
355 E. 4th
Tel. 452-5532

1
0

MAIER—
I sincerely want - to thank everyone
who sent cards and visited me-during
my recent illness at .Community Memorial Hospital. Special thanks to the
nurses, nurse aides, and Dr. Anderson
for their excellent care and thoughtfulness . Holiday Greetings to all.
Mrs. Otto Maier

stump removal, spraying, etc Free
estimates. Blong'i Tree Service, Winona. Tel . 454-5311.

For clogged stewers and drains.

Tel. 453-950? or 452-M34 1-year guarantee

Jerri's Plumbing Service
Tel. 452-9394

Frank O'Laughlin
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WYSOCKIWa wish to extend our . most sincere
WAITRESS WANTED - rrsust b» 31. NEW fashion colors ar« Sue's delloht.
thanks to neighbors, friends and relaApply at The Pizza Hut after I er Tel:
She keeps her carpet colors bright,
tives *or their many acts , ol klnless
:
454-ri93.
with Blue Lustre ! Rent electric shimand sympathy In the death ol our bepooer SI. Robb Bros. Store.
loved Mother and Grandmolher. We WOMAN OR GIRL wanted for full-time
Dittman,
particularly thank
Msgr.
work In retail ' store. Apply In parson. MAY ALL that Christmas stands for. Its
Msgr. Feiten and the personnel of the
Great Winona Surplus Store.
friendliness -and cheer. Its deep and
Sauer Home for their loving care. We
hea rtfelt happiness,
be wilts
you
thank the choir, the pallbearers, those WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
throughout tJie year. B e V B ELEC'
who sent floral, memorial and spiritual
Harding Beauty School, r« vv, 3rd.
TRIC,
155
E.
3rd.
ollerlrvgs and food. Special thanks to
the friends who served lunch.
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER In Wi- NYLON QUILT fabrics, 44" wide, your
Mr. & Mrs. William Busse 8, Family
nona: shop, all modern equipment, top
choice of solid colors. NOW ONLY Wc
salary, fringe benefits. Stat* experience
yd. CINDERELLA SHOPPES, Mh and
and qualifications. Write DU bally
Mankato or *4 on tha Plaia W.
In M«moriam
' News. . . - . .;.
LOOKING for USED FURNITURE, dishBABYSITTER — In my home, weekdays
es, lamps, picture frames, other misIN MEMORY of Mrs. Lorraine Lletha,
8-5, prefer mldd le-age woman, i small
cellaneous Itertts? Try CADY'S, W. Sth.
who passed away Feb. 9, 1969:
children. In Goodview location. Tel.
In fond memory ol our deer Mother
4S1- .03 after 5:30.
ONE PAIR «W bools, mlze 7. Tel. 454and Grandmother this Christmas hol3305. . y
iday ; Soma have found and taken companionship such a short time after
BLACK AND white Motorola console TV,
departure bui our loving memories ol
¦ you shall never be forgotten.
1956, «5. Ve ry good condition. Tel. 4526S1S. " y
Sadjy Missed by
Son, Daughter-ln-Law and
ZENITH COLOR and black end white
Grandchildren
TVs, stereos . Nice selection to choose
from. You can save, foo at FRANK
IN LOVING MEMORY of
LILLA *¦SONS, 7(1 B. Blh. Open iveCharles R- Wood.
"InflS- ¦
A fattier loved who now Is gont,
Still with love In our hearts belong'USED ELECTRIC stoves, J15; used ' reRemembered and missed forevermore,
frigerator,' separata freezer door, S75:
By his daughter, son-in-law and
For further Information Tel. 452-tMO.
granddaughters four. '
Luey
Sadly missed by daughter
SPOTS before your eyes—bn your new
V
and Family
carpet—remove them with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1. H. Choate
beloved
our
IN LOVING MEMORY of
«• Co.
son, Brian Donald Cummings, who pass- Mala — Jobs of Interest—27
Day.
ed away 3 years ago Christmas
CO/vVPLETE KITCHEN remodeling with
darling
where
our
grave,
Dear Is tha
top quality
Dura-Supreme Gablnats
Is laid,
,„ TRUCK DRIVER - rural dellvery7ApOak or blrcn, your crsolce. IJ different
ply 162 E. 2nd, ask tor Stan Smith.
Sweat Is the memory that nevir will
styles, your choice. 7 different finishes,
¦¦ - . ¦
¦• .
- fade, ¦ ¦
.
your, choice. Sea our display. Free esSINGLE OR MARRIED farm help, must
His little soul, so pure and sweet.
timates. Sta ndard Lumber Co., 350 W.
s
feet.
Saviour
'
ba
at
the
herdsm
an.
Top
wages,
Tel.
Insood
Will blossom
3rd. Til. 45*-3373.
dependence, Wis., 9BS-3476,.
Sadly missed by.
Mommy S. Daddy,
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL, Motorol a 23" con
Sisters, Twin Brother and' Brother
sole color
TV. $449. Easy terms
SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1671 W. Sth
Over the road drivers fo operate dleiel
IN LOVING MEMORY of
siml-equlpment. Runs usually consist of
.
Charles R. Wood.
5 to 10 days and always end at the. noma
My husband, 1 year ago you left
terminal. Minimum age Is S3. Salary avmy side.
' Speakers, amplifiers; turntables
erages between SI 0,000 and $11,000 a year.
With our dear Lord you now abide.
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP CO.
smite,
After a thort probation the company '
Your Gentle face, your tender
S4-SI . E. 2nd St.
. Tel. - 452-J045. :
furnishes, through the union, hospitaliAll that made my Ilia worthwh ile.
zation, life Insurance, surgical benefits,
Ona day together again, we 'll be
LAST MINUTE Gift Headquarters ! Men's
eye olasses, dental benefits, paid vacaThroughout all -of eternity.
Travel Kits, SI .98 & up; Norelco Triple
Sadly missed by your wile, Nancy. tion, paid holidays, and retirement plan.
Header Shaver, now S24;88; Lloyds
Apply In Person To .
Table Radios, 2 speakers, now $21.95;
6LLSWORTH FREIGHT LINES, INC.
IN LOVING MEMORY of
Lloyds Walkle Talkie wiih Morse key,
—
l|05'/> Bth Ave., N.E.
Arlen and Marlln at Christmas.
now
$7.95; many other Ideas et
dear,
- Austin, Minnesola
Gone ara tha faces wa loved so
Sllanr are the voices we loved to near.
Too far away for sight or speech
Downtown & Miracle Mall
V/anted—Fern. 29
But not too far for thought to reach. Situations
Sweet to remember those who once
EXECUTIVE or private secretarial posiwere here .
tion wanted, 4 years executive experAnd -who tho' absent ire lust •»„«"¦'•
ience. Tel. Cochrane 248-2674.
Sadly missed by thalr families.

Wanted
Immediately

D aytime Waitress
Apply In Person

Mr7Ts7

1415 Service Drive
Westgate
.

Wlnone
will
Dept., -452-3321. An 18-word notice
be published free for 2 days In an eflort
to bring finder and loser together.

P«r«on«lt

TRUCK DRIVERS

Stereo Com portents

TED MAIER DRUGS

WILL. BABYSIT In my home, weekdays.
727 E. 4th St.

^ Dogs, Pets, Supplies

MERRY CHRISTMAS to all ol you end
a New Year that' s bright and cheerful
too. *W. Betslnger, 227 E. 4th.
Frl.
WE WIL L bo dosed Wed. afternoon ,
end Christmas Day, to be wllh our
families the traditional way. We wish
you -and yours blessings and cheer to
last and to last nil through the year.
MERRY CHRISTMASI RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St.

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Man or woman, your drinking creates
numerous problems. II you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous. Pioneer Group c/o General - Delivery, Winona, Minn., or Tel, 4J4-4410
evenings 7-10.
______
^
A7V\ ERRY MERRY CHRISTMAS
And many, many more.
And In the New Year may you have
All Ihe things you're wishing tori
Ray Meyer «. His Stall
WILLIAMS HOTEL

D A I L Y NEWS
Moil
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

42

PAINT DEPOT
167 Center

KITTENS FREE for good home. 477 E.
Broadway. Tel, 454-3218.
PUPPIES — Mexican Chihuahua,
Terrier cross. Tel. 454-3112.

BRITTANY SPANIEL — mal«, I yin
old- started on birds, Tel. 452-9544.

(First Pub, Wednesday , Dec. 24, 1961)
State of Minnesola
DE PARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE OF CALL FOR BIDI
For Equipment Rental
Horses, Cattle, Stock
43
Bids closet loiCO A.M., January », \ra~
CHO
ICE
HEREFORD
and
Angus
feeder
Minnesota
Rocheittr,
calves, 31, 500 Ibs.r alto Cunningham
Scaled proposals will ba received by
PTO 150 bu, manure spreader, Ilka
the
the commissioner ol Highway! (or
newv.
Loren Flmlan, Cochrane, Wli.
MainArea
the
Stale ol Minnesota, at
Tel, Waumanttese 62M35? .
nt the Deparlmont o
tenance Office
until
Highways «t Rochester, Minnesota,
HOLSTEIN BULl.-my 3-year-old herd
10:00 AM,, January », 1970, tor leasing
sire . Sired by Piny Hill Malorlty and
folbasis
the
rental
on
a
to the State
bullertat d»m In 334
from a 1108 I .
lowing equipment to be used for tha
tiny-,i
also younger bulls. Allen Airsmaintenance of Trunk Highways In Wavoid,
Peterson,
Minn.
basha , Olmsled, Winona, Houston , FMinora and Mower Counties comprising PUR EBRED DUROC boars . Cllllord Hoff,
Maintenance Area AA with hendquartm
Lanesboro, Minn. Tal. Peterson 875-4125,
al Rochesler , Minnesota ,
TABULATION OF BIDS NO, IA-001
PUR- EBRED HAMPSHIRE boars of all
ONE- COMBINATION OF CRAWLER
ages; also bred purebred Hampshire
gil ts, some very close, Will deliver. Lyle
TRACTO R AND ATTACHED FRONTSell, Rt , 1, St'Um, Wis. Tal, evenlnfli
END LOADER WITH OPERATOR: Mini878-4277.
mum «l SO ll.p. with at least lour speeds
controlled
n hydraulic
forward, wllh
loader having r> minimum capacity of NOT ICE. Lanesboro Sales Commission
will broadcast their listings of llveelock
1,0 C,Y„ end Including truck nnd t railer
every Frl, forenoon at 7:30, 9:30 and
The Crawler
for hauling equipment ,
11:30 over that Preston Radio Station
Traclor shall havn been purchased when
KFIL 1060 on your radio dial , Sale
new nllar January I, 1««.
every Frl . starling ttma 17 noon
dn-y
Estimated operating tlma approximateLanesboro Saloi Commission, Tel, cot
ly 1,200 hours of Intermittent use during
led 447-2192.
calend ar yenr 1770.
TABULATION 0» BIDS NO, 4A-M3
SIX
D U M P Poultry, Eg-gt, Supplies
APPROX IMATELY
44
TRUCKS WITH OPERATORS, minimum
truck
Each
SPECIAL NOW
cnpncHy < entile yards.
tarly Order Discounts on DabcocK
shall have burn purchased, when n«w,
Chicks and Brnad-Dreasled Males.
alter January 1, 1961.
ORDER NOW
Trucka will fte cellrd for wor k as
WINONA CHICK HATCHERY
needed during 1970 . Trucks will he uvri
Box 2B3, Tel, 454-5070
for hauling) tan-d and grnvtl, and tor
or 454-1092 Winona
emergency flood conlrol work or riprap wor k,
CHICK'S:
DeKalb,
California
Dirt j . to be «ubmlll*d on an hourly BABY
WTilte, While Ueghorn and olher famous
basis, Bidder may hid In ona proposal
- nlso DoKnlh 20-week-oW
B«efer
Chicks,
trucks
,
on one or morapullets. Send lor our Iree price list now
BIDS MUST BC SUBMITTED ON PROand gat hatch dale you want Inr naxl
POSA L FORMS- SUPPLIED BY THE
sprlno.
S P E L T* CHICK HATCHtgRY,
Prnpn-.al
Inrms
wllh
UNDERSIGNI-O.
Rolllngstone , ,M<rm. lel. Mt-2111 ,
Sprcll Icnlloni tr>ny ha nhlnlnmt without
charge •! Ihe Ar«a MalnKnance Ol46
lie* o| lh« Dep«rlmenl nl Highways , Wanted—Livestock
Rochrsier, Minnesola.
N. T. WA1.0OR,
FEKDBR pios wanted , Alphonse Kokott,
Commissioner .
Arcadia. Ttl. collect 123 Wl.

II

ii ,

69

VELROE BOBCATS
NEW, used end reconditioned tor sale or
rent by ttie hour, day or wtek Yout
Bobcat Dealer-Dakota Heavy Equipment ' Sales Company, * miles west of
. ' Dakota, on Counly Road 12 at Nodine.
Tel. 643-6290. y

Musical Morehandito
FRAMUS I* STRING
used. Tel. 452:6020 .

guitar ,

70
slightly

LOWRGY ORGAN DEALER
New & Used Pianoi, Piano Tuning
Gehrlng 's Electro nic & Music, Inc. :
Lewilston.Mlrin. Tel. 5681..

7

S,

NEEDLES

For All Makes
Of Record Players

IF YOU ARE In the mirK«i for a farm
or home, or are planning to sell r«al
astala ot any type, - 'contact NORTHERN INVESTAAENT COA4PANY, Real
Estata Brokers. Independence, Wis., or
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estata Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.

BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room. Tel. 454-5394.

Frank West Agency

175 tafayetla
Tel. 452-5240 Or 453-4400 after hour*

NEW HOME portable sewing machines,
earn controlled,'tig- lag, on sale, $129.50.
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. Slh- . Sf.

75

MONOGRAAt OIL HEATERS, all sires,
ene-room
to seve n rooms. Liberal
terms and trade allowances-. OAK ¦'$
APPLIANCE, 215 E. Jrd. Tel. 452-I210.

173
E. 2nd

77

Typewriter*

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
aala or rant. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, files or office chairs
LUND TYPEWRITER CO.. Tel. 452-

|*5ism4|i|
Tel.
UJPJglfS) 454-5141

Merry Ghristmas
from

' «2J.,

Wa nted to Buy

81

WM . MILL.ER SCRAP IROM 8. METAi
COVpays highest prlcei for scrap
iron,
".• ¦ ¦ . ¦: '
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturday*
222 W. Jrd
. Tel. U2-20ST
~~
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
fcr scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw tur» and wooll

gefe^t

#
ii REALTOR

QQ CENTER

FURNISHED ROOM with kitchen privileges. Tel. <52-7033:
CENTRAL LV LOCATED - sleeping room
for gentleman only. Separate entrance.
Tel. . 452-6479.

To All Of You
"¦ •;
We Wish
A Holiday Season
Full Of Peace & Joy
From All Of Us

SLEEPING ROOM " with home like atmosphere, linens furnished. Close to
downtown. Tel. 454-1184 or 452-6455.

90

IN FOUNTAIN CITY—first and second
floor . apartment, available at once. Tel.
Fountain Clly 687-3502 .

BOB SELGVER
REALTO R

THREE ROOM par|ly furnished ' apartment with balh, second floor. Available Jan . 17th. For appointment lo iea
Tel. 452-4077, . ' . .

120 Center

Office Space

Available at the Professional Building, 172 Mnin St .
Contact

Wanted—Real Estata

Houses for Rent

Motorcycle!, Bicycle*

121 E. 2nd

107

Molorcycli>s New 6. Used
Complete Paris 6. Service
Winona- La Crosse-- Eau Clalra
ROBU MOTORS, INC.

Snowmobiles

107 A

A R C T I C CAT - 2? h.p., elrclrlc atari ,
IB hours, Tel. Rolllngstone «*>-232*t.
Red Hot RUPP Snow-Sport
S Models on Display
Complete Sales & Sarvlce
Headquarters
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP CO.
34-54 6, 2nd Sf.
Tel. 4J2.M6S
^
WESTGATE GARDENS
Whoellwrse. AMP, traotit, Sales 4,
Service, Accessories, Clothing.

95

FOR SALE, rent or trade. Now 3-hcdroom
home, family roo-m, oarage. At Pickwick. Vacanl. S23.900, -JI40 month .
Three-hc-droom home with garage In
Dakola . S' ,000 ,
175 monlh . CORNFORTH R E A L T V , La Crescent. Tel .
B95-2106.

NEUMANN'S

102

10 - 80 ACRES vimile.it land with sprlno
wanlod. . Contact Jack Strommer, Rl.
1, l.nkevllle , Minn. 3S044. Tel. 612-46J2213.

Merchants Nat 'l Bank
Trust Dept.
Tel. 454-51 BO

IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOIt BARGAINS LOOK FOR

Tel. 452-5351

apartment, nlso
Rolllngstone 689- VALLEY FARM—approximately 300 acrai
wllh good house . Tel, Roltlngitona 68?.2694 .
NEWLY FURNISHED, carpeted apartment for single girls, now available . DUPLEXES WANTED-7el. Rochester
Tel. 687-6291 or 452-3044.
281-8614.

VARIOUS SI2E oil ice, available nn tho
Plara. S flrnemarvSelovcr Co., Tel. 4526066, 452-1347 or 452-2349.

Downtown

Beat the Snow
complete with FULL TRA.VELTOP, 4 cylinder engine,
4-whfeel drive and . M ft.
manual snowplow, A-l condition.

WINONA TRUCK
SERVICE
65 Laird

Tel. 452-4738

Uswi-Cars

109

VOLKSWAGENS - 19«S, anowtlrea and
radio; 1959. new paint |ob, battery, fuel
pump, snowtlres. SOS E.' Sarnia.- ' .
f

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
and
HAPPY
NEW YEAR

To all our Friends and Customers we send sinc«re
wishes (or Yuletide joys.
Thank you for your Past
Patronage.
7 FROM ALL THE
7 EMPLOYES
—at—

Ntw Cars
NO WHERE WILL YOU find a baiter
price on 1970 automobiles than at
Houston Aula Sales, Houston, Minn.
They Invite you to make them prov« Itl

Mobilo Homet,Trailers

OO ONE BETTER
. .
Got Ski Dool
DICK'S MARINB
Latsch Island, Winona
Tel . 452-JBOf

1
1
1

HOMBTTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
MARSHFIELD
SCHULT
4A.K/S MOBILE HOMES, INC.
¦ ¦ ¦
NELSON. VJ1S. .
Many homes to choose from at
COULE E 'MOBILE HOWE SALES
Hwy. I4-6J
.. Winona
Tel. 452-427*

Lr Crosse Mobile Homes
New and Used

ROLLOHOME '
1% Miles S. of City Limits
on Hwy. 14
Lyle Norskog • Hollis Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554

At

91

SMALL FURNISHED
sleeping room. Tel.
9150.

Feiten Impl. Co.

113 Washington

165 W. 2nd

BOB

86

MEW LOWER duplex tor 4 or 5. 530 E.
King. New single beds. Off street parking. Tel. 452-3341 or 455-3771.

$250

Nystrom Motors

W l NONA R EALTY

INCORPORATED)
450 W. 3rd
Tel. «2-3M7

Apartments,Flats

y

All of 7Us at

Sam \Veisrnan & Sons

Rooms Without Meals

H-ton Pioiup
4-speed transmission,
good engine.

BY OWNER — 3 or;4-bedroom rambltr FORD. 1961 rWi lniw^ioor, a standard
at 6S1 W. Belleview. Cloje to schools.
transmission; 1965 T3N. Custom " J0O 4y
y
l,ow 20 s. Tel. 4J4-2177,
. door; 289 V-J, standard transmission,
power steering.•: Ray Jewell, ' Rt. 1,
SEVENTH E: 408-2 bedrooms, la rge
Houston. Tel. Winona 4J4 S571.
kitchen, dining room, carpeted living
room. Priced for quick aelel TOWM .
COUNTRY REALTOR, Tel. 454-1476.

73

Stoves, Furnace*, Parti

1956 Chevrolet

WANT 2 or 3-bedroom house, E. central
location, priced reasonably. C. SHANK, OLDSMOBILE COUPE — 1939, stored
' 552 E. . 3rd.
last 9 years, for restoring or custom ,
S40. tel. 452-6331. V
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY". New 4-bedroom, 2-story, house. Large family room OLDSMOBILE — 1962, 88. In good shape.
wllh fireplace, double attached garage,
S«J. Tel. 4S4-J193 after 5 .-: . - .
central air conditioning, and landscaping. 1518 Heights Blvd. Tal. Orva l FORD — 1963 tan Monterey 4-doo r, euHllka. 452-4127.
tOnwU^Tel, -452.-4357. ' ¦ ' '

PROMPT Real Estaii Jalis
And Financing

OFFICE S PACE - firs t floor, Exchange
Building, mid-town, downtown Winona.
Tal, 452-3193.

Used shoe skates, 75c & up.
New Ice fishing reels, 39c.
Used suit, 38 in. waist , $2.
Bargain prices on guns .
ammunition.
, Cigarettes, package 35c.

99

UX. CAN GET EARLY possession ol this
clean 2-bedreom home. Owner wents It
sold no*. Call us .for complete Information and appointment to sea. ABTS
AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Til.
454-4365 or alter hours 452-3184.

116-111 E. Srd

Sawing Machinas

Trucki,Tract's trailers 108

1967 Internationa l
4 x 4 Scout

Farms—Homes—Bus titasses
Our Specialty .
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR
La Crescent,. Mlnh.' -Tel. 895-21M
We Buy, Sell & Trad*

Hardt's Music Store

Bowling balls, $1 and up.
Milk shot cans , 75c and $1.
FREE $5 pair of gloves
with purchase ot 5 gallons
of paint.

98

FARMS—FARMS-FJRMS
MIDWEST REALTV CO.
Ossso, Wis
Tal. Offlca 597-3SJ*
. R«. S9J-J1P
We buy. wa sall, wt trad*

Houses for Sal*

Business Places for Rent 92

BASENJI PUPPIES - AKC. Barkless,
odorless, almost shodless. Excellent
hunters, housedog and watchdog . Robert Mcintosh, Hokah, Minn, Tel. 8942953.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS — Pomeranians,
Paak-a-poos, Cock-a-poos, Poodles, Boston Terriers, G«irman Shepherds, Collies
and Terrier cross puppies. Don Lakey,
Puppy Paradises Kennels , Trtmpialaau,
Wis.

'ijy

Closing Out Sale

Toy

QUALITY MINIATURE Schnau/ers Will
be ready for Christmas) alsp liny Pomarainlans and German Shepherds. All
A K C registered . Stuber Farm ond Kennels, Tel. Founlaln City 6B7-477B,

ffifi SS CLOSED

Apartments, Furnished

STOCKING STUFFERS for your family
artist I Vanguard I Acrylic-Polymer Artist Colors, "Vanguard I Mediums, Vanguard I Flex-Tex Modeling Paste, Vanguard 1 color Saver Palette. Our stall
will be happy to explain the advantage
of purchasing Vanguard I products,

WANT MALE Boston Bull Terrier puppy,
Tel . 452-9264 .

RESPONSIBLE, PROFESSIONAL COUpIt,
1 child, want to rant 2 bedroom apartment or house, unfurnished. Permanent.
References, Tal. Comptroller, 454-1338
days until J; 434-4390, extension 2«»
•Her 5.

.

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

Situations Wanted—Male 30
CARPENTER WORK wanted. Free estimates. Quallf* workmanship, Tel. 4544441 or 452-259S ,

We '» Be
Jff ^k

Winona Dally Nevfs i
l
.
Winona, Minnesota IIB
WEDNESDAY,DEC. 24,W9

99

MERRY
GHRISTMAS

/

Machinery and Tools

Wabasha , Minn.
Tel. 612-565-4059.

26 Articles for Sale

WILL DO babysUtlng In my homo afler
Christmas for I or 2 children. For
further Information Tel. 452-4241.

THREE-BEDROOM home. E. location,
carpeted, newly remodeled. Easy fa
heat. Immediate possession. Tal. Rochester 289-0912.

RUSSET POTATOES, 100 Ibs. $2.98) apples, $1.50 bu.; Hubba rd squash, fc lb.;
bear; pop. Winona Potato .Market.

McDONALD'S

Francis Greenheck ,

PLUMBING & HEATING
761 ' E;. «th
Tel. 453-4340

Female — Jobs of Int.

MOBILE HOME for rent, 2 bedroom?,
furnished, In Lamoille, available Jan.
1. Tel. 452-9490.

65 Farms, Land for Sal*

CHRISTMAS

200 gallon bulk tank
300 gaillon bulk tank
Van Vetter
Muelfer 7
Dari Kool
Sunset 7

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

YOUR PLUMBER . . . when you need
one BAD, you need one GOOD I We
sell, service, Install, Free estimates;

Good Things to Eat

AfYANTED
Farm Equipment

21

ELECTRIC R OTO ROOTER

827- E. 41ft

95

-

HOMEUTE CHAIN SAWS
SAVE $10 on swivel reciters. Now $49.95. WANTED — young responsIWa couple for
2 bedroom mobile home, on edge of
New Christmas Specials
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
town. Tal. 452-2680.
Guide Bar * Chain Service
AAanketo Ave. Open evenings.
POWER MAINTENANCE
& SUPPLV CO.
2nd & Johnso-n
Tel. 452-2571
.
LINOLEUM RUGS-fXl2, pretty patterns, Wanted to Rent

¦66 FORD
N SERIES ,
Implement truck with mid*
equipped
loll-a-ramp impile*
WHEELS SHAKE, need alfenment. Commeat body, bed L year old.
plete suspension repair. Set Don at
Hwy. Alignment Service. Jet. 4) &
Excellent condition. Also 1
¦ 41.
International tractor with
Business Services
14 sweeper.
SAW FILING, grinding, Humming, . re- Thompsoa Implement Co;
toothing. 655 W. -4th St. Tel. 452-4753.
Altura, Minn.
Tel, 677L
TREES, TREES. TREES — trimming,
Plumbing, Reefing

64

"

DON'T GAMBLE -with your Ufa! Have
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists
rebuild your brekes. Price, (39.95, most
cars. Tel. 452-2772,

Card o-f Thanks

63 Houses for Rent

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
the comfort ot automatic personal care .
livestock. Datry cattle on nana all
Keep full service — complete burner
week . Llvsjfrcck bowsht every day.
ca r* and furnace claanlng. Budget servTrucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
ice). Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
Tel. Lewiston 2«7 or Winona 452-7BI4.
* OIL CO., 901 E. . h. Tel. 452^02.

to all our loyal friends. Happy holidays! Belmont L iquor Drive Inn, 1(71
W. 51h St. •

INTERNATIONAL F A L L S ,
Minn. (AP) _ An International
Falls man says rare woodpeckers and deer hunters are the
reason he takes a 350-mile lowlevel airplane trip each year after the hunting season,
Francis Einarson of Einarson
Brothers Flying Service at International Falls recently completed an aerial inspection of
electrical transmission lines of
Minn-Kota Power Cooperative,
Grand Forks, N.D.
Einarson followed the lines
southwest to the Bemidji area ,
then northwest to Grygla , Minn,,
north to Warroad on the Canadian border, west to Baudette
and then
¦ ¦ back to International
Falls. ¦ . . .
4
Lost and Found
He found 27 main insulators
FREE FOUND ADJ
which he said were shot off the
A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
poles by deer hunters and have AItree
found ads will be published wvhan
a person finding an article calls |ha
to be replaced.
Dally & Sunday Newi Ckusltled

(First

MODEL CHAPEL
SYRACUSE , N.Y. (AP) "We're told we hnve the largest
Interdenominational campus religious program in the nation ,"
snys tho Rev. Dr. John H, McComb c\ dean ot the Syracuse
University Chapel. Up to 1,000
Kflllicrings monthl y are scheduled there, Students plan the
worshi p services and other
events.
"We see the chnpel not as a
museum for religion but as a
laboratory, " Dr ,
McComhe
says, "Apparently we ane developing JI nWdcl which can he
used by other campuses. Th ey
como here to study our chapel
activities. "

Personals

MILLIONS ot rugs hive baan cleaned
wllh Blue Lustre, lfi America's finest
Rent electric shampooer $1. R. D.
Cont - Co.

FREE
for the month of Dec,, one
20 h.p. Snowmobile with
purchase of each new mobile home in stock.
We have sizes from 12x50
ft. to 14x68 ft . en hand.
On the spot financing. Low ,
low down paymentTDelivcry
must be before May 1, 1070.

HOUSTON
MOBILE HOMES

Houston, Minn. Tel . 896-350A.
Residence phones: .1. A .
Twalten 89R-3101 ; II . D.
Gunderson 89fi-2107 ; C . W.
Evans , La Crescent 895-2003.
Auction Sale*
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and Hit* -learned end bonded, Rt. 1. Winona Tal.
¦4.W-49B0 ,
PREDOY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all
.et, and kinds ot
auctions.
Tel. D' kota 641-AUJ

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett t Knhner
Winona. Tel. 45* 7614Jim Papentuis, Dakola tel. 643-2972
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1965 MUSTANG
CONVERTIBLE

1964 RAMBLER
2-DOOR HARDTOP
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1987
THUNDERBIRD .
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$995

iflfifi CYtUJNl.
rvn ONE 1,1
GT
lOOB

$795

$2595

MERRY CHRISTMAS f
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1 flfi5 COMET
2-DOOR HARDTOP

$1195
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T0BSLETr0W>
Yo>ur "Country Style" Ford-Mercury-Uncoln Denier
MIRACLE MALL
Open M.on, -Wed. -Fri. Evenings
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( 100% Bonded "War ranty on '66 & Newer )
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1964 FORD
I
2-DOOR HARDTOP

$695
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HAPPY DAN PETKE
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J § It has Xie.m a p leasure serving you in the past , t
/ g ' hoping to continue to serve you when you <nrc >
\
'
c
« in need of a New or Used car.

By Roy Cran« (

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

BL0ND1E

By Chick Young

7

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
By Gordon Bes*

REDEYE

BARNEY GOOGLE >nd SNUFFY SMITH
STEVE CANYON

By Fred Laswe ll

By Milton Canniff
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11* i COATS
|At a time like this, we of McDonalds realize j
I

Ba rgains on Ladies ' Winter

II

FUR TRIMS . . . UNTRIMMED
REGULARS 8 TO 20 . , . HALF SIZES 12!i TO 24!4

I our great good -fortune.
|
I And we realize to whom we owe this great \ ' roAS $6Q00
£ £ood fortune.Toour customers.To you.
\
V AL
O
T
S
j
\\fe
will
work
Thank
you
-for
your
patronage.
f
f harderthan ever to deserve it in the future. .J
X lo ®4©<>°
If Meanwhile:Have a happyThe best one yet. \
v

$5 000
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PLEASE MOTE: WE WILL BE CLOSED GHRISTMAS DAY

1

ToAS $3©°° I

9 A.M.
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60 WEST THIRD STREET IN DOWNTOWN WINONA

